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Foreword 

In volume 5.2 of the Catalogue of Oriental Manuscripts, Xylographs etc. in Danish Collections
(COMDC), The Royal Library publishes the second volume of a catalogue of its Arabic collection, 
analysed and described by Dr Irmeli Perho. Volume 5.2 describes a collection of texts acquired by 
Arthur Christensen during his stay in Iran in 1914. 

The COMDC series, founded in 1966, aims at providing a complete set of catalogues of the Oriental 
collections in The Royal Library. Concise description of the physical appearance and contents of the 
documents being its primary function, the COMDC also endeavours to provide as much additional 
information as can be gathered from the manuscripts, aspiring to serve as a reference work in a wider 
sense, and photographically reproducing the first and last pages of the manuscripts described, as well 
as additional pages of particular interest. 

The making and publishing of this Catalogue was made possible only with the kind support of the 
Carlsberg Foundation. 

Stig T. Rasmussen 
Editor, COMDC series 
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Introduction 

Arthur Christensen 

The Arabic manuscripts described in this catalogue were acquired by Arthur Christensen (1875–
1945), a Danish scholar and specialist in Iranian studies, during his travel to Iran from February to 
August in 1914. The majority of the manuscripts that he purchased were Persian but he was also 
commissioned to buy texts in Arabic.  

Arthur Christensen originally studied French at the University of Copenhagen receiving his MA in 
1900, but had already in his early youth acquired a keen interest in Oriental languages and cultures. 
While majoring in French, he also began to study these languages with the best Danish Orientalists 
of his time. He studied Arabic and Persian with A. F. van Mehren, Sanskrit with V. Fausbøll, 
Avestan with Edvard Lehmann and Arabic and Turkish with Johs. Østrup. In 1902 he travelled to 
Berlin and later to Göttingen in order to continue his studies under the supervision of C. F. Andreas. 
Arthur Christensen presented his doctoral dissertation on Omar Khayy¿m’s poetry in 1903. 

Arthur Christensen was educated as a traditional philologist and, accordingly, his interests centred on 
history and culture, more than on theoretical linguistics. Among Arthur Christensen’s most original 
works within Iranian studies is his book L’Empire des Sassanides. Le peuple, l’état, la cour,
published in 1907, reprinted in 1927. An enlarged version with the title L’Iran sous les Sassanides
was published in 1936; this version was translated into Persian in 1938. Another, further enlarged 
version was published in 1944. An Arabic translation of the book was published in 1957. 

Arthur Christensen was, however, also interested in contemporary spoken languages and, in fact, the 
main purpose of his travel to Iran in 1914 was to study Iranian dialects. The dialectological material 
that he collected then was supplemented during further travels in 1929 and 1934. He published his 
studies on Iranian dialectology in 1915, 1930 and 1935. 

The collection 

The collection consists of 97 items, of which 94 are manuscripts and 3 are lithographed prints. The 
copies are relatively late, mostly dating from the 19th century, but there are a few older ones, the 
oldest being a volume of Ibn S∞n¿’s al-Q¿n´n f∞ al-Ãibb, copied in 910 H [1504 CE] [Cod. Arab. A.C. 
97].  

As to the topics of the texts, a vast majority deals with Twelver Sh∞>∞ (Im¿m∞) law and legal theory. 
The collection contains copies of standard works, such as Kit¿b Mas¿lik al-afh¿m il¿ tanq∞ú ’ar¿<i> 
written by Zayn al-D∞n al->şmil∞, known as al-fl¿hid al-¨¿n∞ [Cod. Arab. A.C. 6, 19, 21], and flar¿<i> 
al-isl¿m f∞ mas¿<il al-úal¿l wal-úar¿m written by NaÒm al-D∞n al-îill∞, known as al-Muúaqqiq al-
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îill∞ [Cod. Arab. A.C. 24, 56-B, 74]. The legal theory (u§´l al-fiqh) is also represented by well-
known works, among these, TahÄ∞b al-wu§´l il¿ >ilm al-u§´l written by al-îasan ibn Y´suf ibn al-

MuÃahhar al-îill∞ [Cod. Arab. A.C. 43]. 
 
Also parts of the two major Sh∞>∞ úad∞¨ compendiums are present in the collection, i.e., al-K¿f∞, 
section al-Fur´> written by Muúammad ibn Ya>q´b al-Kulayn∞ [or al-Kul∞n∞] [Cod. Arab. A.C. 55, 
75] and Kit¿b man l¿ yaúèuru-hu al-faq∞h (parts 1–3) written by Ibn B¿b´yah al-Qumm∞, known as 
al-êad´q [Cod. Arab. A.C. 81]. 
 
The legal texts represent the Im¿m∞ school, but the theological texts seem to be mainly Sunn∞.
Actually, out of the seven theological texts present in the collection, four are copies of flarú TaÒr∞d 
al-kal¿m, which is a commentary to Na§∞r al-D∞n al-$´s∞’s TaÒr∞d al->aq¿<id, also known as TaÒr∞d 
al-kal¿m. The commentary, known as al-flarú al-Òad∞d, was written by the Hanaf∞ scholar >Al¿< al-

D∞n >Al∞ al-Q´’Ò∞ [Cod. Arab. A.C. 8, 15, 28, 36]. Sh∞>∞ theology is represented by >Abd al-Razz¿q 
al-L¿h∞Ò∞’s supercommentary to al-Q´’Ò∞’s al-flarú al-Òad∞d: î¿’iyat al-ú¿’iyah al-ïafar∞yah >al¿ 
al-’arú al-Òad∞d lil-TaÒr∞d [Cod. Arab. A.C. 10-B]. 

Apart from texts dealing with the religious sciences – law, theology, úad∞¨, tafs∞r, and Arabic 
grammar – the collection also contains some books on natural sciences. Among these is flarú kit¿b 
al-Øi\m∞ni [Cod. Arab. A.C. 60] written by the astronomer Q¿è∞z¿de, who worked in Samarkand 
during the reign of Ulu\ Beg (d. 853 H [1449 CE]). The manuscript contains several astronomical 
drawings and in the margins runs al-BirÒand∞’s supercommentary to Q¿è∞z¿de’s text. Further, there 
is a book on geometry, namely, Na§∞r al-D∞n al-$´s∞’s Taúr∞r kit¿b al-ukar li-ä¿wuÄ´siy´s [Cod. 
Arab. A.C. 27], which is a commentary to the book on spheres originally written by the Greek 
mathematician Theodosios (1st c. BC). The manuscript contains several drawings and it also includes 
a supercommentary written by Bah¿< al-D∞n al->şmil∞. Medicine is represented by two manuscripts, 
i.e. the above mentioned volume of Ibn S∞n¿’s al-Q¿n´n f∞ al-Ãibb [Cod. Arab. A.C. 97] and al-
R¿z∞’s al-Kit¿b al-Man§´r∞ f∞ al-Ãibb [Cod. Arab. A.C. 13] – an equally famous text. The collection 
also contains one text on zoology, namely an abridgement of al-Dam∞r∞’s îay¿t al-úayaw¿n [Cod. 
Arab. A.C. 78]. 

Provenance 

Several manuscripts have a title and sometimes also part of the author’s name written in blue ink on 
their first page. The title is usually given in a Persian form and is in each case written in the same, 
very careless hand. Presumably, it is the hand of the Iranian bookseller, who sold the manuscripts to 
Arthur Christensen. The bookseller has attempted to identify the texts, but often the information 
given is not correct. 

Some of the manuscripts may not have been purchased in Iran but in Europe. One of these is a 
Qur<¿n [Cod. Arab. A.C. 84] that contains several European owners’ marks, and also an Arabic 
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owner’s mark dated 1197 H [1782/83 CE], no name is given. The first European owner seems to 
have been Joseph de Beauchamp (1752–1801), a French astronomer and traveller. He has written in 
the back of the manuscript (p. 755) that he bought the Qur<¿n in Baghdad on 12 September 1789. 
Beauchamp had stayed in Iraq since 1782 but had to leave the country in December 1789, because 
the payment of his allowance was stopped due to the changes caused by the French revolution. He 
arrived in France in 1790 and the next six years he spent with his family, presumably in his 
hometown Vesoul.1 It is there that he must have met Etienne-Gabrielle Peignot (1767–1849), the 
French bibliographer who in 1790 settled as a lawyer in Vesoul, where he later functioned as a 
librarian. Peignot became the next owner of the Qur<¿n and noted on p. 755: ‘Donné a G. Peignot 
par Beauchamp. Le 6 fructidor an 3e.’ The French revolutionary calendar date corresponds to 23 
August, 1795.2

Later, the book seems to have passed on to Ch. Ferrão de Castelbranco, who has pasted a printed 
label with his name and a Parisian address inside the front cover. He was a Portuguese nobleman and 
a pupil of the famous Orientalist Antoine Silvestre de Sacy (1758–1838). At some stage, the book 
has been for sale in the German bookshop, K. F. Koehler’s Antiquarium, Berlin. The label of the 
shop is pasted inside the front cover. There is no indication that the book has ever been to Iran; it is 
most likely that it has remained in Europe since 1790. Arthur Christensen probably bought it in a 
European bookshop, maybe in Koehler’s Antiquarium. 

There are six other manuscripts that have markings suggesting that they have been purchased in 
Europe, although the manuscript’s arrival in Europe is not attested as clearly as in the case of the 
above-mentioned Qur<¿n. The label of the London bookstore, Luzac & Co., is pasted on the 
manuscripts Cod. Arab. A.C. 42 and 83. The latter further contains a German handwritten text and 
an attached English handwritten note describing the manuscript. Cod. Arab. A.C. 85 has the label of 
the French company, Maisonneuve et Cie Editeurs, and three attached notes describing the 
manuscript in English, French and Latin. Cuttings of what seem to be German and English catalogue 
texts describing the manuscripts in question have been pasted on or inserted in Cod. Arab. A.C. 38, 
39, and 67. These suggest that the manuscripts have been for sale – not in Iran, but in European 
bookstores. 

As to the Iranian owners, many of the manuscripts contain stamps or written texts sometimes giving 
the owner’s name and date of purchase. Four of the manuscripts (Cod. Arab. A.C. 8, 10, 26, and 47) 
contain texts stating that the manuscript in question has been made into a waqf (pious donation). 
Three of the texts give further the name of the donator and the date the waqf was established.  

If the information given is correct, the most famous former owner of one of the manuscripts (Cod. 
Arab. A.C. 16) was the second ruler of the Q¿Ò¿r dynasty, Fatú >Al∞ fl¿h Q¿Ò¿r (d. 1250 H [1834 
CE]). The text is al-flumunn∞’s commentary to Ibn Hi’¿m’s grammar al-Mu\n∞ and Arthur 

1 Biographie universelle ancienne et moderne, M. Michaud (ed.), Paris 1843, vol. III, p. 362. Dictionnaire de biographie 
française, M. Prevost & Roman d’Amat (eds), Paris 1951, vol. 5, p. 1053. 
2 F. X. Feller, Biographie universelle ou dictionnaire des hommes qui se sont fait un nom, Nouvelle ed., Lyon 1851, in 
microfiche: Archives Biographiques Françaises (ABF I), réalisation Susan Bradley, K.G. Saur Verlag, München 199-?, 
microfiche 815.�
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Christensen has written a note on a separate slip of paper: ‘flarú, Kommentar til Mughn∞ bekendt Bog 
om arab. Gramm. skal have tilhørt Fetú >Al∞ fl¿hs Bibliotek’ [flarú, commentary on Mughn∞, a
famous book on Arabic grammar, said to have belonged to the library of Fetú >Al∞ fl¿h].

Bindings, illuminations and paper 

Only very few of the bindings are Oriental with flap. Instead, they are mostly made in European 
style and are usually either totally undecorated or present fairly simple, tooled decorations in the form of 
multiple frames. One exception is Cod. Arab. A.C. 96, a volume of prayers that has bronze-coloured 
lacquer covers with floral medallions. Also the text folios are decorated with golden frames and the 
paper is tinted blue and the opening has a panel with an illumination. 

Another beautifully decorated manuscript is Cod. Arab. A.C. 35, also a volume of prayers. The 
covers are simple, but the opening shows an illumination and a floral band in the margins. Another 
prayer book, Cod. Arab. A.C. 41, is also decorated in a similar manner, whereas the illuminations 
shown on two of the Qur<¿n’s (Cod. Arab. A.C. 38 and 68) are clearly less elegant. Cod. Arab. A.C. 
85, an Arabic–Persian vocabulary, has in its opening folio a very crudely formed illumination. A 
very simple illumination, a domed golden panel, is shown on Cod. Arab. A.C. 82, which is a 
grammar.  

Many of the manuscripts that are dated to the 19th century are written on paper that has been 
watermarked. Most of the watermarks contain Italian names, armorial designs, and animal figures, 
thus suggesting that the paper used was imported from Europe. However, some of the watermarks 
contain Cyrillic letters showing that also Russian paper has been available.  

Persian texts 

Among the manuscripts, there are four texts that contain both Arabic and Persian texts.  
Cod. Arab. A.C. 18 deals with rules of conduct in visiting fl∞>∞ shrines (¿d¿b al-ziy¿r¿t). The 
instructions are in Persian but the prayer texts are in Arabic. Cod. Arab. A.C. 64-C, is N´r al-D∞n
Ø¿m∞’s Persian treatise on rhetoric and it is bound together with two Arabic texts dealing with the 
same subject. Cod. Arab. A.C. 77-B contains a small selection of Iskandar Mun’∞’s historical work 
on the êafaw∞ dynasty, T¿r∞≠-e >¿lam ar¿-ye >Abb¿s∞. It is bound together with two Arabic texts 
dealing with legal theory. 

Cod. Arab. A.C. 66, Muf∞d by >Abd al-Raúm¿n >Abd∞ Pa’a, has been excluded from the collection. 
The text is an Ottoman Turkish commentary on the Persian poem Pand-n¿ma written by Far∞d al-
D∞n >AÃÃ¿r. It will appear as Cod. Pers. A.C. 156 in the catalogue that is being prepared on Arthur 
Christensen’s Persian manuscripts.  
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Arrangement of the manuscripts 

The manuscripts have been arranged according to subject matter. Within each section the texts are 
presented in numerical order, with the exception that connected texts have been kept together. This 
means that various volumes of the same text have been placed after each other. Similarly, when the 
collection contains both a text and its commentaries, these have been kept together so that the main 
text is described first, followed by the commentaries. Texts by unidentified authors have been placed 
last in each category. Bindings that contain texts of varying contents have been placed in a separate 
category in the end.  

Parameters of description

TITLE: As given in the manuscript. Additional information in square brackets. Page or folio from 
which the title is taken, in square brackets. 
SUBJECT: A short general term. 
AUTHOR: As given in the manuscript. Additional or better known name(s) in square brackets. Year 
of death, when known, in round brackets. Page or folio from which the title is taken, in square 
brackets. 
SCRIBE: As stated in the manuscript. Page or folio from which the title is taken, in square brackets. 
COPYING DATE: HiÒrah years as given in the manuscript. CE years in square brackets. 
NUMBER OF FOLIA: As numbered in the manuscript. 
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE 
SIZE: Size of the binding and size of the text area. 
DESCRIPTION: Physical characteristics, script. 
NOTES: Concerning contents and authorship. 
OWNERS’ MARKS  
BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: The first line(s) and the beginning of the text after the opening 
formulas. The text is copied as it is written on the manuscript. Doubtful or suggested readings in 
square brackets. 
ENDING OF THE TEXT: The last line(s) of the text prior to the colophon. The text is copied as it is 
written on the manuscript. Doubtful or suggested readings in square brackets. 
PROVENANCE 
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 Astronomy 
 

 Cod. Arab. A.C. 60 
  

 

A. 

TITLE: flarú [kit¿b] al-Øi\m∞ni [or flarú al-Mula≠≠a§ f∞ al-hay<ah] [fol. 2a] 
  

SUBJECT: Astronomy 
  

AUTHOR: [M´s¿ ibn Muúammad Maúm´d al-R´m∞ Q¿è∞z¿de] (d. 815 H [1412 CE] or ca. 
840 H [1436 CE]) 

  
SCRIBE: Anonymous 

  
COPYING DATE: Not given 

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 94 

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 15 

  
NOTES: On fol. 2a the title is given in Persian: flarú-e Øi\m∞n∞. It is written in a careless 

hand different from the rest of the ms. The name of the author is not mentioned. 
Ahlwardt 5675 has a similar beginning and ending as the present ms. and the text 
is titled flarú al-Mula≠≠a§ f∞ al-hay<ah and the author is identified as M´s¿ ibn 
Maúm´d al-R´m∞ al-îanaf∞ Q¿è∞z¿de. GAL2 II, 275 gives the title as flarú kit¿b 
al-Øi\m∞ni and the authorøs name as M´s¿ ibn Muúammad Maúm´d al-R´m∞ 
Q¿è∞z¿de (d. 815 H [1412 CE]). Al-Zirikl∞, vol. 7, 328, gives the year of death as 
ca. 840 H [1436 CE]. 
The text is a commentary to the astronomical compendium al-Mula≠≠a§ f∞ al-
hay<ah written by Maúm´d ibn Muúammad ibn >Umar al-Øi\m∞n∞ al-ïw¿rizm∞ 
(d. after 618 H [1221 CE]). 

  
BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 2b, lines 1 and 7-8 

���� ��� ��	
 ��� �����
 ���� ����� ��� ���� � ����	 ��
��
 �! ���"��  [...]

]��	
 [#�
 $�%&�� '(��) *�(� ���+ �� *��� ,����- /���0 /��� �( ��1 �&�02 3 #� *�4� 

*���5�� 6��0
 7����� $����� 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 90a, lines 10-13 

��� �� ���� ���	�� 
���� ��� ��	�� ������� 
�� ����� ����� �� ����� ���� ���!� 

 "#$ � ��% "��&'(� )�(� *+, �� "�� -���.(�"��/&��0� 1��� 2�� 3�.0� 4 ���� )( ��  

 
 

 B. 

TITLE: al-î¿’iyah [>al¿ ’arú mula≠≠a§ al-Øi\m∞n∞ li-Q¿è∞z¿de] [fol. 90a] 
  

SUBJECT: Astronomy 
  

AUTHOR: >Abd al->Al∞ [al-]BirÒand∞ (d. after 935 H [1528 CE]) [fol. 90a] 
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SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: Not given 
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: In the margins of fols. 3b-90a 
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: Varies 
  

NOTES: The text is a supercommentary on text A. Al-Zirikl∞, vol. 4, 30 gives the complete 

title of al-BirÒand∞øs text. The beginning formulas have been omitted in the 

present ms. and the text begins directly with the commentary. The beginning of 

the commentary is similar to Ahlwardt 5677. Also the ending is similar to 

Ahlwardt 5677. 
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 3b, right margin, text upside down, lines 1-2 

���� �� ������ �	
�� �� ������ ������ �� �
�� ��	��������� �
�� ��� ��� �	������ ���� ��  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 90a, left margin, lines 10-14 

������ ��� 	
� ��� ������ ���� ��� ����� �� ������ ��� ���� ���� �� ������ ������ 

���!��� "# ��� $��� ��� ���� 

 

 

SIZE: 20.9 x 14.9 x 2.0 cm; text area 14.0 x 18.0 cm [fols.2-3a], all margins used in 

fols. 3b-90. 
 

 

DESCRIPTION: Brown European style leather binding. Tooled multiple frames. Watermarked 

paper: armorial designs, AL MASSO, NICCOLO POLLERI E FIGLIO. The title of text A 

is given on fol. 2a. Text begins on fol. 2b. Text in black ink, Ta>l∞q script, 

different hands. Chapter headings in red. Several drawings in black and red ink. 

One loose drawing has been attached to fol. 72a. Catchwords. Text B is written in 

the margins of fol.s 3b-90a, Ta>l∞q script. Fols. 90b-94 are blank. 
  

OWNERøS MARKS: Detached text on fol. 1 a. On fol. 2a detached pieces of text and verses of poetry 

by Ab´ al->Al¿< al-Ma>arr∞ (in Arabic) and by N¿§er-e ïosrou (in Persian). On 

fol. 2b, a stamp, text in Arabic and date Ramaè¿n 1314 H [1897 CE] 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 60, fol. 2b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 60, fol. 3b
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5

Cod. Arab. A.C. 60, fol. 90a
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 Ethics 

 

 Cod. Arab. A.C. 5 
  

TITLE: Kit¿b al-$ar∞qah al-muúammad∞yah [fol. 2a, l. 7f] 
  

SUBJECT: Ethics 
  

AUTHOR: [Meúmed ibn P∞r >Al∞ Birgew∞ (d. 981 H [1573 CE])] 
  

SCRIBE: Aúmad Efend∞ ibn Mu§Ãaf¿ Isk´b∞[fol. 225b] 
  

COPYING DATE: Rab∞> al-awwal, 1203 H [1788 CE][fol. 225b] 
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 227 
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 15 
  

SIZE: 21.5 x 15.1 x 4.1 cm; text area 14.5 x 9.0 cm 
  

DESCRIPTION: Oriental binding with flap, covers marbled paper. Brown leather spine. 

Watermarked paper: crescents. No title page. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text and 

marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script, except fol. 6b and the first eight lines on fol. 1b in 

Ta>l∞q script. Different hands. Black ink. Chapter headings (except the first 

chapter) and paragraph markers in red ink. Some important words in red. 

Catchwords. On fols. 105-134 numbers are used as catchwords. Fols 1-3 are very 

dirty and the text is partly smudged. On fols 170-171 a corner of the pages with 

some text and catchwords has been torn away. The catchwords on fols. 27b, 59b 

and 177b do not match with the first words of the next pages. On fol. 74b the 

catchword is smudged. On fol. 79 the catchword is corrected to match with the 

beginning of the next page. Fols. 226-227 are blank. 
  

NOTES: The authorøs name is not mentioned in the ms., but the ms. text is the same as 

Ahlwardt 8836 and there the author is identified as Mohammed ibn P∞r >Al∞ al-

Birkew∞.  

In EI2, vol. I, 1235, the name is given as Meúmed ibn P∞r >Al∞ Birgew∞ (Birqiw∞, 

Birgili). 

 

Chapter headings: 

����� ����  �	
��� ������ ������� � [fol. 2a]

�����  ������� � ����� ����� � ����� [fol. 18a] 

�����  ������ ������ 	
 ��� 	� ��
� � ������ [fol. 201b]
  

OWNERøS MARKS: Fol. 225b text:  

�� 	
 ������ ��� ������ �� �������� ������ !�����  "�#� � $�]%��&�'([
signed by al-î¿ÒÒ Ibr¿h∞m fl∞r∞nz¿de [Prizr∞n∞?] 1219 H [1804/05 CE].
Also stamp on fol. 225b.
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BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1 and 3-4 

���� ������	 
�� � ���	 ��� ����� ���� � �����	 
���	 ������ �	� �� �!"� #�$ ] [...

 %�&"��'� �&���	 �&��� %�" ��(	)�'���	*�	+�� ��,-� �/0�" �/0��� %� %�&(��'� �����	  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 225a, lines 12-15 and fol. 225b lines 1-3 

 ������ �� ��	 ��	
�� �� � ��	� �� ����� �� �
� ������ ��� ��� ��� ����� ���� � ���� �
���

 !�� "�#� $�%&'� �(% ��) ��(*� "�# +�%� "�, +���� -��
�� .�� /�� 01� /��� 2� ��� 3��

��(�4� +�%� $�5� !*6,� $1�&�� +7�� �� /�1&	 $�5� $�	����� !	�6,��
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 5, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 5, fol. 225a
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 5, fol. 225b
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 18 
  

TITLE: Tuúfat al-z¿<ir dar ziy¿r¿t [fol. 1a] 
  

SUBJECT: Rules of conduct in visiting fl∞>∞ shrines (¿d¿b al-ziy¿r¿t) 
  

AUTHOR: Anonymous 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: Not given
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 332
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 12
  

SIZE: 19.8 x 15.5 x 5.0 cm; text area 13.5 x 8.0 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Brown European style leather binding, very worn. Tooled medallion with traces 
of gilding. Watermarked paper: armorial design. No title page. Text begins on fol. 
1b. Text and marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script, black ink. Chapter headings in red. 
Different hands. Fol. 268a blank. Catchwords. Margins mended on fols. 1-2.

  
NOTES: The title of the book is written in a careless hand in blue ink on fol. 1a. The 

instructions are in Persian, whereas the prayers are in fully vocalised Arabic. 
The authorøs name is not mentioned in the ms. but GAL SII, 574 (no. 15) gives 
the author of the title Tuúfat al-z¿<ir as Muúammad B¿qir ibn Muúammad T¿q∞ 
Akmal al-MaÒliz∞ (d. 1111 H [1700 CE]). However, the present ms. differs from 
al-MaÒliz∞øs text described in al-ìar∞>ah, vol. 3, 438. Further, the ms. 38 (Ms. 
orient. Oct. 2981 Staatsbibliothek) in Eilers und Heinz, Teil 1, 36-37, is identified 
as al-MaÒliz∞øs Tuúfat al-z¿<ir∞n. Both the beginning and the ending are different 
from the present ms. Also the arrangement of the content is different. Therefore, 
the author of the present ms. remains unidentified.  
 

Chapter headings: 

����� ���  ��	�
� 	� [fol. 1b]

�� ��� 	�  ��	�� �� ��� ����� �� ����� [fol. 1b] 

�� ����� ����� ����� 	� ��� �����  �!"#� ��
$� 	� [fol. 74a] 

�� �%&� 	�  �!%�� '( 	� ����� ����� ����� ����� [fol. 114a] 

�� )*�"� ����� 	� 	�+, -*��  [fol. 181b] 

��  .
"� "���� 	� /0�1 [fol. 268b]

  

OWNERøS MARKS: Stamp on fol. 331a. Detached pieces of text on fol. 1a.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, line 1 

�����  ����� 	
� ��� �� ��� ��� ������ �� ���  
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END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 332b, lines 1-6 

������� ��  ����� ��� �� 	
 ����� ������ �� ��������� ����� ������� �� 	
 ������ 

 	
 �
 ��� !�" #$%�� �� 	�&
 '(�
 )��*��� '��+ �� �,-�. /����. ��,�� �� ��-�� 

 0������ �� ����� 1 2�3 )�� ��������4�5 �6�,7 8��9 :� �� 
 

 

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 18, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 18, fol. 332b
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 39 
  

TITLE: al-Kit¿b f∞ ¿d¿b úamlat al-Qur<¿n [on the inside lining of the front cover] 
  

SUBJECT: Ethics of reading the Qur<¿n (¿d¿b al-Qur<¿n) 
  

AUTHOR: Mu§Ãaf¿ ibn Muúammad ibn Mu§Ãaf¿ [on the inside lining of the front cover] 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: Not given
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 150 pages (75 fols.)
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 16
  

SIZE: 19.0 x 13.3 x 2.2 cm; text area 13.0 x 9.0 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Dark brown European style leather binding, very worn. The leather is worn off 

the front cover. Spine coarse cloth, covers attached to it by stitches. On the lining 

of the front cover, a colophon written in the same hand as the rest of the ms., 

stating the title of the book and the name of the author. Pencilled page numbers. 

Text begins on page 1. Text and marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script, black ink. 

Chapter headings in red. One hand, except pages 55-60. No catchwords. Margins 

and part of the text worn off on pages 147-150.
  

NOTES: The first folio of the text missing, the text starts in the middle of a sentence on 

page 1. Table of content listed on pages 1-3. A folio is presumably missing 

between pages 8 and 9 covering the end of chapter 3 and the beginning of chapter 

4. On page 150 the text ends in the authorøs date for completing the text, 3. Rab∞> 

al-¿≠ar, 666 H [1267 CE]. After that some verses but only parts of the lines 

readable. 

 

Chapter headings: 

����� ����	 
� ���� � ���� ����  ����� ����� [page 3]

����� ���� � ����� ������  [page 6] 

����� !"� #�$� � %����� �����  [page 7] 

] &�'� ��(� � )*��� �����������+�'��� [ 

����� !��, ��(� � -��.� �����  [page 21] 

��������� ��(� � /(�0��   ��[page 34] 

����� /�1�� ��(� � )*�0�� �2�$  &�3'�� ����� )� [page 109] 

����� 450��� 6�7�� � 
����� ��8�09�  �:5;< #�5,�� 6�=�� � [page 120] 

����� ����� �*��$ � )>���� #�$��  ?8;9� [page 127] 

����� @�A�� B�C � D�'�� ���E��  [page 137]
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OWNERøS MARKS: On the lining of the front cover numbers and words, black ink. On the lining also 

pencilled code: W3486. On fol. 1a, pencilled numbers 16 and 225, in red and 

green respectively, written in a large hand.
 

 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Page 1, lines 1-2 

������ ����	
� ������ ������ �����
� ����� �� �����
�� ���� �� ����� �� �� ������ 

��!"�� 

 

 

END OF THE TEXT: Page 149, lines 8-12 

��� ����� ���� �	
 ����� ��	 �� ���� �� ��� ������� ��
 ����� ���� �� ]��� [ ��!

 ����� "
� # $��%& �� '(�����.].) ["�*� �+�*
 $�, �-�� /�
 0��12
 3 $� 4�56�� 78��� 

 �+(�9�� # :5��;�[...]
 

 

PROVENANCE: Together with the ms., a loose cutting from a catalogue describing it in German. 

This suggests that the ms. was acquired by Arthur Christensen in Europe. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 39, inner lining
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 39, page 1
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 39, page 149
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 39, page 150
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 Grammar 

 

 Cod. Arab. A.C. 9  
  

TITLE: Kit¿b Ø¿ribard∞ [fol. 1b] [flarú al-’¿fiyah li-Ibn al-î¿Òib] 
  

SUBJECT: Grammar (morphology) 
  

AUTHOR: Aúmad ibn al-îasan al-Ø¿ribard∞ [al-fl¿fi>∞, Fa≠r al-D∞n] (d. 746 H [1345 CE]) 
[fol. 1b, l. 4] 

  
SCRIBE: Anonymous 

  
COPYING DATE: 28. ì´ al-úiÒÒah 1[3]07 H [1890 CE]

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 119

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 24-25; fols. 1b-2b: 15

  
SIZE: 24.2 x 12.1 x 2.3 cm; text area 18.5 x 7.5 cm

  
DESCRIPTION: Black European style leather binding. No title page. Fols. 78-119 watermarked 

paper: Latin letters. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text and marginal notes in black ink. 
The word qawlu-hu in red. Fols. 1-77 Ta>l∞q script and fols. 78-119 Nas≠∞. 
Different hands. Catchwords. On fols. 6b, 97b, 98b, 103b, 104b no catchword. On 
fols. 87b, 89-93, 95-96 the catchwords partly cut away. The catchword on fol. 
39b does not match with the first word of the next page.

  
NOTES: Ahlwardt 6605 has a similar beginning and ending as the present ms. Ahlwardt 

gives the title flarú al-’¿fiyah li-Ø¿rberd∞. GAL2 II, 246 gives the title flarú al-
’¿fiyah li-Ibn al-î¿Òib. The work is a commentary to al-fl¿fiyah f∞ ta§r∞f by 
Øam¿l al-D∞n ab´ >Amr >U¨m¿n ibn >Umar ibn Ab∞ Bakr Ibn al-î¿Òib al-M¿lik∞ 
(d. 646 H [1249 CE]) [cf. GAL SI, 531]. In the present ms. the text of Ibn al-
î¿Òibøs al-fl¿fiyah is running on the top margins on fols. 1-77. Ibn al-î¿Òibøs 
name is mentioned in the top margin on fol. 2a and in the beginning of the 
commentary on fol. 1b.

  
OWNERøS MARKS: On fol. 1a stamp: >abduhu îasan al-îusayn Muúammad. In writing: LuÃf->Al∞ ibn 

Muúammad, Muúarram 1308 H [1890 CE].  
On fol. 119a two stamps. On fol. 1a verses in Arabic.  
On fols. 86b, 118b, 119a, and 119b, pencilled squiggles. Faded text on fol. 119b.

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-3 and 5-8 

���� ���� �� �� ��	
 ������ ���� ���� ����� ���� ��� ����� ��! "#�#$� % &�'� ��(�� 

 �	) *'�+, -�� -�.�� [...] �0� ���1�#�� �2 3���,�(� �4$� ��� �5� 67'� 8� 9� �#:'� 

 3;'� <��.='� >�=? @�?A:���B 3,�'� "�C� D�2� E�0'�� D#F� GH�:'�  ��	� ��� ���'� 1

 ��� @�	I�J��$� 
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END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 119a, lines 15-18 

 ���� ���� ��	 ��
� ���� �
�	 ����� �
� ��	 ��� ��	 ���� �	��� �� �� ��!" #	

$%&�	 '(�&� )���	 $��*�� �
�� +�	 ��,��	 -".�� / �012 3� ��
� 45 67	
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 9, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 9, fol. 119a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 14 
  

TITLE: al-K¿fiyah [on the spine of the book] 
  

SUBJECT: Grammar 
  

AUTHOR: [Øam¿l al-D∞n ab´ >Amr >U¨m¿n ibn >Umar ibn Ab´ Bakr Ibn al-î¿Òib al-M¿lik∞] 
(d. 646 H [1249 CE]) 

  
SCRIBE: Ab´ >Al∞ [fol. 121a] 

  
COPYING DATE: Muúarram 1128 H [1716 CE] [fol. 121a]

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 123

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 7-8 [fols. 3-84], 13 [fols. 85-121], 11 [fol. 122]

  
SIZE: 19.4 x 13.8 x 1.3 cm; text area 12 x 7.5 cm [fols. 3-84], 13 x 8 cm [fols. 85-121], 

16.8 x 10.5 cm [fol. 122]
  

DESCRIPTION: Green European style leather binding. Tooled multiple frames. No title page. Text 
begins on fol. 3b. On fols. 3-84 text in large vocalised Nas≠∞ script, black ink, 
grammatical terms in red. On fols. 85-121 text in partly vocalised smaller Nas≠∞ 
script, black ink, some chapter headings in red. Marginal notes mainly in Ta>l∞q 
script. Margins mended on fols. 2, 3, and 118-121. Margin of fol. 60 cut off. 
Catchwords. Colophon on fol. 121a. Ms. text continues on fols. 122a and 122b, 
different hand. Fol. 123a blank.

  
NOTES: The beginning of the text [fol. 3b] is similar to Ahlwardt 6557, where the title is 

given as al-Muqaddimah al-K¿fiyah f∞ al-naúw, and the author is Øam¿l al-D∞n 
ab´ >Amr >U¨m¿n ibn >Umar ibn Ab´ Bakr Ibn al-î¿Òib al-M¿lik∞. The lines 
above the colophon [fol. 121a] differ from the ending given by Ahlwardt, but the 
last line of fol. 122b is similar to the ending of Ahlwardt 6557.

  
OWNERøS MARKS: On fols. 1, 2, 3a, 121b and 123b detached pieces of text both in Arabic and 

Persian. On fol. 121b a number possibly indicating a year: 1191 [H] [1777/8 CE].
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 3b, lines 1-3 

������ ��� 	
�� ��� ��� ��� �
�� ��� ��� ��� ������ ����� � ��� ��! "#$ %�  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 121a lines 3-6 and fol. 122b, lines 4-5 

������ ���	
� ���� ��
�� ��� � ��� ���� ����� ���� ���� ��
� ! ��� � 

 ���� �" #$��
�%� ��� ���� �&�� ����'������� (�
��� )*  [...] �+ ,-/ 01��� ��

 )* �2�� 3%	4 ��%51 �+ 6�
27�� 89'(�
���
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 14, fol. 3b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 14, fol. 121a
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 14, fol. 122b
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 52 
  

TITLE: al-Faw¿<id al-èiy¿<∞yah [fol. 2b] 
  

SUBJECT: Grammar 
  

AUTHOR: >Abd al-Raúm¿n ibn Aúmad al-Ø¿m∞ (d. 898 H [1492 CE]) [fol. 271a] 
  

SCRIBE: Ibn Muúammad >Al∞ îasan Riè¿< [Zank∞] [fol. 271a] 
  

COPYING DATE: Øum¿d¿ al-¨¿n∞ 1067 H [1657 CE] [fol. 271a]
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 271
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 15
  

SIZE: 16.6 x 11.8 x 4.5 cm; text area 12.2 x 7.0 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Dark brown European style leather binding. No title page. Text begins on fol. 2b. 
Text in Ta>l∞q script, black ink, different hands. Marginal notes in Ta>l∞q and 
Nas≠∞ scripts. Red or black line marks the commented text. Margins mended on 
fols. 2-10, 46, 48, 78, and 271. On fol. 7 mending paper covers the last four lines, 
the text has been rewritten on the mending paper in a different hand. Mending 
paper covers the marginal notes on fol. 6. On several fols. the marginal notes 
have been partly cut away. On fols. 22b, 23b, and 98a, new marginal notes have 
been written over faded notes. Large part of text smudged on fols. 141a, 150b, 
151a, and 196b. Smudges also on fols. 108a, 119b, 220a, 164b, and 165. Holes in 
text area on fols. 9, 32, and 62. Fol. 1b blank.

  
NOTES: The book is written for the son of the author, ëiy¿< al-D∞n Y´suf [fol. 2b]. It is a 

commentary to al-K¿fiyah written by Ibn al-î¿Òib (d. 646 H [1249 CE]).  
Cod. Arab. A. C. 14 is Ibn al-î¿Òibøs al-K¿fiyah.

  
OWNERøS MARKS: On fol. 1a partly smudged detached text in Persian and a square with numbers, 

possibly a magic square. Fol. 2a text in Persian dated 1111 H [1699/1700 CE]. 
Several other bits of text, words, and faded stamps on fol. 2a. Stamps on fols. 2b, 
3a, and 271a. Detached texts on fol. 271b.

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 2b, lines 1-3 

������� ���	 �
�� ��� �����	 �
���  ������	 ������� �� �
��	 ����� ���� �!� �"� ������ 

 # $��%�� �"&!�� �
��'�� (&'%")*�%��+
%�� ,*�-��	  .�� /0��� 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 270b, lines 8-11  

���� �� ������ ��� 	
�� �� �� ����� �� ���� ���� ������ ���� ���� ���!� �" # 

�� ��� �����$ ��
% &� �'� ()�% *� ������ (+��� &� ��,-. �� 	��/ �0,0� �'�1�-� 2���� 

 ���3'!�[...]
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 52, fol. 2b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 52, fol. 270b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 52, fol. 271a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 34 
  

TITLE: flarú al-alf∞yah [fol. 1a] 
  

SUBJECT: Grammar 
  

AUTHOR: Badr al-D∞n Ab´ >Abd All¿h Muúammad [ibn Muúammad] ibn >Abd All¿h Ibn 
M¿lik al-$¿<∞ al-Øayy¿n∞ (d. 686 H [1287 CE]) [fol. 1b] 

  
SCRIBE: Muúammad îusayn ibn Muúammad ê¿f∞ al-K¿’¿n∞ [fol. 218a] 

  
COPYING DATE: 1240 H [1824/25 CE]

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 218

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 21

  
SIZE: 21.7 x 12.5 x 3.5 cm; text area 16.0 x 6.5 cm

  
DESCRIPTION: Dark brown European style leather binding, spine mended with leather strips. On 

the lining of the back cover seven concentric circles in red ink. Fols. 216 and 218 
watermarked paper, on fol. 216 the watermark gives the year 1822. Fol. 216 is 
loose and consists of four pages, tinted blue. The title is given in Persian on 
fol.1a. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text in Nas≠∞ script, black ink, different hands. On 
fols. 1-168, 200-201a, 216, and 218, the commented verses in red ink, vocalised. 
On fols. 169-199, 201b-215, 217, the commented verses marked with a red line, 
vocalised. Marginal notes in Nas≠∞ and Ta>l∞q scripts. On some fols. marginal 
notes partly cut away. Margins mended on fols. 7-39, 54-55, 197-204, and 213-
217. On fol. 82b in the top margin verses in Persian. Catchwords. The catchwords 
on fols. 90b and 105 do not match with the beginning of the next page. On fols. 
8b and 23b the catchwords are partly torn away. No catchwords on fol. 100b.

  
NOTES: The title is written in Ta>l∞q script, partly without diacritics, in the upper corner of 

the otherwise blank fol. 1a: ��� ����� �	� 
��� . The text is a commentary to al-
Alf∞yah written by Øam¿l al-D∞n Muúammad Ibn M¿lik al-$¿<∞ al-Øayy¿n∞ (d. 
672 H [1273 CE]). The author of the commentary, Badr al-D∞n Muúammad, is 
Ibn al-M¿likøs son.

  
OWNERøS MARKS: On fol. 218b text in Persian, date ì´ al-qa>dah 1281 H [1865 CE]

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-3 and 5-6 

�� ��	 ������ ����� ����� ����� ����� ]����� [�	� ������ ���� �	� 
� �� �	 ��� 
� �� 

 �� ��	 ��� 
� ��� �����
���� �� �� �� ������  �� [...] ������ !�"#�� �$% & '()� ��*

 ��� +���,
���-�� /0 &  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 218a, lines 6-10 

����� �� ���� �	
�� �� �� ����� ����� �� ���� ����� � ������� ��� �� ������ �	�� ��� 

 !"�#���� $��% &� ��' ()*�� ��+���&� ��, ��- ��.�  !"�, �/��0�� 1.�0�� 2�� ���� ���� 
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 ����� ��� �� �	
������������ ���� �� ���� ���� �	��� 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 34, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 34, fol. 218a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 58 
  

TITLE: Tamr∞n al-Ãull¿b f∞ §in¿>at al-i>r¿b [fol. 2a] 
  

SUBJECT: Grammar 
  

AUTHOR: ï¿lid ibn >Abd All¿h al-Azhar∞ (d. 905 H [1499 CE]) [fol. 1b] 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: Not given
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 163
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 20
  

SIZE: 21.5 x 12.0 x 2.3 cm; text area 14.0 x 6.3 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Brown European style leather binding, spine and edges mended with lighter 
brown leather. Paper tinted blue. No title page. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text and 
marginal notes in Ta>l∞q script, black ink, one hand throughout. Commented text 
marked with a red line. Catchwords. On several fols. damp has smudged parts of 
text on the first two to four lines. On fols. 90b, ink stain covers text on lines 7-11. 
Margins mended on fols. 1, 162, and 163. Mending paper covers part of lines 1-3 
and 18-20 on fol. 162 and part of lines 1-4 on fol. 163a.

  
NOTES: The text is a commentary to al-Alf∞yah written by Øam¿l al-D∞n Muúammad Ibn 

M¿lik al-$¿<∞ al-Øayy¿n∞ (d. 672 H [1273 CE]). The author notes that the text was 
completed on 27. Ramaè¿n 886 H [1481 CE] [fol. 163a].

  
OWNERøS MARKS: Smudged marks on fol. 1a. Stamp on fol. 163b. Detached texts on fol. 163b and 

on the lining of the back cover.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 and 7-8 

���� ��� ��	 �
�� �
	 ��� ��� �	 ���
	 ���
	 �����	 ��
	 � ���	 ���	 ��!"� �	 �"#�� 

 $%&�'(
�� )	��	 �# ��* +,� [...]�#	 -/
 �� � 0
	 1��2	�
	 �# )	���	 3,��# 4�, ��� 

 1��'5	 �#6 �'7# 8"� 9
�:0
	�'7� �;��
	 �<=� �  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 163a, lines 4-5 

]����� [ �� ��� �	
� ������ ���� �������� � ����� ��� �!"�"#�� ����$� �	
 % �!& 

���'� (�) * +�,��
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 58, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 58, fol. 163a
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 50, fol. 1a, title page
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 50, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 50, fol. 147a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 51 
  

 

A. 

TITLE: Kit¿b al-mi§b¿ú [f∞ al-naúw] [fol. 3a] 
  

SUBJECT: Grammar 
  

AUTHOR: [N¿§ir ibn >Abd al-Sayyid al-MuÃarriz∞] (d. 610 H [1213 CE]) 
  

SCRIBE: Mull¿ >Abd All¿h [ibn] Mull¿ Muúammad ê¿diq [fol. 66a] 
  

COPYING DATE: Rab∞> al-awwal [990 H] [1582 CE] [fol. 66a] 
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 66 [fols. 1-66] 
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 6-9 [fols. 1-3], 5 [fols. 4-50], 9-10 [fols. 51-66] 
  

NOTES: The authorøs name is not mentioned in the text, but Ahlwardt 6530 has a similar 
beginning and ending as the present ms. The title is Kit¿b al-mi§b¿ú and the 
author is identified as N¿§ir ibn >Abd al-Sayyid al-MuÃarriz∞. GAL2 I, 351 gives 
the title as Kit¿b al-mi§b¿ú f∞ al-naúw. The text is based on the works of Ab´ 
Bakr >Abd al-Q¿hir ibn >Abd al-Raúm¿n al-ØurÒ¿n∞ (d. 471 H [1078 CE] [fol. 
2a]. 
 
Chapter headings: 

�����  ����	�� 
������ � ���� [fol. 3a]

�����  �������� ������� ������� � ����� [fol. 24a] 

�����  �������� ���	
�� ������ � ������ [fol. 36a] 

�����  ������ ������ � ������ [fol. 56a] 

�����  ������� �� ��� � ����� [fol. 57a] 

 
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-3 

��� !"#�� � $��� ���% !��&'� () *� +, +�� -
��. +�/ +�0 1��& 2
� 3
���4 !��5�� � 

!�&'� 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 66a, lines 3-5 

� ����� ��� �	
�� �� �� ���� ����� ��� �� ����� �!� 	"� #��� �$�� %&�  	� %�

 '�(��)* +,-�  

 

 
 

 B. 

TITLE: [flarú QaÃr al-nad¿ wa-ball al-§ad¿] [fol. 68a] 
  

SUBJECT: Grammar 
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AUTHOR: Øam¿l al-D∞n Ab´ Muúammad >Abd All¿h ibn Y´suf ibn >Abd All¿h Ibn Hi’¿m 
al-An§¿r∞ (d. 761 H [1360 CE]) [fol. 68a] 

  
SCRIBE: Mu§¿diq∞ >Abd All¿h [fol. 181b] 

  
COPYING DATE: al-Øum¿d¿ al-¨¿n∞ [no year] [fol. 181b] 

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 114 [fols. 68-181] 

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 15-20 

  
NOTES: The text is Ibn Hi’¿møs commentary to his earlier work QaÃr al-nad¿ wa-ball al-

§ad¿.The title is not mentioned in the text, but Ahlwardt 6737 gives the title as 
Kit¿b flarú QaÃr al-nad¿ wa-ball al-§ad¿. 

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 68a, lines 1, 9-10 

�������� ��	
�  ��
� ���
� [...]  ��� ������ �	
� ����� ���
� ��� ����� ���� ���� �!��

��"�� 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 181a, lines 11-13 

����� ���� ��	
� ��� 
�� ���	
� ��� �� � ���� �� ��� ������ ��� ��! "#�� $%�&� �� 

�� ���� '� �() "�* ��� +�,�� �-.� +�	[...] 

 

 

SIZE: 17.8. x 12.3 x 2.2 cm; text area 12.0-12.5 x 6.5 cm 
 

 
DESCRIPTION: Dark brown European style leather binding. Covers smaller than the ms. No title 

page. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text and marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script, black ink. 

Different hands. On fols. 1-50, the text is written in large hand. On fols. 1-66 

chapter and paragraph headings in red. On fols. 68-181, red line marks the 

commented text. On fols. 27a-29a the marginal notes encircled in red. On several 

fols. the marginal notes and catchwords are partly cut away or very close to the 

binding. Some of the marginal notes in Persian. Fols. 68-181 contain a lot of 

corrections where the corrected text is either smudged or crossed over. On fols. 

142 and 145 the word \alÃah (spelled ���� ) is written to enclose part of the text. 

Fols. 66b and 67 blank. Fol. 157a blank except for a marginal note (in Persian) 

referring to the previous page. 
  

OWNERøS MARKS: Three basmalas and detached words on fol. 1a. Stamps on fols. 96b, 99a, and 

102b. 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 51-A, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 51-A, fol. 66a
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 51-B, fol. 68a
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 51-B, fol. 181a
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 51-B, fol. 181b
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 73 
  

TITLE: Ø¿mi> al-’aw¿hid [fol. 1b] 
  

SUBJECT: Grammar 
  

AUTHOR: Muúammad B¿qir ibn >Al∞ Riè¿ [al-Ardik¿n∞] (lived in the 13th c. H [19th c. CE]) 
[fol. 1b] 

  
SCRIBE: Lithographed text; the colophon gives the name ş≠ond Moll¿ Moúammad 

ïoras¿n∞ [fol. 183b] 
  

COPYING DATE: The colophon gives the date RaÒab 1276 H [1860 CE] [fol. 183b]
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 183
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 39
  

SIZE: 34.6 x 21.8 x 3.1 cm; text area 26.4 x 15.1 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Light brown European leather binding, tooled multiple frames. Lithographed text. 
No title page. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text and marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script. 
Chapter headings and important words in larger hand and repeated in the margins. 
The text is partly in Arabic and partly in Persian. Catchwords. The catchwords on 
fol. 53b and 167b do not match with the beginning of the next pages. Catchwords 
faded or missing on fols. 63b, 77b, and 102b.

  
NOTES: The text presents grammatical verses that have been used as examples in various 

grammars and books on rhetoric. It is based on the authorøs larger work al-
flaw¿hid al-kubr¿ [fol. 1b]. GAL SII, 572 gives the authorøs name as Muúammad 
ibn B¿qir ibn >Al∞ al-Riè¿, no dates are given. Mo<allef∞n-e kotob, vol. 2, column 
64 and al-ìar∞>ah, vol. 5, 61 both give the name as Muúammad B¿qir ibn >Al∞ 
Riè¿ al-Ardik¿n∞ and add that he was a contemporary of the author of Øaw¿hir al-
kal¿m, i.e. Muúammad îasan ibn Muúammad B¿q∞ al-NaÒaf∞ al-I§fah¿n∞ (d. 1268 
H [1851 CE]).

  
OWNERøS MARKS: A drawing of concentric squares, in black ink, on fol. 1a.

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-4 

���� ������ �	
� � ���
��� ����� � ���� � ���� ������ �� ����� ��� ��! "�# 

 �$%& '��� �&�
(��)]�*�
��� [ +%& ,
%-���$./ 0
�.��  [...]  ��)2
($� 34�
�� ��) �)� 5$6%�� 

 5	���� �7�) ��8 �9��� +%& [...] :�;� 5$��� �� <=�� �� ��)+�>�����
���)  �?@�� 

 A B�C-�� ';@�� A ,�
���� ���D�� ��E +%& B%�;���F
%&B=G.�� H�-�� 
IC��  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 183b, line 12 

���� ��� ��� �	
 ���� ��� �	
 ]����� [ ���
 �� �	
����
 ���� ���� �� !�" 

 �#
��
 $%&
 '
 (��� �)
���

  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 73, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 73, fol. 183b
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 82 
  

TITLE: Ta>l∞q al-faw¿èil >al¿ i>r¿b al->Aw¿mil [fol. 1b] 
  

SUBJECT: Grammar 
  

AUTHOR: îusayn ibn Aúmad al-’ah∞r bi-Zayn∞ z¿deh (d. 1168 H [1755 CE]) [fol. 1b] 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: flaww¿l 1194 H [1780 CE] [fol. 95a]
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 96
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 17
  

SIZE: 17.5 x 11.5 x 1.1 cm; text area 10.5 x 5.0 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Red Oriental leather binding with flap. Front cover missing. Tooled medallion 
and multiple frames on back cover and flap. No title page. Text begins on fol. 1b. 
Text and marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script, black ink. The commented text in red or 
overlined with red. Fol. 1b golden illumination, text on fols. 1b and 2a enclosed 
in gold frames. Text on the rest of the fols. enclosed in double red frames. 
Catchwords. The catchwords on fols. 17b, 33b, and 47b do not match with the 
beginning of the next pages. Fol. 95b blank.

  
NOTES: The text is a commentary to al->Aw¿mil al-Òad∞dah written by Meúmed ibn P∞r 

>Al∞ Birgew∞ (d. 981 H [1573 CE]).  
The authorøs date for completing the commentary is given as [ì´] al-îiÒÒah 1144 
H [1732 CE] [fol. 95a]. 
On fol. 1a the owner has identified the text as Mu>rib >Aw¿mil Òad∞d li-Birkaw∞ 
Muúammad efend∞ marú´m.

  
OWNERøS MARKS: On fol. 1a, the name al-sayyid al-ú¿ÒÒ F¿tiú Aúmad efend∞ [al-A\r´s∞ ?]. On fol. 

96a letters and on fol. 96b a detached text in Ottoman Turkish.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-2, 5-7 

���� ���� �	
� ��� ��� �� ������� ��	 ���� � ����� [...]  ���!�� ��"#� �$� �%�

 &'(�� �)� *� +� ,-�/0��� 1��� 2�	 *%]1/0� [�/��� 3%��$�� 4�!�� 456 �7 8-�9 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 94b, lines 8-12 and fol. 95a, lines 3-5 

��������� 	
 ����  �� 	
 ����� �� ������ ���� ����� 	!�� "�#� ��$� ��#��� 	� 

 %���& '�& ��&(� )� *�+,��� �� -� �./0!1�� 2�3�� �4�5�� �+�&� ������ 6� 789� %��3�� 

 2���� :�� ;� <��
 [...]7> ��? )� -(� @
��� @
��� -��� A 2���� :�9� <��
 2�B(� C!D� 

 @
��E�
�����/ F��� �G��� 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 82, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 82, fol. 94b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 82, fol. 95a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 92 
  

TITLE: Mu\n∞ al-lab∞b [>an kutub al-a>¿rib] [p. 2] 
  

SUBJECT: Grammar 
  

AUTHOR: [Øam¿l al-D∞n] >Abd All¿h ibn Y´suf [Ibn Hi’¿m] al-An§¿r∞ (d. 761 H [1360 
CE]) [p. 2] 

  
SCRIBE: Lithographed text 

  
COPYING DATE: Printed in Muúarram 1293 H [1876 CE] [p. 367]

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 368 pages (184 fols.)

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 25

  
SIZE: 34.7 x 22.0 x 3.4 cm; text area 21.5 x 10.0 cm

  
DESCRIPTION: Light brown European style leather binding, tooled multiple frames. The lining of 

the front and back covers with printed pages of another book. Pencilled page 
numbers. Lithographed text. Title and the authorøs name are given as a heading on 
p. 2. Text begins on p. 2. Text in Nas≠∞ script, chapter headings in larger Nas≠∞. 
Marginal notes in Ta>l∞q script. Catchwords. On p. 2, printed stamp with an 
animal figure. Page 367 blank.

  
NOTES: In the colophon, p. 367:  

�� ����� ��� 	
��� ���
�� ��� 	��� [...] �� ��� ��� �
����� ��� ��� 

Printed in D¿r al-Ãib¿>ah Ust¿Ä M¿hir.
The text of the colophon continues in the margin in Persian giving details about 
earlier prints.  
Cod. Arab. A. C. 16 is al-flumunn∞øs commentary to al-Mu\n∞. 
 
Chapter headings: 

	
�� !"#� $ %�&' (�)�&*�  [p. 4] 

����� ����� � �	
� ����  [p. 192] 

����� ������ � ��� ����� �� ���� �����  [p. 223] 

����� ������ � ��� ����� ���� ���!"  [p. 232] 

����� #��$� � ��� %�&�� '�� �()� �*+,�-� .+ ��/0� [p. 273] 

����� 1"�	�� � ��23 4� �5�� %�&*6� 7� 7��/0�  [p. 340] 

����� ���	�� � �8
8� ���+,�  [p. 349] 

����� 4����� � ��� �5�� �8�  [p. 354]

OWNERøS MARKS: Pencilled calculations on p. 1.

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Page 2, lines 1-2 

��� ��� ���	�
 ���	�
 	���� ��� �� �� ��� ����� �����	� ����� �� �
� !�� 	"
 �#$ 
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������ ����	 
� ��� � ����� 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Page 367, lines 11-13 

����� ����� ��� �� 	
� �
�� � ��� ��� 
���� ���� ��� � ������ ���! 
� �"� ���# 

�� $%
&'
� ��� �� (��� )� *+�, -��
.$�
/�# 0�1�� ��� � [...]
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 92, page 2
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 92, page 367
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 16 
  

TITLE: Mun§if min al-kal¿m >al¿ Mu\n∞ Ibn Hi’¿m [fol. 2b, l.14] 
  

SUBJECT: Grammar 
  

AUTHOR: [Aúmad ibn Muúammad] al-flumunn∞ (d. 872 H [1465 CE]) [fol. 2b, l. 1] 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: Not given
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 302
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 26
  

SIZE: 30.0 x 20.5 x 4.0 cm; text area 21.3 x 11.3 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Black European style leather binding. Tooled medallion gilded and painted. 
Tooled multiple frames. Watermarked paper: armorial design, AL MASSO. No title 
page. Text begins on fol. 2b. The text and marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script, black 
ink. One hand. The word qawlu-hu in red. Chapter headings in red. Catchwords. 
The catchwords on fols. 46b, 66b, and 201b do not match with the beginning of 
the next pages. No catchwords on fol. 115b and 118b. Catchwords smudged on 
fols. 191b, 195b. Fols. 1, 249b, 250, 251, and 302 blank.

  
NOTES: On fol. 2b, line 1 as a heading: h¿Äa ket¿b-e flomonn∞ bar Mo\n∞. The text is a 

commentary to Mu\n∞ al-lab∞b >an kutub al-a>¿rib by Øam¿l al-D∞n >Abd All¿h 
ibn Y´suf Ibn Hi’¿m (d. 761 H [1360 CE]). 
 
Cod. Arab. A.C. 92 is Ibn Hi’¿møs al-Mu\n∞. 
 
Chapter headings: 

���������   [not given] 

����� ��	�� 
����� ���� � ������   [fol. 168b] 

����� ���	�� ������ �
  [fol. 193a] 

����� ������������ �
   [fol. 200b] 

������
���   [not given] 

����������� �
 ������   [fol. 287b] 

����� ����! � ������ �
 ������ ���"��  [fol. 291a] 

����������� �
 �
�	��   [293a]
  

OWNERøS MARKS: On fol. 2a two stamps and in handwriting Bah¿< al-Dawlah, 1269 H [1852/53 

CE].  

On a paper slip inserted between the fols. written in Arthur Christensenøs 

handwriting in Danish that the book is said to have belonged to the library of Fetú 
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>Al∞ fl¿h, i.e. Fatú >Al∞ fl¿h Q¿Ò¿r (d. 1250 H [1834 CE]), the second ruler of the 
Q¿Ò¿r dynasty.

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 2b, lines 1-2 

��������� ���� ���	
 �� ��� � � �������� ������� ������ ��� !"# $% &'� �(��) ���*� 

��+� ,-./� � 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 301b, lines 8-12 

��� �� ����� 	�
� � ��� ���� �� � ����� ���� ��� ��� �� ��!" ��#$ ��%� ����� 

&�� '"� 	(#� ��� )�*+ �, �- ���� �./�� �0��#*1�"2/+ 3� 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 16, fol. 2b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 16, fol. 301b
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 îad∞¨ 
 

 Cod. Arab. A.C. 55 
  

TITLE: Fur´> al-K¿f∞, al-Òild al-awwal [fol. 1b] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ úad∞¨ 
  

AUTHOR: Ab´ Øa>far Muúammad ibn Ya>q´b al-Kulayn∞ [or al-Kul∞n∞] (d. 328 H [939/40 
CE] or 329 H [940/41 CE]) [fols. 1b, 189b and 238a] 

  
SCRIBE: Anonymous 

  
COPYING DATE: Øum¿d¿ al-¿≠ar 1073 H [1663 CE] [fol. 97b] 

ì´ al-úiÒÒah 1071 H [1661 CE] [fol. 238a] 
[1]131 H [1718/19 CE] [fol.436b] [cf. Notes]

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 437

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 18-20

  
SIZE: 25.5 x 20.8 x 5.5 cm; text area 18.2-20.2 x 11.5-11.8 cm

  
DESCRIPTION: Reddish brown Oriental binding with flap. Tooled medallions. No title page. Text 

begins on fol. 1a. Text and marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script, black ink. Different 
hands. The beginning of each úad∞¨ marked with the letter h¿< in red and/or a red 
line above the first word. Word b¿b in red, chapter (b¿b) headings in red on fols. 
226-264. Two shades of red ink used. The text is divided into books (kit¿b), 
headings in large Nas≠∞, black ink. The books end in colophons. Catchwords. Fol. 
437 blank.

  
NOTES: The title of the book in red ink as a heading on fol. 1a. Al-Kulayn∞øs al-K¿f∞ 

consists of three parts: al-u§´l, al-fur´>, and al-rawèah. The present ms. is the first 
volume of al-fur´>. 
On fol. 436b added in red ink after the colophon: tamma al-muÒallad al-awwal 
min kit¿b al-K¿f∞ [1]131 H [1718/19 CE], but the ownerøs note on the same fol. is 
dated four years earlier, i. e. 1127 H [1715 CE]. 
 
The books: 

����  ������	 [fol. 1b]

����  
��	 [fol. 27a] 

����  ����	 [fol. 39a] 

����  ����	 [fol. 98a] 

����  ����	 [fol. 190a] 

����  ����	 [fol. 239a] 

����  ��	 [fol. 279b] 
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����  ����� [fol. 416a] 

Cod. Arab. A. C. 79 is also Al-Kulayn∞øs al-K¿f∞.
  

OWNERøS MARKS: On fol. 1a detached texts, a stamp and in writing: Muúammad îasan ibn 
Muúammad >Al∞. Stamps on fols. 1b and 436b. Above the stamps on fol. 1b, in 
writing: Mu§Ãaf¿ [al-Øaz∞r∞?] On the margin of fol. 2a, text in Persian signed by 
Muúammad ibn K¿ˆim [..?]. On fol. 436b, text in Arabic signed by Muúammad 
ê¿liú al-Karbal¿<∞ [al-Ma’had∞], dated 1127 H [1715 CE].

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 

���� �� ��� ���� 	�
 �� ���
 ���	�� ��� ������
 �	��� �� ��� ���� !
 "#� �$�%�
 

&'�( �� &$(
��
 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 436b, lines 11-15 

�� ����� ��	
�� ���	��� ��	���� ����� ]�� [ ���	�� ����� ���� � !"�# �	�� $� ����% 

&��� '�($� )�% ��	�* )�% '!+��� �	�,"� '��$� '��,- '�,. �	�/ '����� ���0�1�� ���� '��$� 

 �
���� �* � ,2����!%� 3"% �"4 $ �� 56 !�7� ,+4 ��"% ,8 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 55, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 55, fol. 436b
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 79 
  

TITLE: Fur´> al-K¿f∞ [fol. 1a and 300a] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ úad∞¨ 
  

AUTHOR: Ab´ Øa>far Muúammad ibn Ya>q´b al-Kulayn∞ [or al-Kul∞n∞] (d. 328 H [939/40 
CE] or 329 H [940/41 CE]) [fol. 1b] 

  
SCRIBE: Anonymous 

  
COPYING DATE: Not given

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 300

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 26-27

  
SIZE: 30.2 x 18.5 x 3.8 cm; text area 21.0 ¬ 22.5 x 10.0 cm

  
DESCRIPTION: Dark green European style leather binding. Tooled multiple frames. No title page. 

Text begins on fol. 1b. Text and marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script, black ink. 
Chapter headings and the word b¿b in red. The beginning of each úad∞¨ overlined 
with red. Catchwords. Catchwords added above the first line on fols. 199a and 
282a. Catchword erased on fol. 279b. Marginal note partly cut away on fol. 135b. 
Margins mended on fols. 1, 261, and 300.

  
NOTES: On fol. 1a, written vertically:  ��� ���� ��	
 ��� ���..] �[   

On fol. 300a, beside the colophon: � ���� ��� �� ���� �����  . 

The present ms. contains the seven first chapters of the part al-fur´> in al-

Kulayn∞øs al-K¿f∞: 

���� �������  [fol.1b] 

���� ����  [fol. 20a] 

���� ����!�  [fol. 27b] 

���� �"#��  [fol. 64b] 

���� ������  [fol. 123b] 

���� $%#��  [fol. 159b] 

���� ���   [fol. 192a] 

Cod. Arab. A.C. 55 is also al-Kulayn∞øs al-K¿f∞.
  

OWNERøS MARKS: Stamp on fol. 300a, with the year 1107 H [1695/96 CE]. Written on fol. 300b: 

All¿hum All¿h malik.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 

���� �� ��� 	
�� �� ��� ���� ����� ��� ������� ���� �� ��� �!�" #� �$� �%�&�� 
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���� �� ������� 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 300a, lines 17-20 

������� ���� ����	 
� ���� ��� ��� ��� ����  ���
� ������ ���� �� ����� �!"#� $%#� 

 &'((�� )*+, &'-� �!" &'-��. &' ���/0�12�� 3�4�   

  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 79, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 79, fol. 300a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 63 
  

TITLE: [flarú al-K¿f∞] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ úad∞¨ 
  

AUTHOR: îis¿m al-D∞n Muúammad ê¿liú ibn Aúmad al-M¿zandar¿n∞ (d. 1086 [1675/76 
CE]) [fol. 3b] 

  
SCRIBE: Unclear [fol. 515b] 

  
COPYING DATE: Øum¿d¿ [al-a≠∞r?] 1244 H [1828 CE] [fol. 288a] 

Ramaè¿n 1244 H [1829 CE] [fol. 515b]
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 517
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 20
  

SIZE: 26.7 x 15.9 x 6.3 cm; text area 21.0 x 10.7 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Red European style leather binding, tooled medallion and corner pieces, tooled 
multiple frames. Margin mended on fol. 151. No title page. Text begins on fol. 
3b. Text and the very few marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script, black ink, different 
hands. Chapter headings in red. Chapter headings placed in the margins, in red on 
fols. 420-431, 505, 509, and 512. Commented text marked with a red or black 
line on fols. 1-240, 453b-461, 501, and 505-515. Catchwords. Fols. 1b, 2, 516, 
and 517 blank.

  
NOTES: The title of the book is not mentioned in the ms., but the author explains that he is 

writing a commentary to al-K¿f∞ [fol. 3a, line 6]. According to GAL SII, 578, the 
title is flarú al-K¿f∞. It is a commentary to al-K¿f∞ written by Ab´ Øa>far 
Muúammad ibn Ya>q´b al-Kulayn∞ [or al-Kul∞n∞] (d. 328 H [939/40 CE] or 329 H 
[940/41 CE]). Al-Kulayn∞øs al-K¿f∞ consists of three parts: al-u§´l, al-fur´>, and 
al-rawèah. The present ms. is a commentary to kit¿b al->aql wal-Òuhl [fol. 25b] 
and kit¿b al-tawh∞d [fol. 288b] that belong to the part al-u§´l. There is a colophon 
in the end of kit¿b al->aql wal-Òuhl on fol. 288a and kit¿b al-tawh∞d on fol. 515.

  
OWNERøS MARKS: Detached texts on fols. 1a and 3a. One text on fol. 1a dated Øum¿d¿ al-¨¿n∞ 1254 

H [1838 CE] with stamp: Muúammad Hamzah. On fol. 3a, text dated 1256 H 
[1840/41 CE] with stamp: >Abd All¿h [şn∞ ?]. On fol. 4a, text in Persian dated 
[Muúarram ?] 1321 H [1903 CE], signed by Muúammad ibn K¿ˆim al-Bor´Òerd∞.

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 3b, lines 1 and 3-4 

���� ��� ����	 
��� ������� ���� ��
� �� ����� ������� ���! �
"� �� �
�#$� [...] 

 %&� '(� )� 
�*"+� ����� ��& ���,-�� /0� �! 1� 1���$2�+� �(� 3& 4�5 ��6 3���� 7��8 

 ���&� 9�: ;��<���� 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 515b, lines 12-15 

���� �� ���� �� �	�
 ��� ��� �� ����� �� ����� ��� ����� ��� �� ��!" #�!$ ��� %& 
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��� ���� ��	�
 ����� ���� � ��������� ���� ��� ����� ���� ����� ���� � ��!�� "#$� 

 %� &'( )�	��� � �*+,���
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 63, fol. 3b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 63, fol. 515b
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 95 
  

TITLE: [flarú al-K¿f∞] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ úad∞¨ 
  

AUTHOR: [îis¿m al-D∞n] Muúammad ê¿liú [ibn Aúmad al-M¿zandar¿n∞] (d. 1086 [1675/76 
CE] [p. 1 and 2] 

  
SCRIBE: Anonymous 

  
COPYING DATE: 1011 H [1602/3 CE] or [1]111 H [1699/1700 CE] [p. 285]

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 286 pages (143 fols.)

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 26

  
SIZE: 30.5 x 20.8 x 1.6 cm; text area 23.0 x 13.5 cm

  
DESCRIPTION: Brown European style leather binding, simple tooled medallion and multiple 

frames. Pencilled pagination. The authorøs first names and a partial title are given 
on p. 1. Text begins on p. 2. Text and marginal notes in Ta>l∞q script, black ink. 
The word qawlu-hu in red. Red line marks the commented text. One hand, except 
the last page [p. 285]. Catchwords. On several pages part of the catchwords has 
been cut away. Page 286 is blank.

  
NOTES: On page 1 written in Ta>l∞q script: 

��� �� ��� �	
 \ �� �	�� 
On page 2, line 3, the authorøs name is given as Muúammad ê¿liú al-$abars∞ and 
in the text it is explained that the author had been asked to clarify some difficult 
passages in al-K¿f∞, i.e. al-K¿f∞ written by Ab´ Øa>far Muúammad ibn Ya>q´b al-
Kulayn∞ [or al-Kul∞n∞] (d. 328 H [939/40 CE] or 329 H [940/41 CE]). It has not 
been possible to identify Muúammad ê¿liú al-$abars∞ as an author of a 
commentary to al-K¿f∞ (cf. al-ìar∞>ah). The ms. 2724 in Fehrest, vol. 7, 287-288., 
is titled flarú al-K¿f∞ and it has a similar beginning as the present ms. The author 
is identified as Muúammad ê¿liú ibn Aúmad al-M¿zandar¿n∞.
 
The present ms. contains a commentary to kit¿b al-úuÒÒah, which belongs to the 
part al-u§´l of al-Kulayn∞øs al-K¿f∞.  
 
Cod. Arab. A. C. 63 is also a part of al-M¿zandar¿n∞øs commentary consisting of 
kit¿b al->aql wal-Òuhl and kit¿b al-tawh∞d [fol. 288b] that belong to the part al-
u§´l of al-K¿f∞.

  
OWNERøS MARKS: -

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Page 2, line 1 

������ ���  �	� 
����� �	� ��� �������� 
��������������� 
���� �� ������� �� �	� ���� ��  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Page 284, line 25-26 and p. 285, line 1 

�� �� ����� �� 	
�� �� ������ ����� ��� ���� ���� ���� ��! �� "#� #$% ���
 	&'#( 
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 ����� ���� �	
� � �� 
�� ������� ��� ����������� ��� �� ���� �!"�� 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 95, page 2
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 95, page 284
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 95, page 285
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 69 
  

TITLE: Arba>´na úad∞¨ [fol. 3a, lines 3-4] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ úad∞¨ and commentary 
  

AUTHOR: Bah¿< al-D∞n Muúammad [ibn îusayn ibn >Abd al-êamad] al->şmil∞ (d. 1031 H 
[1622 CE]) [fol. 2b] 

  
SCRIBE: Anonymous 

  
COPYING DATE: In letters 1190 H [1776/77 CE], in numbers 1109 H [1697/98 CE] [fol. 135a]

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 141

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 14

  
SIZE: 20.1 x 13.1 x 2.0 cm; text area 12.8 x 7.8 cm

  
DESCRIPTION: Dark brown European style leather binding, covers slightly smaller than the fols. 

Binding threads worn and most fols. loose. Fols. 1-7, 10-18, and 137-141 
watermarked paper. Some fols. tinted blue or yellow. Several fols. decorated prior 
to writing: some with sprinkled gold or silver, some with gold and silver patches, 
some with flower patterns, and some with star-formed stamps. No title page, text 
begins on fol. 2b. Text in Nas≠∞ script, black ink, one hand. Numbers of the úad∞¨s 
and some important words in red. Marginal notes in Nas≠∞ and Ta>l∞q scripts, 
black ink. Catchwords. The catchwords on fols. 52b and 123b do not match with 
the beginning of the next page. No catchword on fols. 60b and 108b. Fols. 1 and 
141 blank.

  
NOTES: -

  
OWNERøS MARKS: Detached text and verses in Persian on fol. 2a. Two five-pointed stars in black ink 

and detached sentence by the colophon on fol. 140a. Text in Persian on fol. 140b, 
dated Ramaè¿n 1280 H [1864 CE].

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 2b, lines 1-2 and 6-8 

�� �� ��� ���	�
 ���� ��� �	���� ���
 ��
� ����	����  �����
 ����� �  [...] ����

 ����� �	� �!�� "� #� ��$�� �	%�&' ��(	���  [...] �	)�� ��� ��	$*�� +�	,*� -/0� �� 1��

 ���� 23��� "	��45	���� #� �� 678� 	(  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 140a, lines 1-3 

����� ���� �	
��� ��� ��� ����� ���� ��  ��� ����
��� �!"�� #$%� &'� (�"�)� (*��)� 

 ����� �+!� ����
� ,�� - �./0,���!1�� 2�3 4� ��35� ���� �	6� 7.0� 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 69, fol. 2b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 69, fol. 140a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 81 
  

TITLE: Kit¿b man l¿ yaúèuru-hu al-faq∞h [parts 1-3] [fol. 3b] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ úad∞¨ 
  

AUTHOR: Ab´ Øa>far Muúammad ibn >Al∞ ibn al-îusayn ibn M´s¿ Ibn B¿b´yah al-Qumm∞ 
[al-êad´q] (d. 381 H [991 CE]) [fol. 3b] 

  
SCRIBE: Anonymous 

  
COPYING DATE: Muúarram 1240 H [1824 CE] [fol. 58b] 

Rab∞> al-¨¿n∞ 124[0] H [1824 CE] [fol. 112a] 
Øum¿d¿ al-¨¿niyah 1314 H [1896 CE] [fol. 160a]

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 162

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 25

  
SIZE: 31.3 x 21.7 x 2.5 cm; text area 22.0 x 14.2 cm

  
DESCRIPTION: Red European style leather binding, gilded medallions and tooled multiple 

frames. Fols. 4-159 watermarked paper (AL MASSO, GRAN MASSO). Fols. 1-3 and 
160-162 newer paper. On fols. 160-162 stamp in relief: товарищество чайка и

куликовъ, N:o 6 1/2. No title page. Text begins on fol. 3b. Text in Nas≠∞ script 
black ink, different hands. On fols. 4-13 the word b¿b in red and the úad∞¨s 
marked with a red line. On the rest of the fols., the spaces for chapter headings 
and the word b¿b left blank, no red lines. Marginal notes in Nas≠∞ and Ta>l∞q 
scripts. Catchwords. The catchword on fol. 115b does not match with the 
beginning of the next page. Brown stain covers part of the text on lines 24-25, fol. 
91. Margins mended on fols. 4-5 and 154-158. Fols. 1-3a and 160b-162 blank.

  
NOTES: The first and last page of the text [fols. 3b and 160a] are in the same hand and 

presumably written when the present binding was made in order to make the text 
complete. The date in the colophon on fol. 160a, Øum¿d¿ al-¨¿niyah 1314 H 
[1896 CE], must refer to the date when these pages were added to the ms. 
The present ms. contains the first three parts of Ibn B¿b´yah al-Qumm∞øs work: 
part one on fols. 3b-58b, part two on fols. 59a-112a, and part three on fols. 112a-
160a.

  
OWNERøS MARKS: On the lining of the back cover: words, letters, and a text consisting of talismanic 

signs, numbers and letters. Names of solar months listed on the top margin of fol. 
27a.

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 3b, lines 1, 8-9 

����� ���� �	�
 ����� �� ����� ������ ���� �� ���� ��	����� ��� ��� ����� �	�� 

 [...] ���!�� "#� $� %&'��� (�&) ��&*(�+��  ,����-�/�� 0,&� &1  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 160a, lines 20-22 

���� �� ��� �����	� 
��� �� ���	� ���� ����	� ]����� ��� [ �� �	�� !	"# �$�%" &�' ���
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 ���� ��� ��	�
 �� ���� ������ �� ������� �� ������ ���� � ���� !"#� ��$"#�� ��
�%&' 

�&(��� )�*+ , -���
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 81, fol. 3b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 81, fol. 160a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 86 
  

TITLE: Kit¿b al-alfayn al-f¿riq bayna al-§idq wal-mayn [p. 5] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ úad∞¨ 
  

AUTHOR: îasan ibn Y´suf ibn al-MuÃahhar al-îill∞ (d. 726 H [1325 CE]) [p. 5] 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: Not given
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 574 pages (287 fols.)
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 16
  

SIZE: 22.3 x 15.3 x 3.7 cm; text area 16.3 x 7.3 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Reddish brown European style leather binding. Tooled multiple frames. No title 
page. Pencilled page numbering. Text begins on p. 4. Text in Nas≠∞ script, black 
ink. One hand throughout. îad∞¨ numbers written in letters, red ink. On several 
pages the space reserved for numbering is blank. No marginal notes. Catchwords. 
Pages 1, 2, 568-574 blank.

  
NOTES: The text is a collection of úad∞¨s relating to the imamate of >Al∞ ibn Ab∞ $¿lib. The 

authorøs date for completing the text is Ramaè¿n 712 H [1313 CE] [p. 567].
  

OWNERøS MARKS: On p. 3 two texts in Persian and stamps, dated 1286 H [1869/70 CE] and 1322 H 
[1904/05 CE].

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: P. 4, line 1, p. 5, lines 7-9 

���� ������� 	
����� 	��� ���� ��� ���� �  [...] ��� ������ ���� ��� !��" �� 

#$#��� %��� &�'( )��*� &�+$ ,-�� ��/0� 1� �(�$ 1� 12* 

  

END OF THE TEXT: P. 567, lines 12-15 

���� �� �� �	  �	 
� ����� ��� �� ���� ������ � ��� ���� ����� ��� ���� 

 ���� !���� �� !"#�� �#��� $%& �� '(�)��*+��'�,� - 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 86, page 4
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 86, page 5
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 86, page 567
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 40 
  

TITLE: Aú¿d∞¨ al-a≠b¿r [fol. 1b] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ úad∞¨s 
  

AUTHOR: Anonymous 
  

SCRIBE: ibn Muúammad $¿lib >Abd All¿h [fol. 94a] 
  

COPYING DATE: Not given
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 98
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 13 [fols. 3-94], 15 [fol. 2]
  

SIZE: 19.0 x 12.5 x 11.7 cm; text area 13.0 x 6.5 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Brown European style leather binding, spine red leather. On fol. 1b, the title is 
given in Persian, blue ink, careless hand. Text begins on fol. 2a. Fol. 2 has been 
pasted on the ms. Text and marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script, black ink. Fols 3-94 
one hand. On fol. 2 important words in red. On fols. 3-94 the word >iq¿b in red 
and the word q¿la shadowed with red. On some fols., the word wafiqa written 
across the text or between the lines. Catchwords. The catchword on fol. 2b has 
been added as the first word of the next page. The catchword on fol. 89b does not 
match with the first word of the next page. On fols. 94b-97a detached exhortative 
text, partly vocalised, including blessings to imams. On fols. 97b-98a detached 
úad∞¨s. Fol. 1a blank.

  
NOTES: The title of the book is given in Persian form: Aú¿d∞¨-e a≠b¿r [fol. 1b]. The text of 

fol. 2 does not belong to the ms., but is presumably taken from a commentary to a 
legal text. The úad∞¨s on fols. 3-94 deal with various punishable offences. The 
offence is identified briefly after the word >iq¿b and then the supporting úad∞¨s are 
presented after the word q¿la.

  
OWNERøS MARKS: Stamp on fol. 94a. On fol. 98b detached pieces of text in Ta>l∞q script. On a paper 

glued on the lining of the back cover: text in Persian, two stamps with the name 
al-Mu≠t¿r al-îusayn∞.

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 2a, lines 1-2  

��� ����� �� 	
 �� ����
 ����
 ��� �� ��� � ���
� �� 
�
 ����
  !"�
 #
$�%�


 	
 �� ����
 ����&'�([...] 
Fol. 3a, lines 1-4 

 )* +$� ,
 )' -/0 )' )%1
 )0 �*2
 3
$�0 4'
 �5�� ��� 	
 �60  [...] �60 �'
 7�8 ���

 92
 � )* :;< =�*>�
 �*
 �?@ 4� �4&� �0 	
�A"�����
 ��/BC
� ��;< 	
  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 94a, lines 7-12 

� �� ��� ����	 
�� � ��� ��� �� ��� ���� ��� ]���� [ ��� ��!" #$�	 %�� ��� �� ��� �
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 ���� ��� �� �	 
�� ��� �	 ���� ���	���� �� �	 ���� ����� ���� !�	 "#�$% ��# & 


�'$(	 ") ��� �� ��� *+ ,�
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 40, fol. 2a
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 40, fol. 3a
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 40, fol. 94a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 47 
  

TITLE: Ø¿mi> al-a≠b¿r [fol. 2b, line 5] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ úad∞¨ 
  

AUTHOR: Anonymous 
  

SCRIBE: Muúammad >Al∞ ibn ïayr al-Z¿<ir∞n Karbal¿<∞ Muúammad mulaqqab bi-Karbal¿<∞ 
K¿kul Yad L¿n∞ al-a§l s¿kin ï¿n>al∞y¿n∞ [fol. 151a] 

  
COPYING DATE: 29. Muúarram 1238 H [1822 CE] [fol. 151a]

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 151

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 15

  
SIZE: 21.2 x 17.0 x 2.0 cm; text area 15.5 x 9.5 cm

  
DESCRIPTION: Grayish green European style cloth binding. Watermarked paper, Cyrillic letters, 

year 1822. Paper tinted blue. No title page. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text and 
marginal notes in Ta>l∞q script, black ink. One hand throughout. Section (fa§l) 
headings in the margins, written in a large hand. Catchwords. The catchwords on 
fols. 73b, 79b, and 128b do not match with the first words of the next pages.

  
 

NOTES: On fol. 1a written in blue ink: ����] �����[  

and in black ink:  

	
�� ����  ���� ����  ����� �� �������� ������  

On the spine, in black ink: 

����  ����� �� ������ �!"�  

Ms. nr. 814 in Fehrest, vol. 3, 12, has the same title, Ø¿mi> al-a≠b¿r, and similar 
beginning and ending as the present ms. The author remains unidentified.  
 
The present ms. is divided into three chapters (b¿b) without headings and each 
chapter contains several sections (fa§l), most of them with headings. 
 
Contents: 

	
#�� ����  [fol. 3a] 

consisting of sections on knowing God, His unity and justice.

	
#�� $
���  [fol. 6b] 

consisting of sections on the Prophet and the im¿ms

	
#�� %�
���  [fol. 6b] 

consisting of sections on faith, the Qur<¿n, and religious obligations, followed by 
sections on various subjects of mu>¿mal¿t (taq∞yah, marriage, oaths, death etc.) 
and a≠l¿q (e.g. patience and fear).

  

OWNERøS MARKS: On fol. 150b, Persian text stating that the book belongs to a waqf established by 
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Muúammad Mahd∞ Muúammad >Al∞ Lankar¿n∞, year 1247 H [1831/32 CE]. 

Detached texts in Persian on fol. 151b. A drawing and detached words and 

sentences on fol. 1a.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 

���� ��� �� ����	 
�� ��� �	� �� �	�� � ������������ ��	
� ���� �� ��	� ���� ���
 
  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 151a, lines 6-8 

���� ������ ���	
�� ���� ����� ��� ��� �� �� �� ������ �� ������ ���� �� !"# ��$ 

��%��� �&�� ���'
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 47, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 47, fol. 151a
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 History 
 

 Cod. Arab. A.C. 11 

TITLE: Ta<r∞≠ >Utb∞ f∞ ’arú a≠b¿r al-sulÃ¿n Yam∞n al-Dawlah Ab∞ al-Q¿sim Maúm´d ibn 
S[-]b[-]k[-]t[-]k∞n [Seb ktigin] [fol. 2b] 

  
SUBJECT: History 

  
AUTHOR: Ab´ al-Na§r Muúammad ibn >Abd al-Øabb¿r al->Utb∞ (d. 427 H [1036 CE]) [fol. 

176a] 
  

SCRIBE: >Abd All¿h ibn Ibr¿h∞m Tabr∞z∞ [fol. 176b] 
  

COPYING DATE: 25. flaww¿l [fol. 176b] [cf. Notes]
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 182
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 17
  

SIZE: 22.0 x 14.7 x 2.0 cm; text area 15.5 x 8.0 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: European style black leather binding. Tooled multiple frames. No title page. Text 
begins on fol. 2b. The title of the book as a heading on fol. 2b, in red ink. Text 
and marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script, black ink. Some important words in red ink. 
One hand throughout. Very few marginal notes. Fols. 1b, 2a, 177-182 blank. 
Catchwords.

NOTES: The work is a biography of the |aznaw∞ ruler Maúm´d ibn Seb ktigin (reigned 
388-421 H [998-1030 CE]). The book is also known as Kit¿b al-Yam∞n∞ (cf. GAL 
S1, 547 and Ahlwardt 9807). This title is given in the present ms. on fol. 176a, l. 
11. 
The text of fol. 176b informs that the book was completed in 25th of flaww¿l, but 
no year is given. Whether the date refers to the original writing of the book or to 
the copying is difficult to determine. According to the text, the work was done as 
a response to an order, but the name of the person who had given the order is not 
stated.

OWNERøS MARKS: On fol. 1a verses in Persian, Ta>l∞q script.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 2b, line 1 and fol. 3b lines 10-11 

���� ����� �����	 �
	�� ����	 �
���� �����	 � �����	 ����	 �
��� [...] ���� ��� ���	 ����	� 

 �� �	 ! �"� #��$� �� �%�& ! �"� �%�& ���	� �	 ������ ��"	'
(��)*� 

 

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 176 a, lines 7-11 

� ��� ��� ��	
� ����� ������ ���� �� ����
�� ����� �� ����
� ��� �� ���!�� "�#$
� %&

 '(�� �!)* +��,�- �.��
� �!�/ �(01� �!2� �(3� �!)4 �5(� +�6�� ��� 7)89 :��;�� <� =�8!
�

�� ��(� �� =>�6� +�?� :��!>� +�.�� :����� +�4�� :�6� ��� %��� @). �� ���	!�� "
 

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 11, fol. 2b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 11, fol. 3b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 11, fol. 176 a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 42 
  

TITLE: Ta<r∞≠ al-≠ulaf¿< [fol. 1a] 
  

SUBJECT: History 
  

AUTHOR: Øal¿l al-D∞n [>Abd al-Raúm¿n ibn Ab∞ Bakr] al-Suy´Ã∞ (d. 911 H [1505 CE]) [fol. 
1a] 

  
SCRIBE: Anonymous 

  
COPYING DATE: 13 Rab∞> al-awwal 1012 H [1603 CE] [fol. 298a]

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 248

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 23

  
SIZE: 25.9 x 15.3 x 3.0 cm; text area 20.5 x 10.0 cm

  
DESCRIPTION: Red European style leather binding, tooled medallion and multiple frames. 

Covers lined with black paper with painted white floral pattern. Title page fol. 1a. 
Text begins on fol. 1b. Text and marginal notes Nas≠∞ script, black ink. One hand 
throughout. Chapter headings and the word wa-a≠raa in red. Very few marginal 
notes, on fol. 8a a note partly cut away. Catchwords. Fols. 86 and 87 thicker 
paper than the rest of the ms. Fol. 8b blank, on fol. 9a lines 1-19 blank, on fol. 
121a lines 5-23 blank, on fol. 121b lines 1-20 blank. Fol. 298b blank.

  
NOTES: The authorøs words end on fol. 247b, line 9 and then begin the words of the 

authorøs pupil Ø[-]r¿m[-]rd al-N¿§ir∞ al-îanaf∞.
  

OWNERøS MARKS: On the inside of the front cover pasted the mark: Luzac and Co., Oriental 
Booksellers and Publishers, London, W.C.

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-4 

��� �� �� ���  �	
��� ���� ��� �	� �� ��������� �
� ������ ��� ��� ����� �
� 

 �!"�# ��$� ��	�� �"�%&� '(� )*+, )��-�.� /�0� ���� 1�2�3�� 14�5&� 6���� 6��
7� )�� 89�# 

 :!���� �%� ;� �$� <��="��( ���$� >� )4� ��  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 247b, lines 9-12 and fol. 248a, lines 11-12 

����� ����	� 
��� �� ���� �� ������ �� �� �����	� ���	� ��� ���� ���� �� ��� ���! "�# 

 $�%�& ���'� ()���	� *)+�),-	�.� ���/ �0� �����	� ���.� ���/ �� 1�&�� 2� 34� 2 �� ��� 

 ��%5� 67����� "�4  [...]�	� 9���� :%; �!:�� ��� �� ���� <+� <%�=.� >2� )��� �?�	�� 

<.��	� 1� � :%'�� <�@�
  

PROVENANCE: The label of Luzac and Co. suggests that Arthur Christensen acquired the ms. in 

Europe. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 42, fol. 1a, title page
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 42, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 42, fol. 247b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 42, fol. 248a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 59 
  

TITLE: Lu<lu<at al-baúrayn f∞ al-iÒ¿zah li-qurrat-∞ al->ayn [fol. 4b] 
  

SUBJECT: History: biography 
  

AUTHOR: Y´suf ibn Aúmad ibn Ibr¿h∞m al-Dir¿z∞ al-Baúr¿n∞ (d. 1186 H [1772 CE]) [fol. 
4b] 

  
SCRIBE: Anonymous 

  
COPYING DATE: Not given

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 67

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 25

  
SIZE: 21.0 x 14.5 x 1.0 cm; text area 15.8 x 8.9 cm

  
DESCRIPTION: Dark brown European style leather binding, tooled multiple frames. No title page. 

On fol. 2b a list of the names of scholars on fols. 2b-4a (fihrist al-riÒ¿l). The 
actual text begins on fol. 4b. Text and marginal notes in small Ta>l∞q script, black 
ink. The names of the scholars in red. Damp has reached the first lines of text on 
most fols. but the text is legible. Catchwords.

  
NOTES: Authorøs name and the title written in red ink as a heading on fol. 4b. The 

complete title of the book on fol. 4b, line 24, the authorøs name on line 8. The text 
gives biographical information on Sh∞>∞ scholars. According to Fehrest, vol. 1, 
184, ms. no. 166, the text is a detailed authorization (iÒ¿zah) given by Y´suf al-
Baúr¿n∞ to flay≠ ïalaf ibn >Abd >Al∞ [al-]>U§f´r∞ and flay≠ îusayn ibn 
Muúammad [al-]>U§f´r∞. The author has dated the text 11. Rab∞> al-awwal 1182 H 
[1768 CE] [fol. 66b].

  
OWNERøS MARKS: On the lining of the front cover and on fols. 1, 2a, and 67 detached verses of 

poetry in Persian.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 4b, line 1 

���� �����	 
��� ������ ��� �� ����� ���� � �
���� �������
����  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 66b, lines 15-16 

������ ����� ����	
� �� ���� ���� ��� � ������� ����� �� ���� ���� ����!�� "�#$ � �% 

 ��&�!'� (' #)� (' *+�� ,!-�� .'"/0�"#�����  1�!2[...]
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 59, fol. 4b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 59, fol. 66b
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 80 
  

TITLE: al-Munta≠ab f∞ [Òam∞>] al-mar¿¨∞ wal-≠uÃab [fol. 1b] 
  

SUBJECT: History 
  

AUTHOR: Fa≠r al-D∞n [ibn Muúammad ibn >Al∞ ibn Aúmad] ibn $urayú [al-NaÒaf∞] (d. 1085 

H [1674 CE]) [fol. 1b] 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: Not given
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 195
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 23
  

SIZE: 31.2 x 22.5 x 4.0 cm; text area 25.3 x 16.0 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Dark brown European style leather binding. Tooled multiple frames. 

Watermarked paper: crescents. No title page. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text and 

marginal notes in fairly large Nas≠∞ script, black ink. One hand throughout. 

Chapter headings and headings of poems in red. Catchwords. No catchword on 

fol. 36b. The catchwords on fols. 6b, 38b, and 50b do not match with the 

beginning of the next pages. Last two to three lines smudged on fols. 1b-5b and 

195a. Fols. 1a, 93b, 94a, and 195b blank.
  

NOTES: The title of the book and the authorøs name are given as a heading on fol. 1b and 

repeated in the beginning of the text. The title is given as al-Munta≠ab f∞ Òam∞> al-

mar¿¨∞ wal-≠uÃab, but al-Zirikl∞, vol. 5, 138 gives Òam> instead of Òam∞>.  

The text relates the events that took place during the first ten days of Muúarram 

in 61 H [680 CE]. 

The present ms. consists two parts (Òuz<), both of them containing ten chapters 

(maÒlis). The first part covers the fols. 1-93, and the second part the fols. 94-195.
  

OWNERøS MARKS: Muúammad ibn Ism¿>∞l [fol. 93a,] with text: 

�� ������ �	 
��� ��� ..]� [ ����� ���� ���� ������..]� [����� �� ���
Stamp on fol. 110a. 

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-4 

���� �!����" �#$%� �!��&" '#( ������ ��( �� �!��)�� *�+�,"�� �-�/ 01����  [...] 213�/ ����

�� 4� 5� 63��� ����� �7/ ����� ����� �8� �!�9/ �	 ��/�:%� �	 *��;�� �<8 = >?1	 @� A��B 

C-�D��	� 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 195a, lines 16-17, 26 

������� ����� �� �� 	
��� ���� ��� ���� ���� ���� ��� ��! ���"� �"� #� ���$%� 

�� �&"� '"��� �(��) *��� �+$ �&�� ,- %��. /0�+� 12  [...] ��4���� 5��6� �� ���� �

 7�0� �- ,&� 8�9:��..]; [���<+����� %�= ��� .� ��>� ��?@A�� �B6� �- �� ��C+� 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 80, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 80, fol. 195a
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 Law 

 Cod. Arab. A.C. 2 
  

TITLE: Dourat-e tam¿m-e feqh-e mo≠ta§ar [al-Dawrah al-t¿mmah f∞ al-fiqh al-mu≠ta§ar?] 
[fol. 1a] 

  
SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ law

  
AUTHOR: flay≠ îorr-e >şmel∞ [i.e. al-îurr al->şmil∞, Muúammad ibn al-îasan ibn >Al∞ al-

>şmil∞] (d. 1104 H [1692 CE]) [fol. 1a] 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: Muúarram, no year is given [fol. 297a] 
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 297 
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 21-27 
  

SIZE: 21.2 x 15.3 x 3.4 cm; text area 15.7 x 10.0 cm 
  

DESCRIPTION: Brown European style leather binding, tooled multiple frames. Watermarked 
paper: armorial design. The title and the authorøs name given on fol. 1a. Text 
begins on fol. 1b. Text and marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script, black ink. Word 
manhal occasionally in red ink, but more often the space is left blank. Different 
hands. Humidity has damaged parts of fols.1-2, 191-192, 219-277, and 292-296. 
On fol. 226b, lines 3-17 are blank. Fols. 159, 231, 242b, and 297b are blank. 
Catchwords. The catchword on fol. 218b does not match with the beginning of 
the next page. 

  
NOTES: The title of the book and the authorøs name are written in blue ink in a careless 

hand on the otherwise blank fol. 1a. The title is not listed in al-ìar∞>ah nor is it 
mentioned among the works of al-îurr al->şmil∞ in A>l¿m al-’∞>ah, vol. 6, 655-
657.  
The text deals with the rules of ritual purity (Ãah¿rah) and contains references to 
various fl∞>∞ legal texts. 

  
OWNERøS MARKS: Faded text on fol. 1a. 

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 

������ �� �  ���� �� ��� �	
�� ������ ������� �������� ��� ]space[ ��� ������� 

 ! �" #�$ ��% �&�'(�� ���)��*+�,�-.�(+�� /�%0�� ��1�2� ���3  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 297a, lines 1-3 

��� ����� �	
�� �� ������� �� ����� ��� ��� �� ���! ��� �"#"$  �%�&��� ' (�)��� *�+

 
�� ���,�� �� -��� �./% �01� 2�#3���4#�5������ ����6�� ���7� 4#"���� �� 8�1� �9� �� 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 2, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 2, fol. 297a
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 3, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 3, fol. 270b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 21, fol. 2b



LAW
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 21, fol. 229a
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 19, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 19, fol. 252a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 37 
  

TITLE: î¿’iyat [al-Rawdah al-bah∞yah f∞] ’arú al-Lum>ah [al-dima’q∞yah ] [fol. 1a] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ law 
  

AUTHOR: Øam¿l al-D∞n Muúammad [ibn al-îusayn] al-ïw¿ns¿r∞ (d. 1125 H [1713 CE]) 
[fol. 1b] 

  
SCRIBE: Ibn Muúammad Mahd∞ [fol. 1a] 

  
COPYING DATE: Not given

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 326

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 15

  
SIZE: 19.8 x 12.0 x 3.9 cm; text area 13.0 x 6.0 cm

  
DESCRIPTION: Red European style leather binding. Watermarked paper: armorial design, 

VORNO. The title is given in Persian on fol. 1a, blue ink, careless hand. Text 
begins on fol. 1b. Text in Nas≠∞ script, black ink. One hand throughout. No 
marginal notes. Occasionally chapter headings and the word qawlu-hu in red ink. 
Most chapter headings missing, blank spaces have not been filled. Also the spaces 
reserved for the word qawlu-hu often left blank. Each chapter starts on a new 
page, often preceded by one or two empty pages. Catchwords. The catchwords on 
fols. 25b, 29b, 74b, 91b, 179b, 222b, and 230b do not match with the first words 
of the following pages. Fols. 13a, 32b, 33a, 33b, 56a. 63b, 101a, 105b, and 106a 
blank.

  
NOTES: The title of the ms. is written on fol. 1a in a careless hand different from the rest 

of the ms. It is given in Persian: 

��������� �	
 ��� � ��
On fol. 1b written in red ink as a heading to the text:

��� �� ������ ��
� ���	�� ��� ����� ��� �!�"#��$� [...] % �&'"� !�(�� )"��* �&+�� % 

,-�/�&	- 0&1 �	�&��  

The first chapter [fols. 1b-12b] deals with oaths (naÄr). The following chapters 
deal with other legal issues and these chapters [fols. 13-326] may form the 
glossary (ú¿’iyah) to flarú al-Lum>ah, i.e. to Zayn al-D∞n al->şmil∞øs al-Rawèah 
al-bah∞yah f∞ ’arú al-Lum>ah indicated by the title on fol. 1a.

  

OWNERøS MARKS: Ibn Muúammad Mahd∞ [fol. 1a]: 

�������� �� ���	� 
�� ���� 
����� ��� 
�� ���� ���� 

The text is together with a stamp: al-Øaw¿d al-îusayn∞, 1221 H [1806/07].  
Also on fol. 1a, three other texts and smudged stamps.  
On fol. 2a on the margin, text in Persian and the ownerøs name Muúammad ibn 
K¿ˆim al-Bor´Òerd∞.
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BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 

���� �� ���	 
���� ���� �� ����� � ������ �� ���� �� ���	 ���� ��! ���� ��" ����� ��	 

����� 

 

 

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 326b, lines 4-6 

��� ������ ���	
 �  �� ���� ���	 
��� �� ��� ������	 
��� �� ��� �	 ��� ����� ��	 

 ��� �� ���!�� �"��# �$%&	 �'(�� )*��+,��-.�� ���/ 0�	 ���1! 
 

 

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 37, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 37, fol. 326b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 22, fol.1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 22, fol. 303a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 23 
  

TITLE: |an∞mat al-ma>¿d f∞ ’arú al-Ir’¿d [vols. 12-14 in one binding] [fol. 1b] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ law 
  

AUTHOR: Muúammad ê¿liú ibn Muúammad al-Bur\¿n∞ al-Qazw∞n∞ (d. 1275 H [1858/59 
CE] or 1281 H [1864 CE] [fols. 1b and 316a] 

  
SCRIBE: vol. 12: |ul¿m>al∞ ibn Karbal¿<∞ >Al∞mard al-A’¿l∞ [fol. 99b] 

  
COPYING DATE: vol. 12: RaÒab 1262 H [1846 CE] [fol. 99b]

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 316 [vol 12, fols. 1-99; vol. 13, fols. 101-203; vol. 14, fols. 205-316]

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 28-29

  
SIZE: 30.7 x 21.5 x 4.5 cm; text area 21.5 x 13.7 [fols. 1-99], 23.3 x 12.3 [fols. 101-

316]
  

DESCRIPTION: Brown European style leather binding. Tooled multiple frames, very simple 
tooled medallion. Watermarked paper: AL MASSO, armorial design with letters 
CM. No title page. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text and marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script, 
black ink. Chapter headings in red ink. Vol. 12 in one hand throughout, vols. 13-
14 also in one hand throughout, but a hand different from vol. 12. Catchwords. 
Fols. 1a, 100, 101a, 204, 205a, and 316b blank. Inserted between the fols. a piece 
of paper with religious text.

  
NOTES: The work is a commentary to Ir’¿d al-aÄh¿n il¿ aúk¿m al-∞m¿n by al->All¿mah al-

îill∞, i.e. al-îasan ibn Y´suf ibn >Al∞ ibn al-MuÃahhar al-îill∞ (d. 726 H [1325 
CE]). According to Fehrest, vol. 7, 47, ms. nr. 2449, al-Bur\¿n∞øs work consists of 
14 volumes in all.  
Cod. Arab. A. C. 44 is a further volume of al-Bur\¿n∞øs commentary. 
 
Chapter headings: 
Vol. 12: 

����  ����� [fol. 1a]

����  ��	
� [fol. 26a] 

����  ���� [fol. 60b] 

Vol. 13: 

����  ����� [fol. 101b]

����  ������ [fol. 131a] 

Vol. 14: 

����  ����� [fol. 205b]

����  ������� [fol. 249a] 
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����  ������ [fol. 281a]
  

OWNERøS MARKS: -
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 and 3-4 

���� ���� ��� �	
 �� �	�� ����� ���� � ����� ��
 ����� �	�� �� ���� ��� �!� "#������ 

 $�% & '���� (��)* ��+, "!'�%��� [...]  -��/ ���
 �� 0���� &� 1�2�� �	��� 3+��� ��+,

 (�45 "
 (�4���6�789� �� :�;��� <�=��� 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 316a, lines 12-13 

��� ������ ��� 	
 �� �	��	� ��� �	�� ��� ��	������ ���� 	���� ��	� 	� ��� ��� 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 23, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 23, fol. 316a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 44 
  

TITLE: |an∞mat al-ma>¿d f∞ ’arú al-Ir’¿d: Kit¿b al-mat¿Òir [fols. 1b & 259a] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ law 
  

AUTHOR: Muúammad ê¿liú ibn Muúammad al-Bur\¿n∞ [al-Qazw∞n∞] (d. 1275 H [1858/59 
CE] or 1281 H [1864 CE] [fol. 259a] 

  
SCRIBE: Aúmad ibn m∞rz¿ Ibr¿h∞m al-S[-]n[-]k[-]r∞ [fol. 259a] 

  
COPYING DATE: 25. fla>b¿n 1245 H [1830 CE]

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 260

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 19-22

  
SIZE: 21.7 x 15.7 x 3.5 cm; text area varies from 16.0 x 10.0 cm to 17.5 x 10.9 cm

  
DESCRIPTION: Dark brown European style leather binding. Some fols. watermarked paper: AL 

MASSO, IL GRAN, armorial designs. No title page. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text and 
marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script, black ink. One hand throughout. Black line marks 
the commented text. Catchwords. The catchwords on fols. 14b, 27b, and 165b do 
not match with the first words of the following pages. No catchword on fol. 181b. 
Fols. 259b and 260 blank.

  
NOTES: On fol. 1a written in careless hand, black ink: ���� ����� ��	] �
��[  

The work is a commentary to Ir’¿d al-aÄh¿n il¿ aúk¿m al-∞m¿n by al->All¿mah al-
îill∞, i.e. al-îasan ibn Y´suf ibn >Al∞ ibn al-MuÃahhar al-îill∞ (d. 726 H [1325 
CE]). Al-Bur\¿n∞øs |an∞mat al-ma>¿d consists of 14 volumes in all. The present 
ms. contains the commentary to kit¿b al-mat¿Òir.
Cod. Arab. A. C. 23 contains vols. 12-14 of al-Bur\¿n∞øs commentary.

  
OWNERøS MARKS: On the lining of the back cover, text in Persian and date fla>b¿n 1275 H [1859 

CE], part of the watermark design traced in black ink.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 

���� ���� ��� �	
 �� �	�� ����� �� � �������� �� ���� �� ��� ���� !" �#���� ���$ 

 %&����� '�� (������ ���)��*+�	� 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 259a, lines 1-3 

 ��� � � ��� �	
 ����� ��� ���� ����]����� [�� �!�" #� $%� �� &'"� (� ��� �)�� 

 �*+� , �� -��.]space [ /0�� 1� �� 234�� (4�5� �6 �*� 7��8�� �� � 7�'�� 9	:�; <��
 ��

[...]
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 44, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 44, fol. 259a
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BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1, 5-6 

���������� 	 
�� �� ��� ��  ��� 
� � �� [...] ���� ���� ����� !��"� ��# $% ���

 &�" '$(� )��*�� 	 !(+,��- ���/�� 0�!�%���)��1�% 2�34��  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 287a, lines 15-17 

��� ��� �����	
 ���� ���� ��� ]����� [ �� ��
�� ����� !�"#�� �$ ���%
 &�'� ( )*�
 

���+�� #�� ����� ,-�
 .
 #�/��+ !�"#0� �$ 1#% �2�
 34-$ 56��7	
 8� 9
1�
 1#�%� 9
�4�
 

�����


 

More correctly (cf. Cod. Arab. A.C. 74):

��� ��
�� �� ���' ��� �����	
 �7�� ��� ���: ��� �� !�"#�� �$ ���%
 &�'� ( )*�
 ��� 

.
 #�/��+ !�"#�� �$ ���+�� ����� ,-�
 #�� �2�
 34-$ 56��7	
 8� 9
1�
 1#�%� 9
�4�
 1#% 

9�����

 

 

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 24, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 24, fol. 287a
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 24, fol. 287b
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� ������ ��	
 �
 ����� ������ �� ���������� ��� ]���� [ �
���
]����� [ ����!"
 #$ �
��


�����	
 %&�
 '���
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 74, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 74, fol. 294a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 6 
  

TITLE: Kit¿b Mas¿lik al-afh¿m il¿ tanq∞ú ’ar¿<i> al-isl¿m, vol. 5 [f. 147 b] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ law 
  

AUTHOR: Zayn al-D∞n ibn Aúmad [i.e. Zayn al-D∞n ibn >Al∞ ibn Aúmad al-fl¿m∞ al->şmil∞, 
al-flah∞d al-¨¿n∞] (d. 966 H [1559 CE]) [fol. 147a] 

  
SCRIBE: î¿ÒÒ∞ Maúm´d ibn [?: the rest of the name is covered by mending paper] [fol. 

147b] 
  

COPYING DATE: Covered by paper strips [fol. 147b] 
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 147 
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 24-26 
  

SIZE: 24.2 x 17.0 x 2.8 cm; text area 18.0 x 12.5 cm 
  

DESCRIPTION: European style brown leather binding, spine mended with red leather. Tooled 
medallion. No title page. The upper part of fol. 1 has been replaced by blank 
paper, the text begins from the lower part of fol. 1b. The text in black ink, Nas≠∞ 
script, different hands. The chapter headings in red ink, on several fols. the spaces 
left for headings have not been filled. The word qawlu-hu in red ink. The 
marginal notes in black ink in Nas≠∞ and in äul´¨ scripts. Some marginal notes 
partly cut away. Catchwords. No catchwords on fols. 7b and 77b, on fols. 137b 
and 145b the catchwords have been overwritten. On fol. 146b the ends of the 
lines and on fol. 147a the beginning of the lines damaged due to shoddy mending. 
On fol. 147a mending paper covers parts of the lines 1-8. The colophon on fol. 
147b is largely covered by mending paper. 

  
NOTES: The title of the book given on fol. 147b is written in a different hand from the rest 

of the ms. The authorøs date for completing the text is Ramaè¿n 963 H [1556 CE] 
[fol. 147a]. According to GAL S1, 711, Kit¿b mas¿lik al-afh¿m is a commentary 
to Kit¿b ’ar¿<i> al-isl¿m written by NaÒm al-D∞n Øa>far ibn al-îasan ibn Yaúy¿ 
al-îill∞, al-Muúaqqiq al-awwal (d. 676 H [1277 CE]). Cod. Arab. A.C. 24 is 
NaÒm al-D∞n al-îill∞øs Kit¿b ’ar¿<i> al-isl¿m. 
 
Chapter headings:  
[fol. 1b] no heading, subject >itq  

���� ������	
����� ��������   [fol. 25a] 

���������   [fol. 65a] 

���� ������  [fol. 99a] 

���� ����  [fol. 106a] 

���������   [fol. 132a]  

  

OWNERøS MARKS: Three different ownersø stamps [fol. 147b] 
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BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-3 and 4-5 

]space [ ����� ����� 	
��� ���� �� ���� ����� �� ������� ����� ����� ���!"� ���# 

 $�� %� �&'( �� ���)� [...]��&*�%� +�, -/ ���� 01��  �&� �2( 3� 0��� ����� 0��� 

� ��&� 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 147a, line 21 

� ���� �� ��	
 �� �� ����
 �������� ��� ����
���
 ���� �� ��� ���� �� 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 6, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 6, fol. 147a
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 6, fol. 147b
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 26 
  

TITLE: Kit¿b maf¿t∞ú al-’ar¿<i> [vol. 2] [fol. 2a] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ law 
  

AUTHOR: [Muúsin ibn Murtaè¿ Fayè al-K¿’¿n∞] (d. 1091 H [1680/81 CE]) 
  

SCRIBE: al-Sayyid Muúammad ibn Sayyid D¿w´d [fol. 177b] 
  

COPYING DATE: fla>b¿n 1180 H [1767 CE] [fol. 177b]
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 178
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 13-22
  

SIZE: 21.0 x 15.5 x 2.7 cm; text area varies and margins are uneven, 13.5 x 10.5 cm to 
15.0 x 13.0 cm

  
DESCRIPTION: European style binding. Covers marbled paper, spine brown leather. 

Watermarked paper: flower, crown. No title page. Text begins on fol. 2a. Text 
and marginal notes in rather careless Nas≠∞ script, black ink, several hands. 
Chapter headings and the word mift¿ú in red ink, except on fol. 2a in black. Fol. 1 
blue paper. Fols. 1 and 178 blank, decorated with brushstrokes, in upper corner of 
fol. 178b is written the word maf¿t∞ú.

  
NOTES: The authorøs name is not mentioned on the ms., but the description of ms. nr. 

4520 in Fehrest, vol. 12, 97, resembles the present ms. The title of ms. 4520 is the 
same as in the present ms. and the author is given as Mull¿ Muúsin ibn Murtaè¿ 
Fayè al-K¿’¿n∞. According to Fehrest, the work consists of two volumes, the first 
volume presenting fann al->ib¿d¿t wal-siy¿s¿t and the second fann al->¿d¿t wal-
mu>¿mal¿t. This indicates that the present ms. is the second volume of the work. 
According to GAL SI, 712 (g), Maf¿t∞ú al-’ar¿<i> is a commentary to Øa>far al-
îill∞øs Kit¿b ’ar¿<i> al-isl¿m, but Fehrest maintains that it is the summary of 
Muúsin Fayè al-K¿’¿n∞øs own work Mu>ta§im al-’∞>ah. 
In GAL2 II, 543 the authorøs name is given as Muúammad ibn Murtaè¿ Moll¿ 
Muúsin Faiè al-K¿’∞. Further variations of the name are given in al-Zirikl∞, vol. 5, 
290. 
 
Chapter headings:

�������   ��	��
�� ��[fol. 2a]

��� ����
� �����	 ����
��  [fol. 2a] 

��� ����
� �����	 �����
��  [fol. 18a] 

���  ����
� �����	 [fol. 70b] 

���  ������� �����	 [fol. 135a] 

��� ������ �����	 ����!����  [fol. 150a] 

��� "#�$��� �����	 %����
��  [fol. 167b] 
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�����  �����	� 
��� � [fol. 176b]
  

OWNERøS MARKS: On fol. 3a a stamp and text in Persian stating that the book belongs to a waqf set 

up in 1273 H [1856/57 CE]. The same stamp is also on fol. 177a.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 2a, lines 1-2 and 11-12 

�� ���� ����	
� ����� ��� �� ������� ����
� ��� ��	��� ����� �����  [...] ���

 ��� �� �! ��	��� ����� �������"��
� #$%�� & �'() �*+%�)  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 177b, lines 1-6 

���� ��� ���	 
���� �� ���� ��� ���  ���� � ��� �	 �� � ��� ��!" ��#$ � % 

 & �� '��� ()" *!+$ &..], [ � ���� -�/� �� ����� 01 � ��2 �$)� � ��� 3� 

 ��4 5�$ 67 8!9	 �� :2;< ��� )�= ;!" > ;!?� ')@ > )�A� �	�B7 8C�/D *!" >� 

�$�E�9�
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 26, fol. 2a
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 26, fol. 177b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 26, binding
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 26, inner lining
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 72 
  

TITLE: [ManhaÒ al-iÒtih¿d] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ law 
  

AUTHOR: Muúammad Taq∞ ibn Muúammad al-Bur\¿n∞ [al-Qazw∞n∞] (d. 1263 H [1848 CE]) 
[fols. 70a, 105a, 194b] 

  
SCRIBE: Muúammad Q¿sim Muúammad H¿’im [fol. 194b] 

  
COPYING DATE: Øum¿d¿ al-¿≠ar 1258 H [1842 CE] [fol. 194b]

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 194

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 25

  
SIZE: 28.0 x 21.2 x 2.6 cm; text area 22.7 x 14.9 cm

  
DESCRIPTION: Light brown European style leather binding, tooled medallion and corner pieces, 

tooled multiple frames. Watermarked paper: AL MASSO. No title page. Text 
begins on fol. 1b. Text and marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script, black ink. Chapter 
headings, paragraph numbers and the word qawlu-hu in red. Catchwords. The 
catchword on fol. 72b does not match with the beginning of the next page. 
According to the catchwords the fols. 34 and 35 have changed places. There are 
holes on several fols. but most of them have been on the paper before the text was 
written and therefore no text is missing. Some marginal notes are partly cut away. 
Most of the margin and a corner of the text torn off on fol. 77. On fols. 194a and 
194b the text forms a quadrangle in the middle of the page.

  
NOTES: The title is not mentioned in the present ms., but the text is a commentary to 

flar¿<i> al-isl¿m f∞ mas¿<il al-úal¿l wal-úar¿m written by Nam al-D∞n Øa>far ibn al-
îasan ibn Yaúy¿ al-îill∞, al-Muúaqqiq al-awwal (d. 676 H [1277 CE]) [cf. Cod. 
Arab. A. C. 24]. According to GAL SI, 712 (k), al-Bur\¿n∞ has written a 
commentary to flar¿<i> al-isl¿m and it is titled Manha al-itih¿d. 
The authorøs date for completing the text is 15. Rab∞> al-awwal 1253 H [1837 CE] 
[fol. 194b]. 
On fol. 1a written in a careless hand, blue ink: 

���� ����� 	
� �� ���   

This incorrectly identifies the text as Øaw¿hir al-kal¿m f∞ ’arú flar¿<i> al-isl¿m 
written by Muúammad îasan ibn Muúammad B¿q∞ al-Naaf∞ al-Isfah¿n∞ (d. 1268 
H [1851 CE]).  
 
The present ms. is not the complete Manha al-itih¿d, but contains chapters:

����  �������� �
��� [fol. 1b]

������   ���[fol. 70b] 

����  ������ [fol. 105b]  

����  !��"� #�
�� [fol. 134a] 
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����  �����	 [fol. 154b]
  

OWNERøS MARKS: -
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, line 1 

���� ����� 	
�� ����
� 
���� ��
����� ����� �
�� ������ ����� �� ����� ��� !�"� # 


$���
� �%& '� # ()�*� �+,�� - 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 194b, lines 8-10 

�� ����� ����	
� ��� ��� ���� ��� ������� ���� ��� !"���� #$ �%�& '��& �� 

 (���� (��� )� ���* (�+� #$ ,��-�� ./� �0����1�2 (�3 #* 1"4 (�3 15�6� '-�7$ (� 

��0
�2 )� ���89
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 72, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 72, fol. 194b
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OWNERøS MARKS: On p. 3 faded stamp and a text with the name Muúammad Sam∞> ibn Muúammad. 

Another text on p. 3, in Arabic without an obvious ownerøs name:  

[...] �� ��� ��� �	
�� �� �� ��� �	
�� �� ������ ����� �
�� ��� ���� �� �
� 

 ������ ��� �..]�[

Smudged stamp on p. 465. Text and faded stamp on p. 522. Bits of texts in Arabic 

and Persian on pp. 2, 524, and 525.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Page 4, lines 1-2 

���� ��� ���� 	� 
�� �� 
�� ������ �� � ���� ����� � 
� ������� ���� ��!��"�� 

 #�!�$ 
�� %!&�� �� '()��]#*+�� [���,��-����� ���  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Page 522, lines 5-7 

������ ��� ������ ��	
� ��� ������ ������ ��� ������ ���� ��� ��	� ����� ��� � �	��� 

 ���!�� ����� " #$% &�'�(�)	*�+�� ,-�./0 1 �2
�� 	34� ��5�6���� [...]
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 93, page 4
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 93, page 522
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 56 
  

 

A. 

TITLE: Kit¿b maf¿t∞ú al-’ar¿<i>, vols. 1-2 [fols. 102b and 109b] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ law 
  

AUTHOR: Muúammad Muúsin ibn Murtaè¿ mulaqqab Muúsin [Fayè al-K¿’¿n∞] (d. 1091 H 
[1680/81 CE]) [fol. 1b, line 15] 

  
SCRIBE: >şmir ibn Muúammad Riè¿< [..?] Muúammad Na§r [fol. 258a] 

  
COPYING DATE: 20. RaÒab 1131 H [1719 CE] 

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 258 (fols. 1-258) 

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 19-24 

  
NOTES: Cf. Cod. Arab. A. C. 26, which is the second volume of the book. The present ms. 

contains both the first and second volume. 
 
Chapter headings: 
First volume:  

]��������� ����	
�� �� [
The spaces left for headings have not been filled on fols. 1b-102b.
 
Second volume: 

��  ���
��� ����
�� [fol. 109b]

���� ������ ������ �������  [fol. 109b] 

���� ������� ��	�
� �������  [fol. 122b] 

����  ������ ��	�
� [fol. 167a] 

����  ������ ��	�
� [fol. 220a] 

���� ����� ��	�
� ��������  [fol. 233b] 

���� ����
� ��	�
� �������  [fol. 248a] 

!"�#  !�$��� %�&� ' [fol. 257a] 

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1, 2-3 

�(&����� �� )*� +,*-� )�� �.��/ 01� 2  +�34-�� 5�!6�*�7 ���8�� 9�:.  [...] ���<4�

 ���7� ���= >�<?]@ ���4� [ A,&� %��B� C/+��&�����7-� D6	 ��	�
� C�$��  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 258a, lines 5-7 

�� �� ����� �� 	�
��� �� � ��� ����� � 	��� �� ���� ��� �� ��! "	� #$ %�&' 

%(��) *��+�� ,-�� .�/�+�� �0� �12 �'�3$� �' 4�� �+���/ [...] 
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different hands. Marginal notes in Nas≠∞ and Ta>l∞q scripts. On fols. 109-258 

chapter headings and the word mift¿ú in red. Chapter headings and paragraph 

numbers in red on fols. 260-286 and 294-301, in large Nas≠∞ script, black ink on 

fols. 288-293, 302-310, and 319-346, in gold on fols. 311-318. 

The margins on fols. 108-110 and 260 and the lower half and the margin of fol. 

347 have been mended. Mending paper covers the first words on lines 21-24 on 

fol. 322a. Margins and marginal notes on fols. 257 and 258 are worn off. 

Marginal notes on some fols. partly cut away. Marginal notes cut and folded to fit 

the present page size on fols. 261-2, 266, 269-72, 290-3, 303, and 337. Margins 

folded on fols. 294-5, 299, and 300. On fols. 110-257 and 288 damp has smudged 

parts of the marginal notes and on fols. 221-222 parts of the first four lines of the 

text smudged. On fol. 287a lines 1-12 crossed out. On fol. 311a, the ms. text 

covers only the lower third of the page. The text on fol. 319a repeats the text of 

fol. 318b.  

Fols. 180, 218, 221, and 222 are pages that have been attached between the text 

fols. and contain marginal notes. Similar but unnumbered slips of text have been 

attached on fol. 132b and 207a, and after fols. 165b-166b, 191b, 197b, 200b, 

207b-213b, 215b-217b, 223b, 230b, 232b, 234b, 248b, 251b, and 244b-255b.  

Catchwords. No catchword on fols. 1b, 260b and 304b. The catchwords on fols. 

26b, 292b, 318b, and 322b do not match with the first words of the following 

pages. The catchwords have been added above the first line on fols. 291a, 321a, 

and 329a. The catchword has been crossed out on fol. 287b and erased on fol. 

346b. 

Fols. 102a (lines 21-24) to 104b a detached text about inheritance including an 

inheritance table. Fols. 105b-106a a detached text. Detached texts on fols. 258b 

and 347a. Two loose slips of paper with detached text inserted between the pages. 

Fols. 105a 106b, 107, 108b, 259, and 347b blank. 
  

OWNERøS MARKS: On fol. 1a, stamp with the name Bah¿< al-Dawlah and a written date 1259 H 

[1843/44 CE]. Text in Persian and stamp on fol. 258a. Bits of text on fols. 1a, 

108a, 109a, and 260a. 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 56-A, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 56-A, fol. 258a



LAW

184

Cod. Arab. A.C. 56-B, fol. 260b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 56-B, fol. 346b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 30, fol. 2b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 30, fol. 238b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 30, inner lining
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 54, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 54, fol. 384a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 7 
  

TITLE: Kit¿b al-Òin¿y¿t [?] [fol. 1b] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ law 
  

AUTHOR: Anonymous 
  

SCRIBE: Muúammad A’raf ibn Zayn al-D∞n >Al∞ [fol. 150b] 
  

COPYING DATE: Muúarram 1105 H [1693 CE] [fol. 150b] 
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 150 
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 21 
  

SIZE: 24.5 x 17.8 x 4.4 cm; text area 17.5 x 10.5 cm 
  

DESCRIPTION: Black oriental leather binding with flap, multiple frames in gold. No title page. 
Text begins on fol. 1b. Text and marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script, black ink. 
Chapter numbers and paragraph markers in red. Red line marks the commented 
text. Fol. 1 is watermarked paper (letters AR) and the text written on fol. 1b in a 
hand different from the rest of the ms. Otherwise the ms. is written in one hand 
throughout. Catchwords. The catchword on fol. 73b does not match with the first 
word of fol. 74a. 

  
NOTES: The title is written as a heading on fol. 1b and is presumably rather a chapter 

heading than the actual title. The text is a commentary to a legal work and deals 
with qi§¿§ and diyah. The ending indicates that the present ms. is the last volume 
of a work consisting of several volumes.  
On fol. 1a written in a careless hand, blue ink: 

������ �����  	
� �� ��� 

This presumably refers to Øaw¿hir al-kal¿m f∞ ’arú flar¿<i> al-isl¿m written by 
Muúammad îasan ibn Muúammad B¿q∞ al-Naaf∞ al-Isfah¿n∞ (d. 1268 H [1851 
CE]). But if the copying date is correct, the present ms. cannot have been written 
by Muúammad îasan. Øaw¿hir is a commentary to flar¿<i> al-isl¿m f∞ mas¿<il al-
úal¿l wal-úar¿m written by Nam al-D∞n al-îill∞ (d. 676 H [1277 CE]). Cod. Arab. 
A. C. 24 is Nam al-D∞n al-îill∞øs text and when it is compared to the present ms. 
it can be concluded that the present ms. does not seem to be a commentary to 
flar¿<i> al-isl¿m.

  
OWNERøS MARKS: - 

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 

���� ��� ������� 	
�� � ���� ����� ����� ������� �� ������ ���!� ��� ���� �" #�!$ 

%&�� �� '()" �*&� ����+ 	�*, 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 150b, lines 2-4 

��� ���� ���	 ��� 
����� �� � �� ���� ������ �� ��� � !"� # $��% ��� ��� � �$
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 �� � �������� 	
���� ��� � ���� ��� �� �� ����� � ��� ������� ��� !"� � �
#� ��

 $�� 	%&'��]()*� [+��� ,�- $� ��./ �0� � ��12�� 3�0�� ,��� ���4� �
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 7, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 7, fol. 150b







LAW

201

Cod. Arab. A.C. 12, fol. 1b



LAW

202

Cod. Arab. A.C. 12, fol. 200b







LAW

205

Cod. Arab. A.C. 46, fol. 1b



LAW
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 46, fol. 257b
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 Legal theory (U§´l al-fiqh) 

 Cod. Arab. A.C. 17 

TITLE: al-Qaw¿n∞n al-muúkamah [vol.1] [fol. 1b, l. 15] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ legal theory (u§´l al-fiqh) 
  

AUTHOR: [M∞rz¿ Ab´ al-Q¿sim ibn al-îasan al-Ø∞l¿n∞ al-Qumm∞] (d. 1231 H [1815/16 
CE])  

SCRIBE: Anonymous  
COPYING DATE: Not given 

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 223 
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 22 

SIZE: 31.2 x 21.0 x 3.4 cm; text area 19.5 x 10.5 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Black European style leather binding. Tooled medallion and multiple frames. 
Watermarked paper: armorial design, AL MASSO. No title page. Text begins on 
fol. 1b. Text in Ta>l∞q script [fols. 1-165] and Nas≠∞ script [fols. 166-222], black 
ink. No obvious chapter headings. Marginal notes in both Ta>l∞q and Nas≠∞ 
scripts, black ink. Fols. 1-165 various hands, fols. 166-222 one hand. Catchwords.

NOTES: The authorøs name is not mentioned in the ms. but ms. 124 in Fehrest, vol. 1, 147, 
has the same title and a beginning and ending similar to the present ms. The 
author is M∞rz¿ Ab´ al-Q¿sim ibn al-îasan al-Ø∞l¿n∞ al-Qumm∞. According to 
Fehrest, ms. 124 is the first volume out of two volumes. Ahlwardt 4424 has the 
title Kit¿b al-qaw¿n∞n and the author is Ab´ al-Q¿sim al-Qumm∞. The beginning 
is similar to the present ms. but the ending different. Ahlwardt 4424 contains two 
parts in one volume. 

On fol. 1a is written in a careless hand in blue ink: ��������� 	
���  . 

Cod. Arab. A. C. 90 is the second volume of al-Qumm∞øs al-Qaw¿n∞n al-
muúkamah.

OWNERøS MARKS: Stamp on fol. 1a: >Abd al-Raúm¿n >Al∞ [A§\ar?]. Same stamp as on Cod. Arab. A. 
C. 90. On fols. 1a, 222, and 223b detached pieces of text in Ta>l∞q script.

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-2, 5 

��� ����� ����� ���	
� ���� �� ���� ��
� � ������ ����
� ������ ������ ����� �� 

 ��!�
� �"!� [...] #��$%� &' (�) *�+��,
�����,+-	
� #��$%� /�)' &' �01�  

 

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 222a, lines 7-8 

��� �� �� ���	
� ��� �
� ��� ��� �
 �� ���� �� ����� ����� �� ��!�"� �� #�� 

�$� ������
 

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 17, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 17, fol. 222a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 90 
  

TITLE: [al-Qaw¿n∞n al-muúkamah, vol.2] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ legal theory (u§´l al-fiqh) 
  

AUTHOR: [M∞rz¿ Ab´ al-Q¿sim ibn al-îasan al-Ø∞l¿n∞ al-Qumm∞] (d. 1231 H [1815/16 
CE]) 

  
SCRIBE: Anonymous 

  
COPYING DATE: 1267 H [1850/51] [p. 345]

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 350 pages (175 fols.)

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 22

  
SIZE: 31.0 x 21.5 x 2.3 cm; text area 19.5 x 10.2 cm

  
DESCRIPTION: Black European style leather binding. Tooled medallion and multiple frames. 

Watermarked paper: AL MASSO, armorial design with a horse. No title page. 
Pencilled pagination. Text begins on p. 5. Text and marginal notes in Ta>l∞q 
script, black ink, different hands. Spaces reserved for headings left blank. 
Catchwords. Pages 1, 2, 4, 346-350 blank. Inserted between pages 238 and 239, a 
loose small fol. with legal text, Ta>l∞q script.

  
NOTES: The title and the authorøs name are not mentioned in the present ms., but it has a 

similar ending as Ahlwardt 4424 that contains both the first and second part of al-
Qumm∞øs al-Qaw¿n∞n al-muúkamah. The present ms. is the second part of the 
work beginning from [al-maq§ad al-r¿bi>] f∞ al-adallah al->aql∞yah [p. 3, line 1]. 
On the otherwise blank page 3, written in blue ink: 

��� ��� ���	 
�� ���� ���� 

Cod. Arab. A.C. 17 is the first volume of al-Qumm∞øs al-Qaw¿n∞n al-muúkamah.
  

OWNERøS MARKS: Stamp on p. 3: >Abd al-Raúm¿n >Al∞ [A§\ar?]. Same stamp as on Cod. Arab. A.C. 

17.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Page 5, line 1 

��� ��� �� ���	
� �

�� ������ ����	
� �
���  �����������
� ���� �� ��  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Page 345, lines 14-17 

���� ����� 	
���  ������� ���  ������� �� ����� �� ������ �������� �!"�� �� 

 �#�$� ��%&� '� (�� )��*+� ,-.���/-0&� (�-1 2��� 345 678 9� 67�� :
���0�� [...]
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 90, page 5
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 90, page 345
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 91 
  

TITLE: al-Qaw¿n∞n al-muúkamah [vols.1-2] [p. 2, line 11] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ legal theory (u§´l al-fiqh) 
  

AUTHOR: [M∞rz¿ Ab´ al-Q¿sim ibn al-îasan al-Ø∞l¿n∞ al-Qumm∞] (d. 1231 H [1815/16 
CE]) 

  
SCRIBE: Sayyid Ism¿>∞l al-îasan∞ [pp. 395 and 703] 

  
COPYING DATE: êafar 1262 [1846 CE] [p. 395] 

flaww¿l 1265 H [1849 CE] [p. 703]
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 706 pages (353 fols.)
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 23
  

SIZE: 29.7 x 20.8 x 4.8 cm; text area 21.3 x 11.5 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Brown European style leather binding, tooled medallions and multiple frames. 
Watermarked paper: AL MASSO, FABIANI, GIOR MAGNANI, armorial ornament, an 
ornament with a cross. Pencilled pagination. No title page. The text begins on p. 
2. Text in Nas≠∞ script, black ink. Different hands. Marginal notes in Nas≠∞ and 
Ta>l∞q scripts. Spaces reserved for headings usually left blank. Catchwords. The 
catchword is corrected on pp. 343 and 392. The catchword on p. 480 does not 
match with the beginning of the next page. Pages 1, 704-706 are blank.

  
NOTES: The first volume is on pp. 2-395 and the second volume is on pp. 396-703. 

Cod. Arab. A.C. 17 and 90 are, respectively, the first and second volume of al-
Qumm∞øs al-Qaw¿n∞n al-muúkamah.

  
OWNERøS MARKS: -

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Page 2, lines 1, 3-4 

���� ����� �	
�	 �	
�� ���� �� ����� ��� � ������	 ����� ������ ������ !"�
� �� 

 ��#
� �$#	 [...] %"�&'� () *�+� ,�-��/����%"�&'� 0�+) () �12	  �/���� �/-3��	 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Page 703, lines 12-15 

����� ����	
� �� � ������� ��  ����� ������ ����� �� �� ������ �����
�� ��!
� 

 ��"#$%� �&�'� ��(%� )� *�� +��,-� .#/�01�� 234 015 6� ]*�#7 8��� [9:���$
� [...]
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 91, page 2
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 91, page 703
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 45 
  

TITLE: Rièw¿n al-¿mil∞n f∞ ta>l∞q al-qaw¿n∞n (vol. 1) [fol. 241a] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ legal theory (u§´l al-fiqh) 
  

AUTHOR: [Muúammad] ibn >Abd al-êamad al-îusayn∞ al-flah’ah¿n∞ al-I§fah¿n∞ (d. 1287 H 
[1870/71 CE]) [fol. 2b, lines 12f] 

  
SCRIBE: Anonymous 

  
COPYING DATE: Øum¿d¿ al-¨¿niyah 1285 H [1868 CE] [fol. 241a]

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 242

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 19

  
SIZE: 22.2 x 17.1 x. 3.2 cm; text area 13.2 x 9.0 cm

  
DESCRIPTION: Red European style leather binding, tooled multiple frames. No title page. Text 

begins on fol. 2b. Text and marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script, black ink. The word 
qawlu-hu in red. One hand throughout. Catchwords. On fol. 171a lines 2-19 
blank, on fol. 236b lines 12-19 blank. Fols. 1b, 241b, and 242 blank.

  
NOTES: Al-flah’ah¿n∞øs work is a commentary to al-Qaw¿n∞n al-muúkamah written by 

M∞rz¿ Ab´ al-Q¿sim ibn al-îasan al-Ø∞l¿n∞ al-Qumm∞ (d. 1231 H [1815/16 CE]). 
According to Fehrest, vol. 5, 111, ms. no. 1723, al-flah’ah¿n∞øs Rièw¿n al-¿mil∞n 
consists of two volumes. The present ms. is the first volume of the work [fol. 
241a, line 16]. 
Cod. Arab. A. C. 17 is volume 1 of M∞rz¿ al-Qumm∞øs al-Qaw¿n∞n al-muúkamah.

  
OWNERøS MARKS: Detached bits of text on fols. 1a and 2a.

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 2b, lines 1-2 and 5-6 

���� ������� 	
���� ����� �� ����� ���� � 	������ ���� �� ������� 	��!� "���#�� $�%�
� 

 &�
��� '� 	���
( )�*+�� ,- [...] /���0� 1� ����� 2%3 4 "���#�� &�
5 )�5 ��%6 ����

 2%���� �*�7
�� �����,8���'���� 9��� 	���� :�;� '�#�#�� $<�;�  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 241a, lines 13-15 

�� ��� �� ���� ��	 
����� ��� � ���� ���� �� ������ 
�� �� ������� ���!� 
"# $� �%& 

 '��(�	 �� �)� $��*�����(�%���'���� �� +� ,- 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 45, fol. 2b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 45, fol. 241a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 29 
  

TITLE: Ka’f al-\iÃ¿< [fol. 1a] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ legal theory (u§´l al-fiqh) 
  

AUTHOR: [Øa>far ibn ïièr al-îill∞ al-Øan¿Ò∞] (d. 1227 H [1812 CE]) 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: Not given
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 290
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 20
  

SIZE: 21.2 x 14.7 x 3.7 cm; text area 15.0 x 8.3 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Brown European style leather binding. Spine and edges mended. Tooled multiple 
frames. Watermarked paper: LAVARENNA. On fol. 1a, on top of the page, the title 
of the ms. is written in small neat Nas≠∞ script, in a hand different from the rest of 
the ms. Text begins on fol. 2b. Text and marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script, black ink. 
Different hands. Chapter headings and section numbers in red ink. Some of the 
marginal notes partly cut away. Catchwords. The catchwords on fols. 225b, 228b, 
258b, and 270b do not match with the first words of the following pages. Blank 
spaces on fols. 188 and 195. On fol. 289b parts of lines 3-4 covered by mending 
paper. Fols. 1b, 2a, and 290a blank. On fol. 290b detached text: a contract, dated 
Rab∞> al-awwal 1266 H [1850 CE].

  
NOTES: The authorøs name is not mentioned in the ms., but according to al-Zirikl∞, vol. 2, 

124, Øa>far ibn ïièr al-îill∞ al-Øan¿Ò∞øs most famous book is Ka’f al-\iÃ¿< >an 
mubham¿t al-’ar∞>ah. GAL SII, 505 gives the authorøs nisbah as al-Øan¿ú∞ and the 
title of the work as Ka’f al-\iÃ¿< f∞ fiqh al-im¿m∞ya.  
The present ms. is presumably the second volume of the text. 
 
Chapter headings: 

������ ����� � �	��	�� �
����  [fol. 2b]

�����  ������ � ���� [fol. 2b] 

�����  ����� � ��	�� [fol. 46a] 

�����  ����� � ���	�� [fol. 116b] 

������  �
����� ����� � ������� [fol. 246b]
  

OWNERøS MARKS: On fol. 1a, detached text in Arabic dated 1261 H [1845 CE] and a stamp: [..?] 
îasan ibn Øa>far [..?]. On fol. 3a a stamp of a different owner. Ownerøs writing in 
the margin of fol. 3a, most of it torn away.

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 2b, lines 1-2 and 4-6 

����������	�� ��
�� � �����  ����� ����� ����� ���� ���� ������ � ����  [...] ��� ���� �
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 � ����� ��� �	 
������	� ����	� ����� ��� 
������ ����� ��� ���!	� ��"# � ��$�	� 

%�&�	�'	� �����#  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 289b, lines 5-8 

��������� ��� �� �	
� ����  �
������ ��	..]� [�� � ������ �� �
�� ��	���� ���� !�"#� 

!
��$�� !���� ��
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 29, fol. 2b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 29, fol. 289b
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END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 38b, line 5 

���� ����� ��	 
����� �	��	 
����� ��� �� ������������ ���� ���� ������ �! 
 

 

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 43, fol. 1a, title page
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 43, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 43, fol. 38b
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 32 
  

TITLE: flarú tahÄ∞b [al-wu§´l il¿ >ilm] al-u§´l [fol. 1a] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ legal theory (u§´l al-fiqh) 
  

AUTHOR: [Øam¿l al-D∞n ibn >Abd All¿h al-îusayn∞ al-ØurÒ¿n∞] (10th c. H [16th  c. CE]) 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: 1025 H [1616/17 CE] [fol. 212b]
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 212
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 27-29
  

SIZE: 27.5 x 17.8 x 3.6 cm; text area 18.0-20.0 x 8.5 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Dark brown European style leather binding, tooled multiple frames. The title is 
given on fol. 1a, red ink. Text begins on fol. 1a. Text in Nas≠∞ script, black ink. 
Different hands. Very few marginal notes, in Nas≠∞ and Ta>l∞q scripts. On fols. 1-
30, the commented text marked with a red line. Wormholes on text, fol. 207, line 
28. Margins mended on fols. 1-7, 197-198, and 204-212. Mending paper covers 
words on fols. 1a, 1b, 198a, and 206a. A stain covers a large part of lines 1-6 on 
fol. 212b. Text on fol. 5a is partly smudged. On several fols. catchwords are 
partly or completely cut away.

  
NOTES: The text is a commentary to TahÄ∞b al-wu§´l il¿ >ilm al-u§´l written by al-îasan 

ibn Y´suf ibn >Al∞ ibn al-MuÃahhar al-îill∞ (d. 726 H [1325 CE]). The authorøs 
name is not mentioned in the present ms. Ms. nr. 2670 in Fehrest, vol. 7, 248-249, 
is titled flarú tahÄ∞b al-wu§´l and the author is given as Øam¿l al-d∞n ibn >Abd 
All¿h al-îusayn∞ al-ØurÒ¿n∞. The description of the ms. 2670 resembles the 
present ms. The beginning and ending of the text are different, because the 
present ms. lacks the fols. containing the beginning of the first chapter. The ms. 
ends abruptly and lacks the formulas given in the Fehrest. The division into 
chapters and their headings follow those of al-îill∞øs TahÄ∞b, cf. Cod. Arab. A.C. 
43 and British Museum ms. nr. MDCVII. 
 
Chapter headings: 
The text begins in the middle of the first chapter (al-maq§ad al-awwal f∞ al-
muqaddim¿t). The heading of the chapterøs third section (fa§l) is given in an 
incomplete form on fol. 1a, line 2: [al-fa§l al-¨¿li¨] f∞ taqs∞m al[-fi>l]. 

����� ����� 	 
�����  [fol. 6b] 

����� ����� 	 ���� ������  [fol. 40a] 

����� ������ 	 ����� �����  [fol. 78a] 

����� ����� 	 ���� �!���  [fol. 104b] 

����� "#�$�� 	 %��&��  [fol. 111b] 
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����� ����	� 
 ���	�  [fol. 117b] 

����� ���	� 
 �����  [fol. 135b] 

����� ����	� 
 ������  [fol. 148b] 

����� ����	� 
 ����	�  [fol. 166b] 

����� ����� �!" 
 #����	�  [fol. 191a] 

����� $��	� �!" 
 ��%�&��  [fol. 195a]
  

OWNERøS MARKS: Stamp on fol. 1a.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1a, lines 1-2 

� ��� ��� ��	
 ���� �� ���� ������ ����� ��
� ��..] � [ �������� ��! "�#$�%�

&�' �(�� )� *+�,�- �(� "
&'/� ��0
1����� 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 212b, lines 28-29 

���� ����� ����	�
� 
�� ����
� ���� 
���� ��
����� ���� �� !��"�� ����	#�  
� $
%��	&'� 

 ( ���
) ( *+'
) �#�	�,�-�
)
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 32, fol. 1a
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 32, fol. 212b
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 49 
  

TITLE: Feqh-e ve-u§´l [al-Fiqh wal-u§´l?] [on the spine] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ legal theory (u§´l al-fiqh) 
  

AUTHOR: Mull¿ M∞rz¿ Aúmad [al-]M¿zandar¿n∞ [on the spine & fol. 1a] 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: Not given
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 255
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 18-21
  

SIZE: 20.5 x 14.8 x 3.3 cm; 14.0-15.5 x 9.0-9.3 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Light brown European style leather binding. Tooled multiple frames and 
medallion. Paper slip giving the title of the book and the name of the author 
pasted on the spine. Watermarked paper: armorial designs, IL GRAN, GIAC GIUSTI. 
No title page. Text begins on fol. 2b. Text and marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script, 
black ink. Different hands. On fol. 35, lines 1-3 and 19 smudged. Catchwords. 
The catchwords on fols. 13b, 74b, 99b, 209b, and 210b do not match with the first 
words of the following pages. No catchwords on fols. 51b and 69b. The text on 
fol. 199a ends in the middle of a sentence and fol. 199b is blank. Fols. 1b, 102b, 
255b, and the lower half of fol. 40a are blank.

  
 

NOTES: On the spine: ��� ��� ���� 	
��� ]�������[  .
On fol. 1 a written in Nas≠∞ script: 

������� �
��� ]���� [ ���� ���� �������� ��� ���� �
��� 
On the otherwise blank fol. 2a written in a careless hand, blue ink: 

 ������� ��� ]!�" [	
��� ��� 

On fol. 40a the last lines (lines 9 and 10) contain a Persian translation of a 

previous expression. 

Fol. 103a begins with basmala, the previous page is blank.
  

OWNERøS MARKS: A detached text in Arabic and a stamp on fol. 1a. 
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 2b, lines 1-2 

���� ���� ��� �	
�� ��� � ������� �� ������� �� �	
�� �� ����� ��� �
� ..]� [ ��!"#

]��$%� [&�'�(' �)	* �����+ ,-� ,)(/0 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 255a, lines 14-16 

�������� ����	 	
� �� ��  � �� ���� �� ��
�� ����� �� ��� ��!�	 "��#�$�	 

"��%&	 '��	 (%!) "��&�	
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 49, fol. 2b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 49, fol. 255a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 61 
  

 

A. 

TITLE: Ma>¿lim al-d∞n wa-mal¿Ä al-muÒtahid∞n f∞ u§´l al-d∞n [fol. 2b]. 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ legal theory (u§´l al-fiqh) 
  

AUTHOR: îasan ibn al-flah∞d al-¨¿n∞ [i. e. al-îasan ibn Zayn al-D∞n al->şmil∞] (d. 1011 H 
[1602 CE]) [fol. 136b] 

  
SCRIBE: Anonymous 

  
COPYING DATE: 1217 H [1802/03 CE] 

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 136 (fols. 1-136) 

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 15 

  
NOTES: The authorøs name is given in the bottom margin of fol. 136b. According to 

Fehrest, vol. 12, 157 and vol. 2, 270, the present ms. is the preface (muqaddimah) 
of the work and is also known by the title Ma>¿lim al-u§´l. This title is given in 
the present ms. on fol. 136b, line 15. On fol. 1b in red ink as a heading: h¿Ä¿ 
kit¿b ma>¿lim. 

  
BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 and fol. 2a, lines 8-9 

���� �� ����	� 
��� �� ���� �� � ������ � ��� �� ���� ���!" #�$��� %&������ ��'!" 

 ��(	� )*�+ [...] �,� %�� ��" ��� -��� -" //0��� 1��2�, ����	� 3&'4 �5�67 � 1$8(� 

09	�, 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 136b, lines 13-15 

�� ����� �� ���	
� �� �� �� ������ ������ �� ����� � ��� ���� ����� !�"� �#$�� %���� 

 &' ()� �� *+,� -�.�� �#/0 1�2����!��/����3�� 4�	�  

 
 

 B. 

TITLE: [î¿’iyat ma>¿lim al-u§´l] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ legal theory (u§´l al-fiqh) 
  

AUTHOR: [îis¿m al-D∞n] Muúammad ê¿liú ibn Aúmad al-M¿zandar¿n∞ (d. 1086 [1675/76 
CE]) [fol. 137b] 

  
SCRIBE: Name smudged [fol. 253a] 

  
COPYING DATE: ì´ al-úiÒÒah 1217 H [1803 CE] 

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 119 (fols. 137-255) 

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 24 

  
NOTES: The text is a commentary to text A, i.e. Ma>¿lim al-d∞n wa-mal¿Ä al-muÒtahid∞n f∞ 

u§´l al-d∞n written by al-îasan ibn Zayn al-D∞n al->şmil∞ (d. 1011 H [1602 CE]). 

The title is not mentioned in the present ms., the author only notes that he is 
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commenting Ma>alim al-d∞n [fol. 137b, line 5]. Ms. nr. 5407 in Fehrest, vol. 14, 

196-197 has a beginning and ending similar to the present ms. and the title is 

given as î¿’iyat ma>¿lim al-u§´l. 
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 137b, lines 1-2 and 4-5 

���� ������ ���	
� ��� �� �� ����� �� �� ����� �� ������ ���� ���! �"#��$ ��%&� �� 

 [...] '� (� ��)*+� ,���- "/0 ���12���+� "3� �0 4�5 "67 ���85 ��/!� ���0 '� 9�5� :��"�& 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 253a, lines 15-18 

�� ���� ���	� 
 ����	� ��� ������ �� ���� �� � ���� � ������ ! ! ��� "#$	� !%& 

 '$�� (%	� ) �*+� ,�-#	�� �.�� )�� ����/�0�1��2	� ,��3	� �%&  

  

SIZE: 21.4 x 15.0 x 3.5 cm; text area A: 12.4 x 6.2 cm; text area B: 14.5 x 8.4 cm 
  

DESCRIPTION: Dark brown European style leather binding, tooled medallions and multiple 

frames. Watermarked paper. No title page. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text and 

marginal notes in Nashi script, black ink. Text A in one hand throughout, text B 

different hands. In text A, spaces left for chapter headings have not been filled. In 

text B, the word qawlu-hu in red and a red line marks the commented text on fols. 

137-138. On the rest of the folios, the space left for the word qawlu-hu has not 

been filled, no red lines. Catchwords. The catchword on fol. 159b does not match 

with the beginning of the next page. The catchword on fol. 161b has been 

corrected. The catchwords on fol. 181b have been added above the first line on 

fol. 182a. Two loose slips of paper, text starting with the word qawlu-hu inserted 

between fols. 219-220 and 231-232. Fol. 137a blank. 
  

OWNERøS MARKS: Detached texts in Arabic and Persian on the lining of the front cover and on fols. 

1a, 253b, 254, and 255. 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 61-A, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 61-A, fol. 2a
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 61-A, fol. 136b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 61-B, fol. 137b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 61-B, fol. 253a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 48 
  

 A. 

TITLE: [î¿’iyat Ma>¿lim al-u§´l] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ legal theory (u§´l al-fiqh) 
  

AUTHOR: Mull¿ M∞rz¿ [Muúammad ibn al-îasan al-flirw¿n∞] (d. 1099 H [1688 CE]) [fol. 
83b] 

  
SCRIBE: Muúammad ibn Muúammad îasan K[-]k[-]r∞ [fol. 83b] 

  
COPYING DATE: ì´ al-úiÒÒah 1236 H [1821 CE] [fol. 83b] 

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 83 [fols. 1-83] 

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 21 

  
NOTES: The text begins without a basmala directly with the word qawlu-hu. The title is 

not mentioned in the text, but ms. nr. 26 in Fehrest, vol. 1, 38, has a similar 
ending as the present ms. The beginning is different, but the present ms. evidently 
lacks something in the beginning. The author is identified as Mull¿ M∞rz¿ 
Muúammad al-flirw¿n∞ and the title is î¿’iyat Ma>¿lim al-u§´l. The work is a 
commentary to Ma>¿lim al-d∞n wa-mal¿Ä al-muÒtahid∞n f∞ u§´l al-d∞n written by 
al-îasan ibn Zayn al-D∞n al->şmil∞ (d. 1011 H [1602 CE]). 

  
BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 

���� ��� ��	
 ��� �� �
 ������� ������� ���� �����
 ���!�
 ���" ] �#���
...$ [ �%�&�


'���&�
 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 83b, lines 10-11 

����������� 	
� ��� ���� � ��� ���  ��� �
���������� �� �!��"#� ��$�%� &�'� �"( �� 

 )��#�[...] 

 
 

 B. 

TITLE: [î¿’iyat Ma>¿lim al-u§´l] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ legal theory (u§´l al-fiqh) 
  

AUTHOR: al-îusayn [ibn Muúammad Raf∞> al-D∞n al-îusayn∞ al-Mar>a’∞ al-şmul∞] al-
mad>´ bi-ïal∞fat al-SulÃ¿n (d. 1064 H [1654 CE]) [fol. 84a] 

  
SCRIBE: Muúammad ibn Muúammad îasan K[-]k[-]r∞ [fol. 124b] 

  
COPYING DATE: êafar 1236 [1820 CE] [fol. 124b] 

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 41 [fols. 84-124] 

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 21 

  
NOTES: The title is not mentioned in the text, but ms. nr. 636 in Fehrest, vol. 2, 236, has a 

similar beginning and ending as the present ms. The author is identified as ïal∞fat 
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al-SulÃ¿n al-îusayn al-şmul∞ and the title is î¿’iyat Ma>¿lim al-u§´l. Also this 
text is a commentary to Ma>¿lim al-d∞n wa-mal¿Ä al-muÒtahid∞n f∞ u§´l al-d∞n 
written by al-îasan ibn Zayn al-D∞n al->şmil∞ (d. 1011 H [1602 CE]). 

Cod. Arab. A.C. 77-C is another copy of ïal∞fat al-SulÃ¿nøs commentary. 
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 84a, lines 1-2 

���� ��� ��� �	
��� ������� ������ �� � ���� �� � ������ ����� ��!"# ��$� ��%� 

&�"���� 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 124b, lines 14-16 

�����������	 
��� ��	 ��� ����	 � �����	  ��� ������ ������ !��"	 #��$�	 %& '(�) 

*���+�	 

 
 

SIZE: 20.8. x 14.7 x 2.5 cm; text area 15.5 x 9.0 cm 
  

DESCRIPTION: Black European style leather binding. Watermarked paper: armorial design, 

GHIGLIOTTI. No title page. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text and marginal notes in 

Ta>l∞q script, black ink. Different hands. The word qawlu-hu is in red and the 

commented text is marked with a red line. On several fols. the first two lines have 

been partly damaged by damp. Catchwords. The catchwords on fols. 93b, 100b, 

and 107b do not match with the first words of the following pages. Fol. 1a is 

blank. 
  

OWNERøS MARKS: - 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 48-A, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 48-A, fol. 83b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 48-B, fol. 84a
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 48-B, fol. 124b
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 65 
  

TITLE: Hid¿yat al-mustar’id∞n >al¿ u§´l Ma>¿lim al-d∞n [fol. 142a, line 18] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ legal theory (u§´l al-fiqh) 
  

AUTHOR: Muúammad Taq∞ ibn Muúammad Raú∞m [al-R¿z∞ al-I§fah¿n∞] (d. 1248 H [1832 
CE]) [fol. 142a, line 23] 

  
SCRIBE: Anonymous 

  
COPYING DATE: Ramaè¿n 1261 H [1845 CE] [fol. 279a, in the margin]

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 279

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 28 [fols. 1-142], 27 [fols. 143-279]

  
SIZE: 26.2 x 15.3 x 4.6 cm; text area 19.0 x 9.0 cm [fols. 1-142], 18.6 x 9.3 cm [fols. 

143-279]
  

DESCRIPTION: Brown European style leather binding, tooled medallion and multiple frames. 
Watermarked paper: armorial design, AL MASSO. No title page. Text begins on 
fol. 1b. Text and marginal notes in Ta>l∞q script, black ink. On some fols. the 
word qawlu-hu in red, but in most fols. the space reserved for the word is left 
blank. On some fols. the commented text is marked with a red line. Fols. 1-142 in 
one hand, fols. 143-279 in another hand. Colophon on fol. 142a. Catchwords. The 
catchwords on fols. 6b, 110b, and 138b do not match with the beginning of the 
next page. No catchword on fols. 70b, 125b, and 255b. On fol. 227 a hole on lines 
1-2 is mended with new paper. On fol. 255b part of line 25 and lines 26-27 are 
blank. Fols. 1a, 142b, and 279b are blank.

  
NOTES: GAL SII, 450 gives the authorøs name as Muúammad Taq∞ ibn >Abd al-Raú∞m al-

R¿z∞ al-I§fah¿n∞. Al-Zirikl∞, vol. 6, 62 gives the name as Muúammd Taq∞ ibn >Abd 
al-Raú∞m al-$ihr¿n∞ al-R¿z∞. The text is a commentary to Ma>¿lim al-d∞n wa-
mal¿Ä al-muÒtahid∞n f∞ u§´l al-d∞n written by îasan ibn Zayn al-D∞n al->şmil∞, al-
fl¿hid al-¨¿n∞ (d. 1011 H [1602 CE]).  
 
The present ms. consists of two parts, fols. 1-142 cover the first part, al-muÒallad 
al-awwal, and the fols. 143-279 contain the second part, al-muÒallad al-¨¿n∞ f∞ 
baú¨ dal¿lat al-amr >al¿ al-waúdah wal-takr¿r. The title of the second part is given 
in the colophon on fol. 142a. The text of the second part begins without basmala 
and it seems to end in the middle of a sentence on fol. 279a. The authorøs date for 
completing the first part is 10th

 of Rab∞> al-¨¿n∞ [12]37 H [1822 CE] [fol. 142a].
  

OWNERøS MARKS: -
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 

���� ���� ��	 
���� ������ ����� �� � ������ ���  [...] ��� ���� �!�� " #$��

%& #'�	 (�)�*�+,-�  
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END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 279a, lines 16-17 

����� ��� �	
 ���	� ���� ��	� ������ 	�� ��� �������..] � [ ����� ���!"� ���� #�� $�

� %��&�
 

 

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 65, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 65, fol. 279a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 25 
  

TITLE: NubÄat min mas¿<il al-u§´l [fol. 1b] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ legal theory (u§´l al-fiqh) 
  

AUTHOR: Anonymous 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: Not given
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 367
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 23
  

SIZE: 22.3 x 15.0 x 4.3 cm; text area 17.5 x 10.5 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Brown European style leather binding. Tooled medallion and multiple frames. 
Watermarked paper: star, armorial design. No title page. Text begins on fol. 1b. 
Text and marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script, black ink. One hand throughout. 
Catchwords. The catchwords on fols. 91b, 279b, and 339 do not match with the 
first words on the following pages. Fol. 104 seems to be in a wrong place, it 
should be between fols. 102 and 103.

  
NOTES: On the otherwise blank fol. 1a in a careless hand, blue ink, the word u§´l.

  
OWNERøS MARKS: Detached Arabic words and squiggles in blue ink on fol. 367b.

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-4 

���� ��� ���� 	� 
�� �� 
�� ������ �� � ���� ����� �� ���� ��!" ��#� �$%&�'�� 

 ��� ()��� *+,"� (���� 
�� �-�.�� *+/�(����� �-0�+1+�� ��2�� *+� 3$%�. 4�0# 52" 

 /6 78 / ��� 9���� �-:�; 4�0#�(!�8� <� =+>��� ?��� �� *+�@� ��2�� *+� A2� 4�  ?��

5����� 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 367a, lines 2-7 

������ ����	 
��� ����� ���� �� �� ���� �� ���� ��� �� ����!�� ��" # �$��	� �� ��� 

 %�&�� �'(&�� )* ����+�� ,�-� �!.�	�!�(/	 0 1�2�	 ,
3�� 4�(/ 51�6� �!+��7 8�9 �!!�� :�&� 

	 ;6�&�� �� <(70������=�� 4��	 1�> <(/ 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 25, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 25, fol. 367a



255

 Magic 
 

 Cod. Arab. A.C. 83 
  

TITLE: Not given 
  

SUBJECT: Magic 
  

AUTHOR: Anonymous 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: Not given
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 28
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 15-16
  

SIZE: 17.7 x 12.2 x 0.8 cm; text area 13.5 x 6.5 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Black European style leather binding, tooled and gilded frames. Tooled and 

gilded across the spine. On the back cover, upper left corner sticker with 

handwritten number 839. Watermarked paper. No title page. Text begins on fol. 

2a. Text in Nas≠∞ script black ink, one hand throughout. Chapter titles, placed in 

the end of each chapter, in large Nas≠∞, black ink. Magic symbols on several fols. 

Catchwords. Fols. 1a and 28a blank.
  

NOTES: The text advises which psalms of David can be used to achieve specified goals. 

The ms. consists of fragments, though written in same hand. The ms. begins in 

the middle of chapter (b¿b) four. Fols. 2a-11b contain chapters 5-47. The 

structure of each chapter is similar: first the intended purpose is stated and then 

the required psalms are listed by number. The text of the psalms is not given.  

Fols. 12a-27b contain chapters titled with the number of the psalm (al-mazm´r): 

numbers 24-42 on fols. 12a-21b; numbers 62-72 on fols 22b-23b; numbers 78-81 

on fol. 24; numbers 85-88 on fol. 25; numbers 91-96 on fols. 26a-27b. Each of 

these chapters gives the first words of the psalm and then follows information on 

its beneficial use.
  

OWNERøS MARKS: On the otherwise blank fol. 1b written in black ink: No 8. On top of fol. 2a 

written in small German handwriting, black ink: "[Schrift?] Syrisch // muslimisch 

und kabbalischtisch [..?] MS. // 15/8. H. [Brugsch?]." 

On the otherwise blank fol. 28b written in relatively large characters, black ink: 

No 11. 

Inside the back cover, a label of the bookstore Luzac and Co. and a note has been 

attached: blue paper, blue ink, English text describing the content of the ms.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 2a, lines 1, 8-9 

������ ������ ����	�
 ���� ������ ���	�
  [...]�����	 ������ ��� ���� ���	� ��� ���� 

 ������ ���!�
 "�	� ������ #$�% &%
'	�	����!�
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END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 27b, lines 9-11 

��� ������ �	
�� �� ���� ���� ��� ����� ����� ������ ����  ��!"� �#� �	$ ����� �

 �%
&�[...]
  

PROVENANCE: The label of Luzac and Co. and the note in English pasted on the inside of the 

front cover suggest that Arthur Christensen purchased the book in London 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 83, fol. 2a
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 83, fol. 27b



259

 Medicine 

 

 Cod. Arab. A.C. 13 
  

TITLE: [al-]Kit¿b al-Man§´r∞ [f∞ al-Ãibb] [fol. 149a, l. 19] 
  

SUBJECT: Medicine 
  

AUTHOR: Muúammad ibn Zakary¿ [al-R¿z∞] (d. 313 H [925 CE]) [fol. 1b, l. 2] 
  

SCRIBE: Muúammad Mahd∞ ibn Muúammad >Al∞ $¿liq¿n∞ [fol. 149a] 
  

COPYING DATE: 6. Rab∞> al-awwal, 1093 H [1682 CE]
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 150
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 24
  

SIZE: 24.7 x 12.6 x 2.4 cm; text area 19.0 x 7.0 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Pale brown Oriental leather binding with flap. Covers lined with marbled paper. 

Darker brown leather spine. No title page. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text in Ta>l∞q 

script, black ink. Chapter headings and paragraph markers in red. Marginal notes 

in Ta>l∞q script, black and red ink. One hand throughout. Fol. 150a blank. 

Catchwords.
  

NOTES: The text is known as al-Kit¿b al-Man§´r∞ f∞ al-Ãibb or al-$ibb al-Man§´r∞ (cf. 

GAS III, 281-282). It is dedicated to Man§´r ibn Isú¿q, the ruler of Kirm¿n and 

ïuras¿n. 

 

Chapter headings: 

������ ���� ] �� 	
��� ����������� ���	
� �� �� [
[fol. 5a; the complete title is given on fol. 2a] 

������ ����� � ������� ����
�  [fol. 20b] 

������ ����
� !"# � ������� ���$
��  [fol. 28b] 

������ %&' � ��(���� �)*��  [fol. 46b] 

������ �+��,� � �-����  [fol. 57b] 

������ �.$�+�� � /(0�  1��2�+�� [fol. 69b] 

������ 34� � ��(�+�� 5�'��4��  [fol. 76a] 

������� -�����] � [ 6"7+�� [fol. 88a] 

������� �.���� 60��� 8� 9�&�� 1� �:$�;� <���
� �  [fol. 99b] 

������5��7;� � =������   [fol. 126a]
  

OWNERøS MARKS: Detached pieces of text in Arabic on fols. 1a, 149b and 150b.
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BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1 and 2-4 

���� �� ���� 	
����� �������� 	����� �� � ��� ����� �� [...] �� ����� �� 	
� �� 

� ���� ���� ����� �� ���� �� ������ �� ����!" �#$�" �����" �% �&' (�#� ) 	*� 

  +,�� -!��. 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 149a, lines 18-19 

] ����� ����[ ����	
 ����� ��	�� ��� ��� �� ������ ��� ��� � !� "#�$ %�� �&#�� ��� 

'�#(��� ��	

  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 13, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 13, fol. 149a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 97 
  

TITLE: al-Q¿n´n [f∞ al-Ãibb], vol. 1 [p. 787] 
  

SUBJECT: Medicine 
  

AUTHOR: [Ibn S∞n¿] (d. 428 H [1037 CE]) 
  

SCRIBE: Q¿sim ibn ïal∞l ibn Q¿sim ibn ú¿ÒÒ∞ êaf¿ [p. 787] 
  

COPYING DATE: Rab∞> al-awwal 910 H [1504 CE] [p. 787]
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 794 pages (397 fols.)
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 11
  

SIZE: 17.5 x 12.9 x 4.5 cm; text area 11.5 x 6.2 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Brown European style leather binding. No title page. Pencilled pagination. Text 

begins on p. 9. Text and marginal notes in Ta>l∞q script, black ink. Headings in 

red. One hand. On pp. 314-335 text enclosed in a red frame. Catchwords. On 

several pages the catchwords have been partly cut away. Margins mended on pp. 

9, 788-790. Detached text with medical content on pp. 788-789. Pp. 1-8 and 791-

794 are blank and newer paper than the rest of the ms.
  

NOTES: The text is the first book of al-Q¿n´n, i.e., al-Kit¿b al-awwal f∞ al-um´r al-

kull∞yah min >ilm al-Ãibb. Some folios are missing from the beginning. The text 

begins with the end of al-ta>l∞m al-r¿bi> of al-fann al-awwal. The first heading is 

on p. 9: al-ta>l∞m al-≠¿mis [...] f∞ m¿h∞yat al->uèw wa-aqs¿mu-hu.  

 

The main headings:

������� ��	 
���  [...] ����� �������������  [p. 9]

��������	� ��� ��� ������  ������  ����� � [p. 164] 

���� !�"�� ��� ����# �"�$  [p. 189] 

������� %�&�] � '�(�&�[  [p. 189] 

������� !�"��] � )�*+&�[  [p. 213] 

������� ,��"�� -/0 1�0 2 '�(3&� �4&5���  [p. 336] 

���� ,��"�� 2 6*+ �7��� '(8�� 9:�(;� <�8�  [p. 482] 

������� %�&� 2 ��=(# ����8�  [p. 490] 

������� >�"�� 2 ?=5��� @(�A8� BC��*��  [p. 521] 

������� ,��"�� %�� 1�0 2 ?=5# D4�A8�  [p. 600] 

������� E=�(�� 2 ?=5# F5= F5= �G �H�I� ?J �;�	  [p. 608] 

������� 
��� 2 <&���K&�  [p. 615] 
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���� ������ ��	 
��  ����� ] [p. 640

 

OWNERøS MARKS: On p. 790, bits of text, some faded, some smudged and some covered with 

mending paper.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Page 9, lines 1-2 

������ ��� ���	
� � ���� �� ����� ������ � �	
��
����� ���� �
� �!��� "�#$%��  "�

"�&�'�� (	
� �)!� 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Page 787, lines 5-7 

����� ������ ���	� 
 ����� ����� �� ����� ��� ������ ����� 
 ������� ��!�� "#�� 

 $�%� &� �' (� )*+,�� �-�*	� 
 ��.���/�0�
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 97, page 9
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 97, page 787
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 Metrics 

 

 Cod. Arab. A.C. 64 
  

 

A. 

TITLE: [al-Ris¿lah] al-Andalus∞yah f∞ >ilm al->ar´è∞yah [wal-awz¿n al-’a>r∞yah] [p. 1] 
  

SUBJECT: Metrics 
  

AUTHOR: Ab´ >Abd All¿h Muúammad al-ma>r´f bi-Ab∞ al-Øay’ al-An§¿r∞ al-Andalus∞ (d. 
549 H [1154 CE] or 626 H [1229 CE]) [p. 2] 

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 10 pages (1-10) 

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 19 

  
NOTES: The complete title is given in Ahlwardt ms. 7141. Ahlwardt also lists variations 

of the authorøs name. According to al-Zirikl∞, vol. 6, 230, the authorøs name is 
Muúammad ibn >Abd All¿h al-An§¿r∞, Ab´ >Abd All¿h, al-ma>r´f bi-Ab∞ al-Øay’. 
According to GAL2 I, 378, the title of the book is Kit¿b al->ar´è al-andalus∞. 

  
BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Page 2, lines 1-2 and 3-5 

���� ��� ��	 
� ��� �� �� ����  �� ��]��� [ ������ ������� ��!� "�� #	$%&� [...]

 $�'(&� �)* + ,��� ��- �%�	/� 0123� 4	$5�	 6123�	 7���� 89����� �:� $;<� 

0=�> 6'��	 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Page 10, lines 2-5 

��� ����� �	
 ����� ������ 

����    ��	� ��� ��
���� ����  !" 

����    ���� ��� 	
�� �� �� ����  

����    ���� ��� 	
������� �� ����  

 
 

 B. 

TITLE: flarú al-Andalus∞yah f∞ >ilm al->ar´è [p. 11] 
  

SUBJECT: Metrics 
  

AUTHOR: Ab´ al-HayÒ¿< [p. 11] 
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 244 pages (pp. 11-254) 
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 19 
  

NOTES: GAL SI, 544, lists Ab´ al-HayÒ¿< as an author of a commentary to Ab´ al-Øay’ 
al-Andalus∞øs work. No further information is given on the author. 
On p. 254, line 3, the title of the book is given as al-M∞z¿n >al¿ al->ar´è al-
Andalus∞. The authorøs date of completing the text is 21. Rab∞> al-awwal 1272 H 
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[1855 CE] [p. 254]. 
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Page 12, lines 1-3 

���� ���� ����� 	
�� ��� ������ ��� ���� � ����� ��� ������ ���!� ��"�� 	
#$" ������ 

	���% 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Page 254, lines 15-21 

����� � ����	�� 
��� �	�� ������ �������� ������] ����� [���� 
�� ��� !� "��#� "�$�%��� 

&'�� &(�� ��)
 !� *+ ,�- ./0� 
������ 12�� ��� &���(� ��3�� 4 56 &(�%�� 7 

 

 

 

C. 

TITLE: [Res¿lat-e Ø¿m∞yah dar >ar´è] 
  

SUBJECT: Metrics 
  

AUTHOR: [N´r al-D∞n >Abd al-Raúm¿n ibn Aúmad Ø¿m∞] (d. 898 H [1492 CE]) 
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 50 pages (pp. 255-304) 
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 19 
  

NOTES: The text is in Persian, but the colophon on p. 300 is in Arabic. The title and the 
authorøs name are not mentioned in the ms., but Bodleian Library ms. nr. 1350 
has a similar beginning to the present ms. and the author is identified as Ø¿m∞. 
The text is also included in Bodleian Library ms. nr. 894 Koll∞y¿t-e Ø¿m∞, i.e. the 
Collected works of Ø¿m∞. Indian Office ms. nr. 2112 ¬ 1 has also a similar 
beginning as the present ms. and it gives the title as Ris¿lat-e Ø¿m∞yah dar >ar´è, 
whereas the Bodleian mss. give the title as Ris¿lah f∞ al->ar´è. 

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Page 256, lines 1-2 and 5-6 

���� ���� ���	
�� � ��� ���� ����
 ���� �	 ��� ���
�� ���� ������� ��	� �!"�
� 

 [...]��� �#$ %���$ &�$	� '(�)� ��(* +�)$ ���� ����� �	�#, �$ �� -	 

 

 

END OF THE TEXT: Page 300, lines 9-15 

���� �� ���� 	
��� ��� � ������ � ���� �� ����� ��� ���� � ��� ����� �� !"#$ 

%�&'( )� *��( 
�� � ������ ���+� )+, ��� �-.�+� �� ��"� �-�.�+� �� %/ 0  

 

 

 

SCRIBE: Muúammad ibn Y´suf ibn Aúmad al-’ah∞r bi-Aúmad îasan [ )1��2�+3�� � ] [p. 

300] 
 

 

COPYING DATE: Ramaè¿n 1309 H [1892 CE] [p. 300] 
  

SIZE: 23.5 x 17.3 x 3.3 cm; text area 16.8 x 9.7 cm 
  

DESCRIPTION: European style leather binding, pale brown leather unevenly tinted red. On the 

inside of the covers paper with printed text. Thick watermarked paper (BG, 

crescents), except pages 241-280 no watermark, yellowed paper. The title of text 

A given on the otherwise blank page 1. The title of text B and the authorøs name 
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given on the otherwise blank page 11. Pencilled page numbers. Text begins on 

page 2. Text and marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script, black ink. The actual texts in one 

hand throughout, but the titles and the authorøs name on pp. 1 and 11 are written 

in a smaller hand. In text B, the commented text is marked with a red line. 

Catchwords. Circles and diagrams on pp. 245-247, 250-252, 267-270, 282, and 

299. Pages 255 and 302-304 blank. 
  

OWNERøS MARKS: Verses and a text in Arabic on p. 301. 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 64-A, page 2
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 64-A, page 10
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 64-B, page 12
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 64-B, page 254
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 64-C, page 256
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 64-C, page 300
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 Philosophy 
 

 Cod. Arab. A.C. 57 
  

TITLE: [al-Muú¿kam¿t bayn al-im¿m wal-Na§∞r f∞] ’arú [al-] I’¿r¿t [part 2] 
  

SUBJECT: Philosophy 
  

AUTHOR: [QuÃb al-D∞n Muúammad (or Maúm´d) ibn Muúammad al-R¿z∞ al-Taút¿n∞] (d. 
766 H [1365 CE]) 

  
SCRIBE: îusayn ibn [..?] ibn Muúammad al-K¿’¿n∞ [fols. 128a and 214a] 

  
COPYING DATE: Muúarram 1020 H [1611 CE] [fol. 214a]

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 214

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 25

  
SIZE: 25.0 x 13.0 x 2.4 cm; text area 18.0 x 7.5 cm

  
DESCRIPTION: European style binding, spine and edges dark brown leather, front cover greenish 

paper, back cover missing. Part of the title given on fol. 1a. Text begins on fol. 
1b. Text and marginal notes in Ta>l∞q script, black ink, no diacritical marks. One 
hand throughout. Colophon on fol. 128a and fols. 128b and 129b are blank. Text 
continues with al-namaÃ al-r¿bi>a on fol. 129b. Catchwords. Fol. 214b is blank.

  
NOTES: On fol. 1a, the partial title is given in Persian: flarú-e i’¿r¿t. It is written in a 

careless hand, blue ink. The name of the author is not mentioned. The second part 
of Ahlwardt 5053 has a similar beginning and ending as the present ms. The title 
is given as al-Muú¿kam¿t bayn al-im¿m wal-Na§∞r f∞ ’arú al-I’¿r¿t and the author 
is QuÃb al-D∞n al-Taút¿n∞. The work is a presentation of the differing opinions of 
Fa≠r al-D∞n al-R¿z∞ and Na§∞r al-D∞n al-$´s∞ expressed in their commentaries on 
Ibn S∞n¿øs al-I’¿r¿t wal-tanb∞h¿t.

  
OWNERøS MARKS: On fol. 1a, detached bits of text, four stamps and two names in writing: 

Muúammad >Al∞ and Muúammad Y´suf ibn Zayn al->şbid∞n. Text in Persian on 
the margin of fol. 2 with the name Muúammad ibn K¿ˆim. Stamps on fols. 98a 
and 214a.

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 

����� ������� ��	 
���� ���� 
�� ]������ [ �������� �	�� ����� ��� �� ���!� "#$ %�� 

�&�'��� �� ��( 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 214a, lines 11-15 

��� ������ 	� 
���� �� ������ ���� ������ ��� ��������� 	��� �� ����� ����� 	�� 

 ��� ������ �!� "#$� �%��&�� '()�*�+��+� ,-$. �/ 01 ��� 
2� 3$4�� 5 ,-$� 67��8�7
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 57, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 57, fol. 214a
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 Poetry 
 

 Cod. Arab. A.C. 70 
  

TITLE: [flarú D∞w¿n Imru< al-Qays] 
  

SUBJECT: Poetry with commentary 
  

AUTHOR: Ab´ Bakr >ş§im ibn Ayy´b [al-BaÃalyaws∞] (d. 494 H [1100 CE]) [fol. 1b, line 1] 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: Not given
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 55
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 26
  

SIZE: 21.0 x 15.5 x 0.9 cm; text area 15.7 x 8.7 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Dark brown European style leather binding, tooled multiple frames. Covers 
slightly smaller than the ms. Watermarked paper: star, armorial design, year 
1828. No title page. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text and marginal notes in Nas≠∞ 
script, black ink. Verses vocalized. One hand throughout. Catchwords. The 
catchword on fol. 10b has been added above the first line on the next page. Fol. 
55b blank.

  
NOTES: The title of the book is not given on the present ms. The first section of ms. 446 in 

Fl gel, Wien, Band 1, 430 has a beginning and ending similar to the present ms. 
The title of ms. 446 is given as flarú Imru< al-Qays wa-N¿bi\ah wa->Alqamah and 
it consists of three sections (1-3), one for each poet. Al-Zirikl∞, vol. 3, p. 248, 
gives the title flarú D∞w¿n Imru< al-Qays. Al-Zirikl∞ also lists the various dates 
given for the authorøs death. 
On fol. 1a written in a careless hand across the page: ��� �����..] � [	�
  

   
OWNERøS MARKS: Persian text in the margin on fol. 2a with the name Muúammad ibn K¿ˆim 

[Bor´Òerd∞?]. Faded stamp on fol. 1b.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 

��� ����� ���� �� 	
�� �� ��� ����� ���
 ������ ���  ��� ��� �������� �!"!#$ �� ��

 �%��&� �'(�� )� �� *���� 	��� �+,!#$-�./���'�� �0,�  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 55a, lines 16-17 

����� ��� � ���	 
��� ���� ����� ��� ������ ��� ��� ��	�� ��!�� �"� �� #$%� 

&$	�'�
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 70, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 70, fol. 55a
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 Prayers 
 

 Cod. Arab. A.C. 1 

TITLE: flarú al-Øaw’an [fol. 2b] 
  

SUBJECT: Commentary to prayer 
  

AUTHOR: al-H¿d∞ ibn al-Mahd∞ al-Sabzaw¿r∞ [al-fl∞r¿z∞] (d. 1295 H [1878 CE] or 1289 H 
[1872 CE]) [fol. 2b] 

  
SCRIBE: >Abd al-Wahh¿b al-Isfah¿n∞ [fol. 189a] 

  
COPYING DATE: 1269 H [1853 CE] [fol. 189a] 

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 189 

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 19 

  
SIZE: 21.6 x 15.3 x 2.8 cm; text area 14.9 x 9.6 cm 

  
DESCRIPTION: Brown European style leather binding. Simple tooled medallion and multiple 

frames. No title page. Text begins on fol. 2b. Outer margins ruled in blue, text 
area framed in red. Text in Nas≠∞ script, black ink. The commented prayer text is 
in red. Marginal notes in red and black. Margins mended on fol. 2. Catchwords. 
The catchwords on fols. 64b, 146b, and 174b do not match with the first words of 
the next pages. No catchwords on fols. 76b and 170b. Fols. 1 and 189b are blank.  

NOTES: GAL SII, 833 gives the title as flarú al-asm¿< al-ma>r´fah bil-Òaw’an al-kab∞r. 
Fehrest, vol. 19, 183, ms. no. 7380 gives the title as flarú du>¿< al-Òaw’an al-kab∞r. 
The authorøs date for completing the text is 6. RaÒab 1260 H [1844 CE] [fol. 
189a].  

OWNERøS MARKS: On fol. 2a text:  �� �������  

with date: Ramaè¿n 1269 [1853 CE] and stamp: >abdu-hu îusayn ibn Ibr¿h∞m.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 2b, lines 1-4 

 ���� ����� �	� 
	 ����� ��� ������ ����� ����� ���� ��� ������� ������ �� � ��!�

�"�#$!� �%�& '�() *�� �+ �#,� -���./0�� -�1�� �"� -2�3� -��/�� 45� 6� 7�(8�� 9�$:� � 

 #/;�� ���<�" ������ =����� >��� *� 

 

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 189a, lines 3-6 

 ������ ����	� 
���	 �� �����	 ����	 �� �� ����	 �� ����� ����	 ��	 !	 "�	 ! �� #��$%�

 & �	����]� ���	 ['(	 ��)�*� ��+, -.�� �*�/ 0�++�!	 1	 ��2/� �3, ����	 �3�	 045�	� 

 6�7�	 ��+7�	� 0	�8 )�*��	 9�:5�� ��;�	 "�	� �3< =�� �>� 0��?	 �@�?	 �3A	 ��	 #�	

 0�+�� ��B
 

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 1, fol. 2b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 1, fol. 189a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 35 
  

TITLE: ïul¿§at al-aÄk¿r wa-iÃmi<n¿n al-qul´b [fol. 1b] 
  

SUBJECT: Prayers (du>¿) 
  

AUTHOR: Muúsin ibn Murtaè¿ Fayè al-K¿’[¿n]∞ (d. 1091 H [1680/81 CE]) [fols. 1b and 
109b] 

  
SCRIBE: Riè¿qul∞ ibn al-ú¿ÒÒ Mahd∞qul∞ al-Sar<¿b∞ al-Tabr∞z∞ [fol. 110a] 

  
COPYING DATE: 10. Øum¿d¿ al-awwal 1270 H [1854 CE] [fol. 110b]

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 110

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 13

  
SIZE: 21.6 x 13.5 x 2.0 cm; text area 12.5 x 6.5 cm

  
DESCRIPTION: Brown European style leather binding, tooled multiple frames. No title page. Text 

begins on fol. 1b. Illumination on fol. 1b. Text framed with multiple frames, the 
inner ones gold, then blue and red, the outmost frame gold. On fols. 1b and 2a, 
text in white cloud-bands with interlinear gold, floral ornament in the margin. The 
main text in Ta>l∞q script, black ink. The prayer texts in Nas≠∞ script, vocalised, 
black ink. The words indicating the occasion for the prayer alternately in red, 
blue, green, and gold. The chapter headings mainly in gold. Catchwords. Fols. 1a 
and 110b blank.

  
NOTES: On fols. 1b-4a, a list of the chapter headings and the content of each chapter. The 

actual text begins on fol. 4b. The authorøs date for completing the text is 1033 H 
[1623/24 CE] [fol. 109b]. 
Chapter headings: 

������  ���	� �
�� � [fol. 7b]

���	� ��
� �� ���	� ��
� �� �� �
��� ��� !"#� $�%	�   

[fol. 13a] 

���	� �� $�%	� ��
� �� �� �
��� ��� &�'	� !�"(	�  [fol. 28b] 

���	� )���*� �� !�"(	� �� �� �
��� ��� +	�'	� ��
	�  [fol. 34b] 

���	� ��� ,���	�   ���	� ��
� �� ��
	� )���*� �� �� �
��� 

[fol. 42b] 

���	� -���./� �0�1" ���2�� �
��� ��� $��3� [fol. 50a] 

���	�  4�"(�	�� �
��� ��� 56�7	� [fol. 56b] 

���	�  -�6��	�� �
��� ��� ,��7	� [fol. 62a] 

���	�  86��/�� �
��� ��� 9��'	� [fol. 68a] 

The next chapter heading should be al-fa§l al-t¿si> f∞m¿ yata>allaq bil-maÃ¿lib, but 
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the heading is missing. The eighth chapter seems to be incomplete including only 

part of the sections listed in the table of content. It covers fols. 68a-69b. The ninth 

chapter seems to be complete, lacking only the heading. It covers fols. 69b-76b.  

 

�����  ������ 	
���� ����� ��� ����� [fol. 76b]

�����  ����� ����� ��� ��� ���� [fol. 83a] 

�����  ��
�� ����� ��� ��� !"�� [fol. 91b] 

#$%�  #��& '(�
� ) [fol. 108b]
  

OWNERøS MARKS: The copying of the volume was ordered by Òan¿b M∞rz¿ Sa>∞d ï¿n [fol. 110a]
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-3 

��� ���� ���� �	�
 ���� ������� � ���� ��� ������ �� ��! "#$�	� ����� %�$��&�� 

�'() �*�+� ,-./	 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 109b, lines 2-3 and 7-11 

��� ���� ��� �	
�� �� �����  � ������ ����� ������� �� ��� �� ��� �� ��� !��" #$� 

 %
&��� '���� (�� [...] (� �)��#*���� +�,�-�� +�
��*��� %/0� #�1/0� #�2�� 3"� #� ��� 

 '�4 #��� 5678 #��6��(����9/)� ����: �5��� �
�-� ( 56,� #��� #
�� 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 35, fol. 109b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 35, fol. 110a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 41 
  

TITLE: Du>¿< Kumayl ibn Ziy¿d [fol. 3b] 
  

SUBJECT: Prayers (du>¿<) 
  

AUTHOR: Kumayl ibn Ziy¿d [al-Na≠>∞] (d. 82 H [701 CE]) [fol. 3b] 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: Not given
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 83
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 8
  

SIZE: 17.8 x 11.3 x 1.5 cm; text area 13.5 x 6.5 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Light brown European style leather binding, tooled multiple frames. Fols. 27-34 
and 43-50, watermarked paper. No title page. Text begins on fol. 3b. Floral 
illumination on fol. 3b with gold, blue, red, and green. Text area enclosed by 
multiple frames in gold, red and blue. On fols. 3b and 4a text in white cloud-
bands with interlinear gold, gold rosettes after each sentence, floral ornament in 
the margin. On fol. 46b text lines enclosed with lines in red ink. Stains and 
smudges on some folios. Text in relatively large, vocalised Nas≠∞ script, black 
ink. Headings in red ink. Some of the headings in Persian. Very few marginal 
notes. Fols. 3-78b written in one hand throughout. On fol. 18b Persian words in 
red ink between the first three lines. Catchwords. The catchword on fol. 28b does 
not match with the first word of the next page. No catchwords on fols. 14b, 19b, 
and 22b. On fols. 78b and 79a a detached text in Persian. On fols. 79b and 81a a 
detached prayer text. Fol. 80 is loose, it consists of four pages and contains a 
fragment of a prayer. Fols. 1, 2, 3a, 81b, 82, and 83 blank.

  
NOTES: The title is written in the lower part of the illumination on fol. 3b. Kumayl ibn 

Ziy¿døs prayer covers only fols. 3-18a. Kumayl was a companion of >Al∞ ibn Ab∞ 
$¿lib and, according to the fl∞>∞ traditon, transmitted this prayer from >Al∞. On 
fols. 18b-24a is Du>¿< al-§ab¿ú, another prayer ascribed to >Al∞. On fols. 24b-78b 
a collection of shorter and longer prayers to various purposes.

  
OWNERøS MARKS: Embossed round stamp in the top margin of fols. 43-45. Impressed square stamp 

in the top margin of fol. 60.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 3b, lines 1-3 

�����] �� [ ��� ��	
�� ��� ���� ��� ����� ���������� �� ��  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 78b, lines 2-4 

���� ����� 	
�� �
�� ��� ��� ��� ��� ������ 	� �������� ��!� 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 41, fol. 78b
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 96 
  

TITLE: Du>¿< al-iútiÒ¿b [fol. 1b] 
  

SUBJECT: Prayers 
  

AUTHOR: Anonymous 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: Not given
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 11
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 7
  

SIZE: 15.8 x 10.5 x 0.7 cm; text area 9.7 x 5.1 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: European style binding, spine brown leather. Bronze coloured lacquer covers with 

floral medallions and golden multiple frames. The inside of the covers red lacquer 

with floral medallions and golden multiple frames. Pages blue with golden 

frames. Text in brown cloud-bands with interlinear gold. Red and gold frames 

around the text area. On fol. 1b floral illumination in gold, blue, and various 

shades of red. No title page. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text in large, vocalised Nas≠∞ 

script, black ink. Titles of the prayers in gold. No marginal notes. No catchwords. 

Fol. 1a blank.
  

NOTES: The title is given in the lower part of the illumination on fol. 1b. According to al-

ìar∞>ah, vol. 8, 186-187, there are four prayers known as Du>¿< al-iútiÒ¿b and 

they are all ascribed to the Prophet or the members of his household. The 

beginning of the prayer in the present ms. is different from the first lines of the 

four prayers given in al-ìar∞>ah, vol. 13, 246-247. 

Du>¿< al-iútiÒ¿b is on fols. 1b-4b 

On fols. 5a-7b a prayer with title in Persian: 

������� �� 	
� ]����[
On fols. 7b-11b a prayer with title in Persian:

 	
� �� �������]����[
  

OWNERøS MARKS: -
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-3 

�
���� �� ��� ����� ������ ����� �� !"� ���# $�������%��  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 11b, lines 2-6 

����� ��� ��� ������ 	
 �� ����� ����� ������� ���� ������ � ��� ����!"#�� ��� 

	�$� %��� ��& '( )� '*�
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 96, fol. 11b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 96, inner lining
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 Qur<¿n and commentaries 
 

 Cod. Arab. A.C. 38 
  

TITLE: al-Qur<¿n: s´rat şl >Imr¿n [fol. 3b], s´rat al-Nis¿< [fol. 23a] 
  

SUBJECT: - 
  

AUTHOR: - 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: Not given
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 46
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 12
  

SIZE: 25.4 x 15.0 x 0.8 cm; text area 17.7 x 7.5 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Reddish brown European style leather binding. No title page. Text begins on fol. 
3b. Illumination on fol. 3b. The text is from an older book and has been pasted on 
newer paper. The gold frames enclosing the text are on the older paper, whereas 

the coloured frames, red and blue, have been added after pasting. Also the 
marginal notes have been cut from the original and pasted on the new pages. 
Wormholes in the text area, the largest have been mended. Text in Nas≠∞ script 

black ink. Persian translation between the lines, in Ta>l∞q script, red ink. Marginal 
notes in Ta>l∞q script, in Persian, presenting asb¿b al-nuz´l. On fol. 40a only a 
narrow strip of the marginal note survives. Fols. 1b, 2, 3a, 44b, 45, and 46 blank.

  
NOTES: A cutting from a catalogue pasted on fol. 1a, with printed English text giving the 

details of the ms.
  

OWNERøS MARKS: -
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: -
  

END OF THE TEXT: -
  

PROVENANCE: The catalogue text pasted on fol. 1a suggests that the ms. was acquired by Arthur 
Christensen in Europe. 
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 67 
  

TITLE: al-Qur<¿n [complete] 
  

SUBJECT: - 
  

AUTHOR: - 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: Not given
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 333
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 13
  

SIZE: 19.4 x 12.9 x 4.4 cm; text area 12.7 x 6.9 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Dark, reddish brown Oriental leather binding with flap. Tooled medallions and 

multiple frames on the covers and on the flap, on the flap also an embossed 

basmala. Spine mended. No title page. The text begins on fol. 2b. Paper is 

yellowed and fragile. Inner margins are mended. The lower margins are partly 

broken on several fols. The inner lining of the front cover has not been trimmed 

and has caused a vertical break on fol. 2. Damp has damaged the margins on fols. 

1-10. Text on fols. 3b, 4a, 89b, and 90a partly smudged. Marginal notes on fols. 

110b, 123b, 326b, 327b, 330a, and 331a partly smudged. Text in Nas≠∞ script, 

black ink, one hand. Headings of the s´rahs and reading marks in red ink. Red 

dots as verse markers. The text is placed within red and blue frames. The 

headings are separated from the text by red lines. Marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script, 

black and red ink. Some of the marginal notes in Persian. Catchwords. The 

catchword on fol. 56b does not match with the beginning of the next page, but 

nothing is missing from the text. Fols. 1 and 333 blank.
  

NOTES: The headings contain in addition to the number of verses, also number of words 

[kalim¿t], letters [úur´f], and bowings [ruk´>¿t], the figures have not been added 

in all headings. Most of the headings also indicate the chronology of nuz´l by 

giving, after the word ¨umma, the name of the s´rah that would be the next one in 

chronological order. Sometimes this information is placed in the margin.
  

OWNERøS MARKS: Detached text on fol. 2a, partly cut away, contains some of the names of God and 

a prayer.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: -
  

END OF THE TEXT: -
  

PROVENANCE: Embossed stamp on fol. 1. A catalogue slip is attached on the lining of the front 

cover. It is typed and describes the ms. in English. This suggests that Arthur 

Christensen may have acquired the ms. in Europe. 
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 68 
  

TITLE: al-Qur<¿n [complete] 
  

SUBJECT: - 
  

AUTHOR: - 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: Not given
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 302
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 15
  

SIZE: 20.0 x 13.0 x 3.2 cm; text area 13.0 x 6.5 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Dark reddish brown Oriental leather binding with flap. Gilded and painted 

medallions and corner pieces on cover and flap. Tooled frames with traces of 

paint. No title page. Text begins on fol. 2b. Rather crude illuminations on fols. 2b 

and 3a: red, pink, green, blue and gold. Interlinear oval gold patches on fols. 2b 

and 3a. Text enclosed in a golden frame, a golden dot marks the end of each 

verse. A broad golden line across the text area in the end of each s´rah. Floral 

ornament in gold, red, blue, and green in the margin on approximately every tenth 

fol. starting from fol. 13a. Golden floral design in the middle of fol. 302a, but the 

fol. is crumpled. Text in rather shaky Nas≠∞ script, black ink, one hand. Smudges 

in the text on several fols. Red reading marks. The margin on fol. 22 cut away. 

Catchwords. Fols. 2a and 302b blank.
  

NOTES: The names of the s´rahs are not given.
  

OWNERøS MARKS: Jottings in black and red on fol. 1a. Partly erased red marking on fol. 1b. 

Smudged red marks in the margins on fols. 275-278, 280, and 282-283.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: -
  

END OF THE TEXT: -
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 84 
  

TITLE: [al-Qur<¿n] [complete] 
  

SUBJECT: - 
  

AUTHOR: - 
  

SCRIBE: >Al∞ Taq∞ ibn flay≠ îusayn [... ?] [p. 754] 
  

COPYING DATE: Øum¿d¿ al-¨¿n∞ 1089 H [1678 CE]
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 756 pages [378 fols.]
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 10
  

SIZE: 12.6 x 9.0 x 4.0 cm; text area 9.0 x 4.5 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Dark red Oriental leather binding with flap. Tooled medallions and frames on 
covers and flap. No title page. Pencilled pagination. Text begins on page 4. Text 
in Nas≠∞ script, black ink, different hands. Marginal notes in Nas≠∞, black and red 
ink. The first two pages of the text, i.e., pages 4-6, newer paper and obviously 
added to replace lost pages. The text on these pages is in Nas≠∞ script black ink, 
the titles of the first and second s´rahs are not given and the pages are 
undecorated. On pages 7-754 the text is enclosed in blue, red, and gold frames 
and the titles of the s´rahs are written in red ink. Some marginal notes have been 
partly cut away. Margins are mended on pp. 7-14, 562-565, 595, 697 and 753. 
Mending paper covers some words on pp. 751-753.

NOTES: -
  

OWNERøS MARKS: On p. 755 text in French: ›Achete⁄ a Bagdad le 12 Sept. 1789 pour 12 piastres. 
Løalcoran.ø On p. 754 in the same handwriting the name Beauchamp. That is 
Joseph de Beauchamp (1752-1801), French astronomer and traveller, who left 
Bagdad on 1 of December 1789 (Dictionnaire de Biographie Franıaise, ed. 
Prevost et DøAmat, Paris 1951, Tome V, p. 1054). 
Also on p. 755 text in French: ›Donne⁄ a G. Peignot par Beauchamp. Le 6 fructidor 
an 3eø [23. 8. 1795 CE]. G. Peignot is presumably Etienne-Gabriel Peignot (1767-
1849), French bibliographer. 
Inside the front cover glued a printed description of the ms. in French, partly 
covered by a label of the bookshop, K.F. Koehlerøs Antiquarium, Berlin. Also 
inside the front cover glued a printed slip with the text: ›Le Ch. Ferrão de 
Castelbranco, 70 Avenue des Champs Elyse⁄es.ø 
On p. 1 in Arabic numbers, letters, and the year 1197 H [1782/83 CE], in black 
ink. On the same page pencilled: ›Qorøan Handschrift von 1089 d. H. (1678). ø 
European ownersø markings (numbers, letters) either by pencil or in ink on pp. 2, 
3, and 756.

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: -
END OF THE TEXT: -

 

PROVENANCE: The European ownersø marks suggest that Arthur Christensen purchased the ms. 

in Europe. 
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 75 
  

TITLE: [Tafs∞r al-Øal¿layn] 
  

SUBJECT: Tafs∞r al-Qur<an 
  

AUTHOR: [Øal¿l al-D∞n Muúammad ibn Aúmad al-Maúall∞] (d. 864 H [1459 CE]) and 
[Øal¿l al-D∞n >Abd al-Raúm¿n ibn Ab∞ Bakr al-Suy´Ã∞] (d. 911 H [1505 CE]) 

  
SCRIBE: Aúmad ibn Aúmad al-Øund∞ al-îusayn∞ [p. 589] 

  
COPYING DATE: Rab∞> al-¨¿n∞ 1195 H [1781 CE] [p. 589]

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 592 pages (296 fols.)

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 21

  
SIZE: 22.2 x 16.0 x 5.0 cm; text area 14.0 x 8.5 cm

  
DESCRIPTION: Oriental leather binding with flap and box. Spine and fore-edge in light brown 

leather. Bits of paper with Arabic text remain glued on the fore-flap. Covers and 
envelope flap covered with paper, printed fruit design. The top flap and edges of 
the box brown leather, sides marbled paper. The ms. has not been attached to the 
present cover, but the remains of glue and leather on the spine edge of the fols. 
indicate an earlier binding. The quires have not been sewn together. Watermarked 
paper (GF, EL, and crescents). No title page. Pencilled pagination. The text begins 
on page 2. Text and marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script, verses of the Qur<¿n in red, 
commentary in black. One hand. Catchwords. Pages 590-592 blank.

  
NOTES: The names of the authors and title of the book are not given in the present ms. but 

a comparison with the printed version of Tafs∞r al-Øal¿layn (D¿r Ibn Ka¨∞r, 
Bayr´t 1411 H / 1991 CE) shows that it is the same text. The present ms. is not 
complete but contains only the s´rahs 18-114 and 1. S´rah 1, al-F¿tiúah, is placed 
in the end of the book (pp. 588-589). According to Ahlwardt, ms. 885, al-Suy´Ã∞ 
originally placed it in the end.

  
OWNERøS MARKS: Written on p. 1: >abdu-hu Muúammad al-H∞r¿w∞. Five-pointed star in blue ink on 

p. 1.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Page 2, lines 1-4 

���� ���� �	
� ��� ���� ���� ���� �� ���� ����� �� ����� �� ��� ��	
 !"� 

 #��$� %&� � '��( %�)*�� ����� �& +),� ��-���./
��0� 1�2/� ��3�  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Page 589, lines 17-21 

�� ��� �����	 ��� 
� ����	 ��� ���� �����	 ������	  �����	 �	 ����	 ��!�	 "�#$�

���	 %	� ����$ 
� 	��� 	�&��
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 89 
  

TITLE: al-ê¿f∞ [f∞ tafs∞r kal¿m All¿h al-w¿f∞] [p. 8] 
  

SUBJECT: Tafs∞r al-Qur<¿n 
  

AUTHOR: Muúammad ibn Murtaè¿ al-mad>´ bi-Muúsin [i.e. Muúsin ibn Murtaè¿ Fayè al-
K¿’¿n∞] (d. 1091 H [1680/81 CE]) [p. 8, line 16] 

  
SCRIBE: Ibn H¿Ò∞ >Aˆ∞m al-Yazd∞ Muúammad >Al∞ [p. 967] 

  
COPYING DATE: 25. êafar 1226 H [1811 CE] [p. 967]

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 970 pages (485 fols.)

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 28

  
SIZE: 29.9 x 19.3 x 5.5 cm; text area 21.0 x 12.2 cm

  
DESCRIPTION: Brown European style leather binding. Watermarked paper: TERRAZZO. No title 

page. Pencilled pagination. Text begins on p. 8. Text in Nas≠∞ script, black ink, 
one hand throughout. Headings in red. The commented text marked with a red 
line. Marginal notes in Ta>l∞q script. Catchwords. Pages 1-6, 968-9 blank.

  
NOTES: On p. 8 the title is given in red ink as a heading in Persian: Øeld-e awwal az 

Tafs∞r-e ê¿f∞. Even though the title indicates that the text is only the first part of 
the commentary, it is in fact the complete text.

  
OWNERøS MARKS: Smudged marking on p. 7. Arabic letters and numbers on p. 970. Inserted 

between the fols. a loose piece of paper (7.1 x 8.6 cm) with an imprint of a seal 
giving the name al-sulÃ¿n >Al∞ ibn M´s¿ al-Riè¿ surrounded by the names of the 
four archangels, talismanic symbols, and names of fl∞>∞ Im¿ms.

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Page 8, line 1 

���� �� �� �	
 ����� � ����� �� � �� �� ������ ���� � ���!" �� � �� �#� �� $� 

�	% �&�' �&�(� �)&� �% *���+ �&�,#	- 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Page 967, lines 3, 8-9 

��� ���� � ����� 	
��� ����
 ���� ��� ��� ����
 ����
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PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 94 
  

TITLE: Anw¿r al-tanz∞l wa-asr¿r al-ta<w∞l, vol. 1 [p. 4] 
  

SUBJECT: Tafs∞r al-Qur<¿n 
  

AUTHOR: [>Abd All¿h ibn >Umar ibn Muúammad] al-Bayè¿w∞ (d. 685 H [1286 CE]) [p.1] 
  

SCRIBE: Muúammad >Al∞ ibn [Øa>far?] Ab´ al-îasan [p. 493] 
  

COPYING DATE: 24. RaÒab 1224 H [1809 CE] [p. 493]
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 496 pages [248 fols.]
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 25
  

SIZE: 32.8 x 21.2 x 3.4 cm; text area 23.2 x 13.6 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Red European style leather binding. Authorøs name given on p. 1. Pencilled 
pagination. Text begins on p. 4. Text in Nas≠∞ and Ta>l∞q scripts. On pp. 4-67 the 
text of al-Qur<¿n in red ink, but occasionally the space is left blank, on pp. 67-235 
marked with red line, on pp. 236-493 distinguished by different script. Marginal 
notes in Ta>l∞q script. The red ink on pp. 53-59, and 67 has been seeping through 
the paper. Catchwords. The catchwords on pp. 306 and 310 do not match with the 
beginning of the next page. Pages 2 and 494-496 blank.

  
NOTES: The text contains the commentary of the s´rahs 1-18.

  
OWNERøS MARKS: On pp. 3 and 4, stamp and text: Øal¿l al-D∞n, 1276 H [1859/60 CE]. Partly 

smudged text on p. 1.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Page 4, lines 1, 9-10 

�������� �	
�� ��� ��� ������� ��� ���� �  ������� [...]  ������ �	���� !"�� ��# ��$%

 &'�(�� !�� ���)�% �#�* �+�#��% �+#�*�%����,�)���� �	���� -�/� 	0  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Page 493, lines 14 

�� ���� �� ��	
 	��� �� ����� ���� ��� ]�� ��� [�� ��	
 	��
 	���� ��� ���� �� ���� 

��� �� ���� ���	�!�� �� "
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 53 

TITLE: [î¿’iyat Anw¿r al-tanz∞l wa-asr¿r al-ta<w∞l] 
  

SUBJECT: Tafs∞r al-Qur<¿n 
  

AUTHOR: Muúammad [ibn al-îusayn] Bah¿< al-D∞n al->şmil∞ (d. 1030 H [1621 CE]) [fol. 
1b] 

  
SCRIBE: Anonymous 

  
COPYING DATE: Not given

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 74

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 14-16

  
SIZE: 20.0 x 10.3 x 1.5 cm; text area 12.5-13.3 x 5.5-6.9 cm

  
DESCRIPTION: Reddish brown European style leather binding. Spine mended with dark brown 

leather. Gilded medallions. No title page. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text and 
marginal notes in Ta>l∞q script, black ink. Diacritic marks often missing. Different 
hands. On fols. 3-58 the word qawlu-hu in red and red line marks the commented 

text. Two chapter headings in red. Catchwords. No catchword on fol. 37b. 
Wormholes in the text area on fols. 72 and 73.

  
NOTES: The title is not mentioned in the ms. but the author informs that the text is a 

commentary to a book written by al-q¿è∞ >Abd All¿h [ibn >Umar] N¿§ir al-D∞n al-
Bayè¿w∞ (d. 686 H [1286 CE]) [fol. 2a]. According to GAL2 1, 532, Bah¿< al-D∞n 
al->şmil∞ wrote a glossary to al-Bayè¿w∞øs Anw¿r al-tanz∞l wa-asr¿r al-ta<w∞l. Ms. 
nr. 3021 in Fehrest, vol. 8, 207, has a similar beginning as the present ms. The 
author is given as Bah¿< al-D∞n al->şmil∞ and the title as î¿’iyat Anw¿r al-tanz∞l. 
 
The text is only a fragment of Bah¿< al-D∞n al->şmil∞∆s glossary. Two headings in 
red ink: 

����� � ���	
� �����  [fol. 2b] 

���� ���	��  [fol. 55b]

OWNERøS MARKS: Stamps on fols. 1a, 73a, and 73b. The same stamp twice on fol. 73a: [..?] 

Muúammad $¿lib, year 1123 H [1711/12 CE]. Detached bits of text on fols. 1a, 

74a, and 74b.

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 

���� ���� ��	
 ����� ��� ���� ��� ���� � ����� ���!�� �"#$% &�'� (%) �(�"�) 

����) ��*#+� ���#, �(+�� 

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 73b, lines 12-16 

��+-��) ��+.� ��/ 0� 	1*��, 23���) �-'�� �'#'� �+�� 2��4�� 56 	��'-�� ��� �7�) ��6 �-'�� 

��'-8� 2 9��� : ��*��
 

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 53, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 53, fol. 73b
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 Rhetoric 

 

 Cod. Arab. A.C. 31 
  

TITLE: flarú Tal≠∞§ al-Mift¿ú [al-Mu≠ta§ar] [fol. 1b, lines 7-10] 
  

SUBJECT: Rhetoric 
  

AUTHOR: Mas>´d ibn >Umar al-mad>´ bi-Sa>d [al-D∞n] al-Taftaz¿n∞ (d. 793 H [1390 CE]) 
[fol. 1b, line 5] 

  
SCRIBE: >Abb¿s>al∞ walad Mull¿ Nab∞ [fol. 182b] 

  
COPYING DATE: RaÒab 1134 H [in letters] [1722 CE], 1234 H [in numbers] [1819 CE] [fol. 182b] 

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 183 

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 21 

  
SIZE: 26.2 x 14.8 x 2.2 cm; text area 17.0 x 6.7 cm 

  
DESCRIPTION: Brown European style leather binding, tooled multiple frames and tooled very 

simple medallion. Watermarked paper: GIAC GIUSTI, armorial design. No title 
page. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text in Nas≠∞ script, black ink. Different hands. 
Some chapter headings in red. Commented text marked with either red or black 
line. Marginal notes in Nas≠∞ and Ta>l∞q scripts. Catchwords. The catchword on 
fol. 172b does not match with the first word of the following page. Fol. 183a 
blank. 

  
NOTES: The book is an abridged version of the authorøs commentary to Tal≠∞§ al-Mift¿ú 

written by Muúammad ibn >Abd al-Raúm¿n al-Qazw∞n∞ (d. 739 H [1338 CE]). 
This work is again a commentary to Mift¿ú al->ul´m written by Y´suf ibn Ab∞ 
Bakr al-Sakk¿k∞ (d. 626 H [1229 CE]). The complete title of the abridgement is 
not mentioned in the present ms. and the author only explains that he has been 
asked to abridge his flarú Tal≠∞§ al-Mift¿ú [fol. 1b, line 10]. Ahlwardt 7206 has a 
beginning and an end similar to the present ms. and here the title is given as Kit¿b 
al-mu≠ta§ar ’arú Tal≠∞§ al-Mift¿ú. Also ms. nr. 91 in Fehrest, vol. 1, 110, has a 
beginning and an end similar to the present ms. and here the title is given as al-
Mu≠ta§ar. 
 
Cod. Arab. A. C. 33 is the unabridged version of al-Taftaz¿n∞øs commentary, 
known as al-MuÃawwal. 
 
Chapter headings: 

������  [fol. 4b]

���� 	
�� ]� [  ���� ���[fol. 12a] 

����
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����  ������ �	
 � ����� [fol. 151a] 

����  [fol. 172b] 
  

OWNERøS MARKS: On fols. 1a and 183b detached pieces of text in Arabic. Stamp on fols. 182a and 

183b: >Abb¿s>al∞ 
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1 and 7-8 

���� ����� 	 
���� ����� ������ ��� �� �� ����� [...]  ����� ��� ���� !"�� �#

���$�� �% ����&�' (��)*�� ���+�� 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 182b, lines 16-18 

���� ��� ������ �	�
��  ��� ���	�� ������ �������� �	� ���� ����� �	� �� ��! �"�#� 

 $%!&�� �� '���]�()� [ ���� *+ ,-��.�� ��  

  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 31, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 31, fol. 182b
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 33 
  

TITLE: flarú al-Tal≠∞§ al-muÃawwal [fol. 3a, line 15] 
  

SUBJECT: Rhetoric 
  

AUTHOR: [Mas>´d ibn >Umar al-mad>´ bi-Sa>d al-D∞n al-Taftaz¿n∞] (d. 793 H [1390 CE]) 
  

SCRIBE: Muúammad ibn Øa>far [fol. 244a] 
  

COPYING DATE: 21. Ramaè¿n 1224 H [1809 CE]
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 245
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 20
  

SIZE: 27.7 x 16.2 x 4.3 cm; text area 18.0 x 6.5 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Dark brown European style leather binding, spine lighter brown leather. Tooled 
multiple frames. Covers lined with paper with printed Persian text. Watermarked 
paper: Cyrillic letters, various designs, years 1805 and 1808. Several folios tinted 
different shades of blue. No title page. Text begins on fol. 2b. Text in Nas≠∞ 
script, one hand throughout. Marginal notes in Nas≠∞ and Ta>l∞q scripts. Red line 
marks the commented text on fols. 6-10, elsewhere the line is black. On fols. 4a-
5a lines covered with dots. On some fols. marginal notes partly cut away or 
covered with mending paper. Margins mended on fols. 202-245. On fol. 235 
mending paper covers part of lines 14-17. On fols. 99b and 100a, a stain covers 
parts of the text and marginal notes. Catchwords. Fols. 1b, 2a, and 244b blank.

  
NOTES: The text is a commentary to Tal≠∞§ al-Mift¿ú written by Muúammad ibn >Abd al-

Raúm¿n al-Qazw∞n∞ (d. 739 H [1338 CE]). This work is again a commentary to 
Mift¿ú al->ul´m written by Y´suf ibn Ab∞ Bakr al-Sakk¿k∞ (d. 626 H [1229 CE]).  
 

The present ms. is the complete version of the commentary, al-MuÃawwal, 
whereas Cod. Arab. A.C. 31 is the abridged version, known as al-Mu≠ta§ar. Cod. 
Arab. A.C. 87 and 88 are also al-MuÃawwal. 
 

The authorøs date for completing the text is 11. êafar 748 H [1347 CE] [fol. 
244b].

  
OWNERøS MARKS: On fol. 1a four ownersø texts, all of them with dates and three of them with 

stamps. One of the texts is faded but the date flaww¿l [1]139 H [1727 CE] is 
relatively clear. It predates the copying of the ms. by 82 years. The other dates are 
1267 H [1850/51 CE] fla>b¿n 1269 H [1853 CE] and RaÒab 1277 H [1861 CE]. 
On fol. 244a stamp. On fol. 245a faded stamp and texts in Persian and Arabic. On 
fol. 245b stamp and texts in Persian.

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 2b, lines 1-2, 6-7 

���� ������ 	
��� ����� 	
��� ����� ���� � ������ ���
�� �
����  ������ �
� [...]

 ����!� "��#��� $
�%&�� 	�� ��' ���(] )�*�#!� [+����� ,-/��� 	
��0 1/2#�� -3 4�5�#�� 
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END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 244a, lines 1-6 

�� ������ ��	
 ���� ���
 ]����
� [ ���� ����������
� ����� �
��
� ���� ������ 

 �����]��!� ["� #� �� �"$ �%��&�� ��'( )�*" �+,�� -� .�/�� ]�+���� [ �01 ����

 .',2 �� 3���� �2�45� )��6�7�8�4�� 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 33, fol. 2b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 33, fol. 244a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 87 
  

TITLE: Kit¿b al-muÃawwal ’arú al-Tal≠∞§ [p. 5]  
[Kit¿b ’arú al-Tal≠∞§ al-muÃawwal] 

  
SUBJECT: Rhetoric 

  
AUTHOR: [Mas>´d ibn >Umar al-mad>´ bi-Sa>d al-D∞n al-Taftaz¿n∞] (d. 793 H [1390 CE]) 

  
SCRIBE: Aúmad Muúammad Dah∞m al-Saú´l∞ [p. 444] 

  
COPYING DATE: Muúarram 1089 H [1673 CE] [p. 444]

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 446 pages (223 fols.)

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 24-27

  
SIZE: 29.9 x 21.3 x 3.6 cm; 16.4-18.2 x 11.0 cm

  
DESCRIPTION: European style binding, spine and corners brown leather, covers marbled paper. 

Golden bands across the spine. Watermarked paper: mainly crescents, but also 
crown on pp. 1-2, dog on pp. 101-2, 109-10. Pencilled pagination. Title of the 
book on p. 5. Text begins on p. 6. Text in Nas≠∞ script, black ink. Commented 
text in red. Different hands. Marginal notes in Nas≠∞ and Ta>l∞q scripts. 
Catchwords. No catchword on p. 424. Loose note with úad∞¨-text between pp. 40-
41. Pages 2, 4, and 445 blank.

  
NOTES: The text is a commentary to Tal≠∞§ al-Mift¿ú written by Muúammad ibn >Abd al-

Raúm¿n al-Qazw∞n∞ (d. 739 H [1338 CE]). This work is again a commentary to 
Mift¿ú al->ul´m written by Y´suf ibn Ab∞ Bakr al-Sakk¿k∞ (d. 626 H [1229 CE]). 
The authorøs name is not mentioned in the present ms. 
Al-Taftaz¿n∞øs commentary Kit¿b ’arú al-Tal≠∞§ al-muÃawwal also Cod. Arab. 
A.C. 33 and Cod. Arab. A.C. 88. 
On the inside of the back cover pencilled in Arabic: ›Mas>´d Sa>d al-d∞n b. >Umar 
al-Taftazan∞ 1089 Hø and in Danish: ›Se hertil mine Bemærkn[inger] til Nr. 4b p. 
4 af det af mig fra Pers[ien] til UB hjembragte mss.ø

  
OWNERøS MARKS: Detached text on the margins of p. 3. Detached verses of poetry on pp. 1 and 446. 

Several ownersø marks on p. 5: 
- text: N¿§ir ibn Aúmad [..?] 
- stamp and text: Isú¿q ibn Muúammad [al->Abd∞?]; also on p. 444. 
- text: Ibr¿h∞m ibn Muúammad [..?], date [1]128 H [1716 CE] 
- text: [name?], date 1139 H [1726/7 CE] 
- text: [name?], date Øum¿d¿ awwal 1263 H [1847 CE] 
- text: Muúammad ibn >Abd All¿h ibn Ibr¿h∞m ibn al-Mahd∞ Aúmad ibn al-
îusayn [...] [al-|a¨am?], date 1263 H [1847 CE] 
- stamp 

- talisman with letters and symbols.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: P. 6, lines 1, 6-7 

���� ������ 	
��� ����� 	
��� ����� ���� � ���� ������ �
�� ���
�� �
����  [...]
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���� �����	
 ��	��� ��� �	� ��
� 	�����	���� ������ ��	�� ������ �� !"#���� $	%"���  

  

END OF THE TEXT: P. 444, lines 5-10 

� �� ��� ���	
� ��
 �� ����� ��� ����� ��� ������ �� ���!"
� �� #$%�� ����"
� �� #& 

 '(�")� *��+�� ,-.) *�/
� �0�)1�2+��3"
�� ��24�� !5��)� �6��  ,5��� 7���+ !)��)� 

 !��8�� ��� �/9
���� : �$;�� ��!<� ��= 0�"
� ��
 >?+� ��@�
 >4� �( #)��( ,�A :� ��
 

B������ 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 87, page 5
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 87, page 6
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 87, page 444
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 88 
  

TITLE: Kit¿b ’arú al-Tal≠∞§ al-muÃawwal [p. 5, lines 8-9] 
  

SUBJECT: Rhetoric 
  

AUTHOR: [Mas>´d ibn >Umar al-mad>´ bi-Sa>d al-D∞n al-Taftaz¿n∞] (d. 793 H [1390 CE]) 
  

SCRIBE: >Abd al-Ø¿n∞ [Qar∞≠¿n∞?] 
  

COPYING DATE: 1245 H [1829/30 CE] [p. 460]
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 462 pages (231 fols.)
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 16-21
  

SIZE: 34.8 x 21.8 x 4.0 cm; text area 22.5-24.5 x 11.3 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Dark brown European style leather binding, tooled multiple frames. Some fols. 
watermarked paper: encircled tower and a crown with a cross, Cyrillic letters, 
floral ornaments. No title page. Text begins on p. 4. Text in Ta>l∞q script, black 
ink, one hand. The commented text marked with a red or black line. Marginal and 
interlineal notes in Ta>l∞q script. Catchwords. No catchword on pp. 138, 166, 382, 
and 420. On p. 167, the lines 1-13 enclosed in a frame and marked \alaÃ. An extra 
note glued on page 11. Detached text on pp. 2-3.

  
NOTES: The text is a commentary to Tal≠∞§ al-Mift¿ú written by Muúammad ibn >Abd al-

Raúm¿n al-Qazw∞n∞ (d. 739 H [1338 CE]). This work is again a commentary to 
Mift¿ú al->ul´m written by Y´suf ibn Ab∞ Bakr al-Sakk¿k∞ (d. 626 H [1229 CE]). 
The authorøs name is not mentioned in the present ms.  
Al-Taftaz¿n∞øs commentary Kit¿b ’arú al-Tal≠∞§ al-muÃawwal also Cod. Arab. 
A.C. 33 and Cod. Arab. A.C. 87.

  
OWNERøS MARKS: Pieces of text on pp. 1 and 462. Persian sentences on both sides of the colophon, 

p. 460.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Page 4, lines 1, 4-5 

���� ������ 	
��� ����� 	
��� ����� ���� � ����� ������ �
�� ���
�� �
����  [...]

 ���!��� "
�#$�� 	�� ��% ����&��'�(����� )*+��� 	
��, -+/!�� *0 1�2�!�� 3�4�!'� 5  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Page 460, lines 3-8 

��� �� ����� �	
 ���� ��� ������ �� ���] ����� [ ���� ���!�� ���!�� �"�#�� �$%�� &�'

(�] )��*[ �
 +��,� -. /#	0�� ��1 �2 �34 5�	6 7	%8 (� �*� �2 �� 9��8 �: ��2 ;!�1 � 

 �2 <�= �>?@:�A1��!�� �B�: 9��C�� 5��!*: ���C�� DEF* ��#�� �"�* ;2 AG�$!�� H <IJ>: 

$K��*:���L��  (� ��� ��� $��M�: ��2 ;#0�� DK@:� N?��C $*��*: O!��: D	� A� <EI�C 

���>�� ): AIP�: ��$�� �3Q "�!�� ���"@: ��R�� ��%L:
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 88, page 4
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 88, page 460
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 Sufism 
 

 Cod. Arab. A.C. 76 
  

TITLE: al-Baúr al-mawr´d f∞ al-maw¿¨∞q wal->uh´d [fol. 1a] 
  

SUBJECT: Sufism: duties of the disciple 
  

AUTHOR: >Abd al-Wahh¿b ibn Aúmad al-fla>r¿n∞ (d. 973 H [1565 CE]) [fols. 1a and 1b] 
  

SCRIBE: Lithographed text; al-T´≠∞ îasan [fol. 151b] 
  

COPYING DATE: RaÒab 1278 H [1862 CE] [fol. 151b]
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 151
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 29
  

SIZE: 24.2 x 17.2 x 2.2 cm; text area 19.5 x 10.3 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Reddish brown Oriental leather binding with flap. Gilded medallions and tooled 
multiple frames on covers and flap. Spine lining has not been trimmed and has 
caused a vertical break on fol. 1. Lithographed text. Title page [fol. 1a]. Flower 
ornament on the top of the page on fol. 1b. Text and marginal notes in Nas≠∞ 
script. Incorrect Arabic page numbering: after p. 134 the paging starts again from 
number 113. Catchwords. On several fols. catchwords are either faded or missing. 
The catchword on fol. 81b does not match with the beginning of the next page.

  
NOTES: The colophon states that the copy for the lithography was written by al-T´≠∞ 

îasan [fol. 151b]. 
The text of al-Baúr al-mawr´d ends on fol. 149b.  
On fols. 149b-151b authorizations (iÒ¿za) given by al-’ay≠ flih¿b al-D∞n al-Fut´úi 
al-îanbal∞ [fol. 149b], al-’ay≠ N¿§ir al-D∞n al-Laq¿n∞ al-M¿lik∞ [fol. 150b], al-
’ay≠ flih¿b al-D∞n ibn al-flilb∞ al-îanaf∞ [fol. 150b], al-’ay≠ flih¿b al-D∞n al-
Raml∞ al-fl¿fi>∞ [fol. 151a].

  
OWNERøS MARKS: On fols. 149b-151b, detached text. Pencilled texts and calculations on the inner 

lining of the front cover.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1, 9-10 

���� �� ������ �	
 �� �� �� ����� �	��� ���� ��� ����� ���� ��� �� ��
 ��  [...] ����

 �� ����
 !�"� #�$���� %�&
 '(&)��*�%�+,���-/�
 ��(�� ��0�1��  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 149b, lines 26-28  

����� �� ��	
� ���� ���� � ��
� ��
 ���	 ����� � ���! ��"# $%&� $ '"�� 

(�)*� +��� ��,- +&� �.)� �/ 0�.)�
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 76, fol. 1a, title page
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 76, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 76, fol. 149b
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 Theology 
 

 Cod. Arab. A.C. 8 
  

TITLE: flarú TaÒr∞d [al-kal¿m] [on the spine] 
  

SUBJECT: Sunn∞ theology 
  

AUTHOR: [>Al¿< al-D∞n >Al∞ ibn Muúammad al-Q´’Ò∞] (d. 874 H [1474 CE]) 
  

SCRIBE: Ab´ al-Q¿sim ibn >ş’´r ÷l∞ [fol. 204b] 
  

COPYING DATE: In letters: ì´ al-qa>dah 1264 H [1848 CE], in numbers: 1234 [1819 CE] [fol. 
204b]

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 204

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 16-17

  
SIZE: 21.0 x 14.9 x 2.7 cm; text area 15.5 x 8.5 cm

  
DESCRIPTION: Brown European style leather binding. Tooled multiple frames. Watermarked 

paper: different designs. No title page, the title is given on the spine. Text begins 
on fol. 2b. Text and marginal notes in Ta>l∞q script, black ink. Different hands. 
One chapter heading [fol. 97b] in red ink. Catchwords. Fol. 1b blank.

  
 

NOTES: On the spine: ��� ����
The text is a commentary to the second chapter of TaÒr∞d al->aq¿<id, also known 
as TaÒr∞d al-kal¿m, by Na§∞r al-D∞n al-$´s∞ (d. 672 H [1274 CE]). The chapter is 
titled al-maq§ad al-¨¿n∞ f∞ al-Òaw¿hir wal-a>r¿d. Al-Q´’Ò∞øs commentary is known 
as al-flarú al-Òad∞d (cf. Ka’f al-ˆun´n, vol. 2, 198). Cod. Arab. A. C. 15 is the 
complete version of al-Q´’Ò∞øs commentary. Cod. Arab. A.C. 28 contains the first 
chapter and Cod. Arab. A.C. 36 the second chapter of the commentary. 
 
There are both fl∞>∞ and Sunn∞ commentaries and supercommentaries to Na§∞r al-
D∞n al-$´s∞øs work. Al-Q´’Ò∞ was a Hanaf∞ scholar but his commentary was 
further commented on by some fl∞>∞ scholars, e.g. Cod. Arab. A.C. 10B. 
 
Chapter headings:

]� ����� ���	� [  
����� ������[fol. 2b]

�����  ������ � ��� [fol. 2b] 

�����  ����� � ����� [fol. 34a] 

����� ���� � ������ �����  [fol. 51a] 

����� ������ � ������ �!�"�  [fol. 60a] 

�����  
���� � #$�%� [fol. 97b]
  

OWNERøS MARKS: On fols. 1a and 2a verses in Persian. Stamps on fols. 2b and 204b. On fol. 2b 
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diagonally across the upper half of the page Persian text stating that the book 

belongs to the waqf donated by Moll¿ ï¿n B¿b¿-ye $aleq¿n∞, Rab∞> al-awwal 

1243 H [1827 CE].
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 2b, lines 1-2 

]� ����� ���	� [
����� ������ ���� ����� ��� ��	���� 
�� ����� � ���� ��� ���� 

 ���� �� ������������� ���� ��� ���!"  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 204b, lines 13-14 

 �� ��� �� ��	
� �� �� �� �� ��� �� ��� �� ���� ������ ��� �� ������ ���� �!�� �

�"# $�%& '(!� ��� '(!)� ��
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 8, fol. 2b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 8, fol. 204b
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 15 
  

TITLE: flarú TaÒr∞d al-kal¿m [f. 316b] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ theology 
  

AUTHOR: [>Al¿< al-D∞n >Al∞ ibn Muúammad al-Q´’Ò∞] (d. 874 H [1474 CE]) 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: 23. [Øum¿d¿] al-¨¿niyah 953 H [1546 CE] [fol. 316b]
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 316
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 24
  

SIZE: 23.5 x 12.7 x 4.1 cm; text area 15.0 x 7.3 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Brown European style leather binding. Tooled multiple frames. No title page. 
Text begins on fol. 1b. Text in black ink, Nas≠∞ script, diacritics often absent. One 
hand throughout. Red line marks the commented text. On fols. 109-151 chapter 
headings in red ink. On fols. 179-313 chapter headings in large Nas≠∞, black ink, 
shadowed with red ink. Marginal notes in Nas≠∞ and Ta>l∞q scripts, black and red 
ink. Margins mended on fols. 1-3, 163, and 314-316. Catchwords on several fols. 
cut away partly or completely. The ends of the text lines on fol. 1b covered by 
mending paper. Marginal notes on fols. 1-4 partly covered by mending paper, 
some partly cut away.

  
NOTES: On fol. 1a, written diagonally in Ta>l∞q script, partly without diacritics: ��� ���� 

..]�[  . The text is a commentary to TaÒr∞d al->aq¿<id, also known as TaÒr∞d al-

kal¿m, by Na§∞r al-D∞n al-$´s∞ (d. 672 H [1274 CE]). The authorøs name is not 

mentioned on the ms. but Ahlwardt ms. 1763 has a beginning and ending similar 

to the present ms. According to Ahlwardt the author may be >Al¿< al-D∞n >Al∞ ibn 

Muúammad al-Q´’Ò∞. Ms. 861 in Fehrest, vol. 3, 51, has an ending similar to the 

present ms. but the beginning formulas are absent from the present ms., which 

starts directly with the commentary. The author is given as >Al¿< al-D∞n >Al∞ ibn 

Muúammad al-Q´’ć∞. The India Office ms. 409 has a beginning similar to the 

present ms. and the author is al-Q´’Ò∞.  

Cod. Arab. A.C. 24 contains the first chapter and Cod. Arab. A. C. 8 and 36 

contain the second chapter of al-Q´’Ò∞øs commentary. 

 

Chapter headings:

����� ����  �	
��� �	�� � [fol. 1b]

����� ������ � �
��� �������  [fol. 109b] 

����� ��
��� �
��� � ��
��� �
��  �
��� !�
"#� [fol. 254a] 

�����  $��%�� � �&���� [fol. 287b] 

����� '	
(�  �	
	�� � [fol. 293b] 
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����� ����	�	�
 ���	�
 ���� �   ���� ���� �	
 ���[fol. 305b]
  

OWNERøS MARKS: On fol. 1a: Two stamps, in handwriting: >Al∞ [Aúmad?] al-îusayn∞ and Ibn 

Muúammad K¿ˆim al-Tabr∞z∞.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 

�	� ��� �� ������
 ������ �� ������ ���
 �� ��� �������  ������
 ��� �� �� ����!� ��


"#$�� ����%� &�'���	 () *���� 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 316b, lines 13-15 

���� ���� ��� ��	
 �� �	��� � ��� ��� �� ��� ���� 	��� �� ��� � ��� ��!�" �# $ 

 %	& ' �(� 	)*+ �' 	�� ��, �#	-� �.�� /�0�	12 034�� �5.�� 6*7�-�� 89� 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 15, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 15, fol. 316b
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 28 
  

TITLE: Kit¿b um´r >¿mmah min ’arú al-TaÒr∞d [fol. 1b] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ theology 
  

AUTHOR: [>Al¿< al-D∞n >Al∞ ibn Muúammad al-Q´’Ò∞] (d. 874 H [1474 CE]) 
  

SCRIBE: îaf∞ˆ ibn Muúammad >Al∞ ibn marú´m î¿ÒÒ∞ Øa>far [fol. 114a] 
  

COPYING DATE: Muúarram 1260 H [1844 CE]
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 114
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 22
  

SIZE: 19.2 x 13.0 x 2.2 cm; text area 14.0 x 7.5 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Brown European style leather binding, tooled multiple frames. The title of the 
book is given on fol. 1a. Text begins on fol. 1b. Text and marginal notes in Ta>l∞q 
script, black ink. Different hands. Fols. 26b-32a written wholly or partly 
diagonally. On fols. 29b and 30a part of the text placed inside a red frame. On 
fols. 30b and 31a, in the middle of the page red frames with the words huwa, 
huwa All¿h §ubú¿na-hu (fol. 30b) and y¿ îayy, y¿ Qayy´m (fol. 31a). On fols. 
25b and 26a marginal notes framed with red. Catchwords. The catchword on fol. 
11b does not match with the beginning of the following page. Fol. 114b blank.

  
NOTES: The title is given as a heading in red ink on fol. 1b. The text is a commentary to 

the first chapter (al-um´r al->¿mmah) of TaÒr∞d al-kal¿m by Na§∞r al-D∞n al-$´s∞. 
The author of the commentary is >Al¿< al-D∞n >Al∞ ibn Muúammad al-Q´’Ò∞, cf. 
the information given for Cod. Arab. A.C. 15, which is the complete commentary. 
The present ms. is the first chapter of al-Q´’Ò∞øs commentary. Cod. Arab. A.C. 8 
is the second chapter of al-Q´’Ò∞øs commentary.

  
OWNERøS MARKS: Text in red ink with the name îaf∞ˆ ibn Muúammad >Al∞ [fol. 1a]. Same name 

stamped twice on fol. 28a.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 

��� ��� ��� 	
���� ������ ��� �
�
�� ��� �� ��� ������� ��� ��� �� ������ ���� ��� 

���� ���!"���#�� 	���$� %&' 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 114a, lines 1-2 

���� ����� 	
��� ������ ���� ��� ������ ����������� ��� �� ���!�� "��� # �$ 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 28, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 28, fol. 114a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 36 
  

TITLE: [flarú TaÒr∞d al-kal¿m] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ theology 
  

AUTHOR: [>Al¿< al-D∞n >Al∞ ibn Muúammad al-Q´’Ò∞] (d. 874 H [1474 CE]) 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: 28. êafar 1236 H [1820 CE]
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 112
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 22-23
  

SIZE: 27.5 x 14.0 x 2.2 cm; text area 19.0 x 7.5 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Dark brown European style leather binding. Tooled medallion and corner pieces, 
multiple frames. Watermarked paper: GIAC GIUSTI, armorial design. No title page. 
Text begins on fol. 2b. Text in Nas≠∞ script, black ink. Different hands. Marginal 
notes in Ta>l∞q and Nas≠∞ scripts. Circles, triangles, and squares drawn in black 
ink on the margins of fols. 1b, 13, 26a, 59-60a, 92b, and 102a. Chapter headings 
in larger Nas≠∞. Catchwords. On fol. 65b the catchword is corrected to match the 
first word on the next page. Fol. 112b blank.

  
NOTES: The text is a commentary to the second chapter of TaÒr∞d al->aq¿<id, also known 

as TaÒr∞d al-kal¿m, by Na§∞r al-D∞n al-$´s∞ (d. 672 H [1274 CE]). The chapter is 
titled al-maq§ad al-¨¿n∞ f∞ al-aw¿hir wal-a>r¿d [fol. 2b]. Cod. Arab. A. C. 15 is the 
complete commentary flarú TaÒr∞d al-kal¿m of al-Q´’Ò∞ and its second chapter is 
identical with the present ms., except that the present ms. is not complete but 
lacks the last section (fa§l). 
 
Chapter headings: 

�����  ������ 	 
��� [fol. 2b]

�����  ����� 	 ����� [fol. 38a] 

����� ���� ���� 	 ������ �����  [fol. 58b] 

����� ������ 	 ������ �����  [fol. 69b] 

The ms. ends with the fourth section and the fifth, al-fa§l al-≠¿mis f∞ al-a>r¿d, is 

missing.
  

OWNERøS MARKS: Stamp and text with the name Muúammad B¿qir al-$ab¿Ãab¿<∞ [fol. 112a]. On 

fols. 1a-2a several detached texts in Arabic and Persian. Several faded stamps on 

fol. 2a.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 2b, lines 1-3 

������� ����	� 
 ����  ���� ���� ���� �����
 ������ ����� ��� ������ ��� ����	� 

���	� ��!� ��� "��#$ ��%�� ��!� &� 
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END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 112a, lines 8-14 

�� ����� ����	 
�� ��	 ����	 ���� �� �����	 ��	 ������	� ! "���	� #$���	 ���� ! 

��� ! �%&��	� ������ ! ���� '�	 ����	 ������ ��(� )*�+  ,	 -���	 �.� �� /0 

]space [ $�1� ��2�& )	��	 ��]space [ �3��]space [ 4��2�	 	.� 5 �6�	 7	 �8$��	

]�6�	 7	 �89$��	 :;��$�1� �<2�&[
 

 

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 36, fol. 2b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 36, fol. 112a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 71 
  

TITLE: [flarú] al->Aq∞dah al-san´s∞yah [fol. 1a] 
  

SUBJECT: Sunn∞ theology 
  

AUTHOR: Ab´ >Abd All¿h Muúammad ibn Y´suf al-San´s∞ al-îasan∞ (d. 895 H [1490 CE]) 
[fol. 1b] 

  
SCRIBE: Ya>q´b al-s¿kin f∞ al-Madrasah al->Al∞yah [fol. 55b] 

  
COPYING DATE: 1232 H [1816/17 CE] [fol. 55b]

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 55

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 25

  
SIZE: 19.9 x 14.7 x 0.9 cm; text area 15.2 x 6.6 cm

  
DESCRIPTION: Dark red European style leather binding, spine lighter read leather, tooled frames. 

Watermarked paper: armorial design. Title of the book given on fol. 1a. Text 
begins on fol. 1b. Text and marginal notes in Nashi script, black ink. One hand. 
Text within red double frames. Chapter headings on fols. 45-54 in red. Red 
markings between the lines on fols. 51-55. Red or black line marks the 
commented text. Margins mended on fols. 1-2. Catchwords.

  
NOTES: The title on fol. 1a omits the word flarú, but the text is a commentary to al-

San´s∞øs >Aq∞dat ahl al-tawú∞d al-§u\r¿ also known as al->Aq∞dah al-san´s∞yah or 
Umm al-bar¿h∞n, cf. GAL2 II, 323 and Ahlwardt ms. 2006. According to 
Brockelmann, al-San´s∞ wrote himself a commentary to his >Aq∞dah and the 
present ms. is that commentary. Ahlwardt 6008 is also al-San´s∞øs commentary, 
but there the title is Kit¿b tawú∞d ahl al->irf¿n wa-ma>rifat All¿h wa-rusuli-hi bil-
dal∞l wal-burh¿n. 
On fol. 1a, after the words al->Aq∞dah al-san´s∞yah, the title continues: ma>a ’arú 
>ayn∞yah al-’ay≠ >Abd al-Kar∞m al-Ø∞l∞ [pro al-Ø∞l¿n∞] al-musamm¿ bil-Ma>¿rif 
al-\ayb∞yah. This indicates that the binding should also contain >Abd al-|an∞ al-
N¿bul´s∞øs (d. 1143 H [1731 CE]) al-Ma>¿rif al-\ayb∞yah, which is a commentary 
to the ê´f∞ poem al-Naw¿dir al->ayn∞yah f∞ al-baw¿dir al-\ayb∞yah written by 
>Abd al-Kar∞m al-Ø∞l¿n∞ (d. 832 H [1428 CE]). However, the present binding only 
consists of flarú al->Aq∞dah al-san´s∞yah.

  
OWNERøS MARKS: On fol. 1a, erased text and stamp, detached text, and numbers.

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-3 and fol. 2a, lines 9-10 

��� �� ��� �	 �
� ��	 ���	 ���	 �����	 ����	 ���� ���	 ������	  [...] ��	��	 � ���	

 !�"�� �#$ %&�	 �'(�	) *�+	 [...]�(�) ,�-/�	 	&0 1 2�
3�	 4��(�	 �� 456�� �- 70�8 

]2(��	 [ �� &��� ���8 �(�� ,	�69#- 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 55b, lines 13-17 

��� �� ��� ��� �	
��� ���
� ������� ����� �
�� ���� � ��� ����� ��� ���� ���� 
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 �������� �	
�� 	
� �� ���� ��	
���� �	
��	��������� �� � ���� �� ��!��" 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 71, fol. 1a, title page
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 71 fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 71, fol. 2a
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 71 fol. 55b
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 20 
  

TITLE: Ras¿<il I≠w¿n al-§af¿< wa-≠ill¿n al-waf¿<, vol. 2 [fol. 2b] 
  

SUBJECT: Ism¿>∞l∞ doctrine 
  

AUTHOR: [ cf. Y. Marquet, I≠w¿n al-§af¿<, EI2, vol. III] 
  

SCRIBE: Muúammad Maúm´d Muúammad Urd∞ [fol. 339a] 
  

COPYING DATE: 1191 H [1777/78 CE]
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 339
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 18
  

SIZE: 27.8 x 19.3 x 5.0 cm; text area 22.0 x 14.0 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Brown European style leather binding. Spine and edges mended with lighter 

brown leather. Tooled medallion with traces of paint. Gilded multiple frames. 

Watermarked paper: armorial designs. No title page. Text begins on fol. 2b. Text 

in Nas≠∞ script, black ink, diacritics often absent. Chapter headings in larger 

Nas≠∞, red ink. One hand throughout. Marginal notes both in Nas≠∞ and Ta>l∞q 

scripts. Catchwords on most fols. written twice. The lower catchwords usually 

partly cut away. Catchword on fol. 317b does not match with the beginning of the 

next page. Margins and/or corners mended on fols. 1-14, 338-339. On fols. 1-89 

damp has reached the upper lines of the text and some words are smudged. On 

fols. 324-336 damp has reached the lowest line and some words in the text and 

catchwords are smudged. On fol. 15a a large ink stain covers the ends of lines 7-

9. On fol. 59a eight full lines are blank. On fol. 230b four full lines are blank. 

Fols. 55b, 79b, 189b, 324b are blank except for catchwords. Fols. 1a, 243a, and 

339b are blank.
  

NOTES: According to the listing of content on fols. 2b-3a, the volume contains 24 epistles: 

epistles 15-17 from the second section, epistles 1-10 from the third section, and 

epistles 1-11 from the fourth section. 

 

The chapter headings: 

������� ������  	
�� ��� � ����� ����� �� ���� [fol. 3a]

������� �������� � ����� ����� �� ���� �� �� 	����  [fol. 9a] 

������� ����� �� ���� ��!���� �����  	�"��� � #$%&�� '�� � [fol. 18b] 

According to the list of content on fol. 2b, the next heading should be al-Qism al-

¨¿li¨ f∞ al-nafs¿n∞yah al->aql∞yah. And after that al-Ris¿lah al-´l¿ f∞ al-mab¿d∞> >al¿ 

ra<y al-F∞t¿\´ras, but the next heading is:

]������� [  �(����� )��*�� � '+����� �� �(,����[fol. 56a] 

�������  ����	� 
 ������ [fol. 57a] 
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�������  ��� 	�
�� ���� 	� � ������� [fol. 63a] 

���������� ����� � ������ �  [fol. 66b] 

�������  ������ ���� � �
���� [fol. 73a] 

������� ������� ������ � ����
��  [fol. 80a] 

������� ������� ����!� "���� ��#��� $��� ����� � %��  ���
�� [fol. 87a] 

������� ����� 	 
�������� �� ������� ]
����� [ [fol. 100b] 

������������ �� �������   
������� ����� 	 
���[fol. 109a] 

�������  ������� ����� 	 
�������� �� ��!���� [fol. 124b] 

 

�"#�� ��$��� ��������� 	 ��%����  [fol. 130b] 

������� 
���&���� '�( � 	 
��$��� �� *���  [fol. 130b] 

�������� +&�, ��$�� 	 
��������� �� �������  -� *������ .�/� ]0��� [ [fol. 187a] 

����( ��1�� 2��3� ��#�4�� ] [...]6$� [ �� ����������������  

[fol. 191a] 

������� �� ��1�� 2��3� ��74 ����� 2��% 	 ��%���� �8�����  ��������� [fol. 202a] 

������� 2�9�� ��$�� 	  [...] �� ���:� 6$�
���������   

[fol. 210b] 

������� 
��������� �� ������ ]	 [  ��;���[fol. 235b] 

������� �� ��%��� 6$� *��< -� *� ��4��� ����� 	 
��$���   

[fol. 243b] 

������� ������� ] �������pro[ 	  =���>���� .��?�  [...]  ��������� �8����� �� 6$�[fol. 267a] 

���������� ��%���  .�@"��� 
�;,�A 	 2��%(B�@�C���  [fol. 277a] 

The above chapter heading is not listed on fols. 2b-3a. The first eleven lines of 

this epistle are similar to the nine first lines of epistle seven on fol. 243b.

������������ 	 ��$��� ��������� �� �������  ������ ���&���� �8��( �� 2��%(��� ������� 6$� 

  ��1�� 2��3�[fol. 281a]

������� �D� ����� 	 ��$��� ��������� �� ��!���� E����  ��1�� 2��3� �8��( �� 2�":� 6$� 
[fol. 290b] 

������� �F�� 	 ��$��� ��������� �� �74 �&���� G8�H����":�� �&���� 6$�  �8��( �� 2�

  ��1�� 2��3�[fol. 294a] 

�������  
�"�I��� G8�H���� �F�� 	 ��3 � [fol. 325a] 

This last epistle has a beginning and ending different from the above listed 
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eleventh epistle with the similar heading.
  

OWNERøS MARKS: Detached text on fol. 1b. On fol. 2a six pieces of text, two with stamps. Three of 

the texts give years: 1217 H [1802/03 CE], 1227 H [1812 CE], and 1242 H 

[1826/27 CE].
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 2b, lines 1-3 

 ������ �� � 	
��]������ [�� ���� ������ 	�� ��� ������ ������ ����� ���� 	
! ���"

#��$� %���� &'"�� ()*+ , �-�� .��� �'��� .��� /0��� 12 3�4�� 	�5� 1)�6���� 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 339a, lines 1-4 

 ��� ������� �	�
 �� �� �����
 �� �
�� �� 
��
 ���
� �
���
 ���
��
 �!" #�� ��� ��$
 �	%

��&�' (���)
� *+��$
 *��,��
 -. /�0 12 /�'� [...]
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914.
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 20, fol. 2b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 20, fol. 339a
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 Vocabulary 
 

 Cod. Arab. A.C. 85 
  

TITLE: Kit¿b úamd ¨an¿ [fol. 2b] 
  

SUBJECT: Arabic-Persian vocabulary 
  

AUTHOR: Anonymous 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: 940 H [1533/34 CE] [fol. 87a]
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 87
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 6
  

SIZE: 15.2 x 11.9 x 1.6 cm; text area 10.0 x 6.0-7.0 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Oriental binding with flap. Covers and flap marbled paper, spine and fore-edge 
light brown leather. No title page. Watermarks on fols. 51, 66, 69, 77, 84, and 85. 
Text begins on fol. 2b. Text in relatively large Nas≠∞ script, black ink. Different 
hands. Occasionally important words in red. Crude illumination in gold, red, and 
black on fol. 2b, text enclosed in red and black double frame with corner 
decorations on fols. 2b and 3a. Margin mended on fol. 2. Catchwords. On several 
fols. the catchwords are partly or completely cut away.

  
NOTES: The text explains Arabic words in Persian. Turkish words are added between the 

lines. The title of the book is given as a heading on fol. 2b.
  

OWNERøS MARKS: Detached texts in Persian on fol. 1a and 1b. Numbers, single words and other 
scribblings on fol. 87b. Faded stamp on fol. 2a. 
On fol. 1b written the name Ibr¿h∞m Ø´rÒ∞ 1120 H [1708/09]. 
On the lining of the back cover, a round label with printed picture and text 
›Maisonneuve et Cie Editeurs, A la Tour de Babel.ø  
On the lining of the front cover are attached three slips of paper on top of each 
other, with handwritten texts, black ink, giving a short description of the ms. Two 
are in English and one in French and Latin.

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 2b, lines 1-3 and fol. 3a, lines 3-5 

�� ���� � ���	  [...] � �� ����� ��	��
 ��
 ��������� ������ �� ��� ����� ���� �� 

������� 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 87a, lines 2-6 

���� �����	  �
��� � ����	 ���� ��	 ���	 ��� �����	�� ���	 �	� 
  

PROVENANCE: The European ownersø marks indicate that Arthur Christensen purchased the ms. 

in Europe. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 85, fol. 2b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 85, fol. 3a
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 85, fol. 87a
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 Zoology 
 

 Cod. Arab. A.C. 78 
  

TITLE: îay¿t al-úayaw¿n [fols. 2b and 3a] 
  

SUBJECT: Zoology 
  

AUTHOR: [Kam¿l al-D∞n Muúammad ibn M´s¿ al-Dam∞r∞] (d. 808 H [1405 CE]) 
  

SCRIBE: Øa>far ibn îusayn >Al∞ al-marú´m ibn Yahy¿ ibn Muúammad [fol. 206b] 
  

COPYING DATE: êafar 1180 H [1766 CE] [fol. 206b]
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 209
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 29
  

SIZE: 32.6 x 21.5 x 3.1 cm; text area 23.5 x 11.5 cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Dark blue European style leather binding, tooled multiple frames. Watermarked 
paper: crescents and flowers. No title page. Text begins on fol. 2b. Text and 
marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script, black ink. Different hands. Chapter headings and 
paragraph markers in red. Arabic numbering of folios starting from fol. 3a. 
Catchwords. The text on fol. 2a has been cut out from a previous binding and 
pasted on new paper. Margins mended on fols. 3, 5, 201-206. Last lines smudged 
on fols. 2b, 3a, and 3b. Stain on text area on fols. 3-7 and 202-206. Fols. 1, 2a, 
and 207 blank.

  
NOTES: The title of the book is given as a heading on fol. 2b. Table of content with fol. 

numbers on fol. 2b: the zoological terms are arranged alphabetically from b¿b al-
alif to b¿b al-y¿<. The present ms. is an abridgement of the original text (cf. L. 
Kopf, al-Dam∞r∞, EI2 II, 107-108). 
The authorøs date for completing the work is given as RaÒab 773 H [1372 CE]. 
After that follows the date when the present recension (zubdah) was made: 
Monday, 12th of [blank space] in 832 H [1428/29 CE] [fol. 206b].

  
OWNERøS MARKS: Stamps on fols. 4a and 35a. Stamp and text with date on fol. 2b: 1251 H [1835/36 

CE]. Magic square on the margin of fol. 85a.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 2b, lines 1, 5-6 

���� ����� ����	
�� ���
� ��� ��� ���� � ������ [...] �� � ���� ���� ���� ���

!"#��$ %&���� '"�� 
� !"#()$ �*� 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 206b. lines 19-20 

������� ���	
� ���� ����	�� ��� ���� �
��� ��� ������ ��� ���� 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 78, fol. 2b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 78, fol. 206b
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 Bindings with mixed content 

 Cod. Arab. A.C. 4 
  

 A. 

TITLE: Kit¿b al-Faw¿<id al-sab>ah [fol. 1b] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ theology 
  

AUTHOR: Kar∞m ibn Ibr¿h∞m al-Kirm¿n∞ (d. 1288 H [1871/72 CE]) [fol. 1b] 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: Not given 
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 18 [fols 1-18] 
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 24 
  

NOTES: Mo<allef∞n-e kotob, vol. 5, 57-61, gives the authorøs name as Muúammad Kar∞m 
ï¿n ibn Ibr¿h∞m Q¿Ò¿r Kirm¿n∞.  
The colophon [fol. 18] gives the date the author completed the text: Øum¿d¿ al-
¨¿niyah 1262 H [1846 CE]. 

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-3 

���� ���� ��� �	
 ��	��� ������ �� � �������� ������ ��� �� �� �! �	
 �� "#��� 

 $�%� �&'�� �(��� )�*&+ ����,�-��
� ".&�� ����+ /0� 1� 2�!�3�� �&���� ��  4 ".��5 �6

 7.� 4� �8!�9� :;3��8!�<=��<- > �8(	?� �-0� 4�  

 

 

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 18b, lines 8-12 

���� ������ ��� 	
 ���� � ���� �� ����� ����� ����� ������ !���� "�� #� $%& #� ���'� �() 

 *��� �+, !�- "� !�.�	�/0���� 1�2����� ��34#��  �56��-� !�- "� 7���� 829��'� 1�29����

 ��� 8�:�	���#�
 

 B. 

TITLE: Kit¿b al-Durrah al-yat∞mah [fol. 19a] 
 

 
SUBJECT: Ethics 

  
AUTHOR: Kar∞m ibn Ibr¿h∞m [al-Kirm¿n∞] (d. 1288 H [1871/72 CE]) [fol. 19a] 

  
SCRIBE: Anonymous 

  
COPYING DATE: Øum¿d¿ al-¨¿niyah 1300 H [1883 CE] [fol. 23b] 

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 6 (fols 19-23) 

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 23 

  
NOTES: - 
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OWNERøS MARKS: - 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 4-A, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 4-A, fol. 18b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 4-B, fol. 19a
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 4-B, fol. 23b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 4-C, fol. 24b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 4-C, fol. 218b
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 10 
  

 

A. 

TITLE: al-Qaw¿>id wal-far¿<id [fol. 1b, l. 4]  
[î¿’iyat Ma>¿lim al-u§´l ?] 

  
SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ legal theory [u§´l al-fiqh] 

  
AUTHOR: Anonymous 

  
SCRIBE: Anonymous 

  
COPYING DATE: Not given

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 103 [fols. 1-103]

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 23

  
NOTES: The beginning of the text has some similarities but is not identical with the 

beginning of ms. 26 in Fehrest, vol. 1, 38, î¿’iyat Ma>¿lim al-u§´l by Mull¿ 
M∞rz¿ Muúammad al-flirw¿n∞. Ms. 26 is a commentary to Ma>¿lim al-d∞n wa-
mal¿Ä al-muÒtahid∞n f∞ u§´l al-d∞n by al-îasan ibn Zayn al-D∞n al->şmil∞, al-
flah∞d al-¨¿n∞ (d. 1011 H [1602 CE]. Presumably, the present ms. is also a 
commentary to Ma>¿lim but the author remains unidentified.

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1 and 5 

����� �� ������ ���	�� 
���� �� ���� ���� �� 
���� 
������ �� ��� �����  [...]

 ������! "���� ���	� "#$�� %&� '($�� )���*%������%���$��  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 103b, lines 23-24 

�������� ���	� 
���� ����� ���
� ���� ��
  � ���� ��� ��� !���"�# $��"� ���� %�&� 

'� ()* � $���� �+,
 

 B.
TITLE: [î¿’iyat al-ú¿’iyah al-ïafar∞yah >al¿ al-’arú al-Òad∞d lil-TaÒr∞d] 

  
SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ theology 

  
AUTHOR: >Abd al-Razz¿q ibn >Al∞ ibn al-îusayn al-L¿h∞Ò∞ (d. 1051 H [1641 CE]) [fol. 

104b, l. 6] 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: Not given 
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 45 [fols. 104b-149]
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 20-22
  

NOTES: The title is not mentioned in the text, but the author informs that he is 

commenting al-îaw¿’∞ al-ïafar∞yah [f. 104b, l. 7]. Ms. 6356 in Fehrest, vol. 16, 

317, gives the title as î¿’iyah ú¿’iyat al-ïafar∞ >al¿ ’arú al-TaÒr∞d. In al-ìar∞>ah, 
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vol. 6, 66, al-L¿h∞Ò∞øs text is listed among supercommentaries to al-î¿’iyah al-
ïafar∞yah >al¿ al-’arú al-Òad∞d lil-TaÒr∞d, written by Muúammad ibn Aúmad al-
ïafar∞ (d. 942 H [1535 CE] or 957 H [1550 CE]). Al-flarú al-Òad∞d is al-Q´’Ò∞øs 
commentary to Nas∞r al-D∞n al-$´s∞øs TaÒr∞d al-kal¿m.

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 104b, lines 1 and 6 

��������� �����  	�
 ����� ����� ����
 ����� ������� ������ �����
 ����  [...] ���

 ������ ����� !�"�# ��$]% &��$
 [ 	$��'�()�*+�� ���� ,$ ��- ,$ /�0��� ��- ��1 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 149b, lines 10-13 

��� �� ���� �	 
�� ���� ���� ����� � ������� ���!��� "�#�� $�%�� &��' �� ..]( [

 ")� ��)���* ��+��, ����* -��� / ��0�1��� ���2�� 1��* ��3�� 45 [...]
 

 

C. 

TITLE: Not given 
  

SUBJECT: Tafs∞r al-úad∞¨ 
  

AUTHOR: ş≠ond Mull¿ Mu§Ãaf¿ [Qami’∞?] [fol. 151b] 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
 

COPYING DATE: Not given 
 

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 2 [fols. 150-151] 
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 23 
 

NOTES: No basmala in the beginning of the text. 
 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 150b, line 1 

������ ���	�� 
��� ����� ��� �� ��� ��
 

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 151b, lines 5-6 

��	�� ��� 
��� �� ����� ����� �� �!"�#$ %�� ��&'���#"�� (� ) �*+�� 
 

 

D. 

TITLE: [Ta>l∞q¿t manhaÒ al-maq¿l] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ u§´l al-úad∞¨ 
  

AUTHOR: Muúammad B¿qir ibn Muúammad Akmal [al-Bahbah¿n∞] (d. 1206 H [1791 CE]) 
[fol. 152b, l. 1-2] 

  
SCRIBE: Anonymous 

  
COPYING DATE: Not given 

 

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 22 [fols. 152b-174b]
 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 21
 

NOTES: Ms. 431 in Fehrest, vol. 1, 34-35, has similar beginning and ending as the present 
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ms. The author is given as in the present ms. and the title is Ta>l∞q¿t manhaÒ al-

maq¿l.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 152b, lines 1-2 

���� ���� ��� �	
 �� �	�� ����� �� � �������� ]space[ ���� �� ���� ��� �	
� ��
� 

 ����� ��� ������ ����� ����� �� �� ���� ���!��"��� 
  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 174b, lines 1-3 

#�$ %&' �� �( )� ���* 
 ������ +�� �	� #�,-
� .�$ /����  �0�1�$ 2��� 34�/(� 5�*�6( �/�7�

 8'� ! 9� ��: 5��;��� �<=>���=��?��$ 5�@0�� )���,( ��� 
 

  
 

SIZE: 21.0 x 15.5 x 2.2 cm; text area 16.5 x 10.5 cm
 

DESCRIPTION: Dark brown European style leather binding. No title page. Text begins on fol. 1b. 
Text and marginal notes Ta>l∞q script, black ink. Different hands. On fols. 1-113 
words q¿>idah, qawlu-hu and section numbers in red ink. On several folios parts 
of the text are damaged by humidity. Fols. 146 and 149 are written on rough pale 
blue paper. No catchword on fol. 166b. The catchword on fol. 120b does not 
match with the first word of the next fol. On fols. 154b, 157b, 159b, 164b, 165b, 
and 167b the catchwords are smudged. On fols. 104a and 150a detached texts and 
on fol. 152a verses of poetry.

 

OWNERøS MARKS: On fol. 1a diagonally across the page Persian text stating that the book belongs to 
the waqf donated by î¿ÒÒ∞ şq¿ Muúammad, Muúarram 1273 H [1856 CE].

 

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 10-A, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 10-A, fol. 103b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 10-B, fol. 104b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 10-B, fol. 149b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 10-C, fol. Fol. 150b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 10-C, fol. Fol. 151b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 10-D, fol. 152b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 10-D, fol. 174b
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 27 
  

 

A. 
TITLE: [Taúr∞r] kit¿b al-ukar li-ä¿wuÄ´siy´s [fol. 1b] 

  

SUBJECT: Geometry 
  

AUTHOR: [Na§∞r al-D∞n al-$´s∞] (d. 672 H [1274 CE]) 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: Ramaè¿n 1265 H [1849 CE]
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 22 [fols. 1-22]
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 21
  

NOTES: The authorøs name is not mentioned on the ms. Ahlwardt 5933 is similar to the 

present ms. Ahlwardt does not give the editorøs name, but according to GAS, vol. 

5, 154-155, ms. 5933 is Na§∞r al-D∞n al-$´s∞øs edition (Taúr∞r) of the book on 

spheres by the Greek mathematician Theodosios (1st c. BC). Ms. no. 4009:1 in 

Fehrest, vol. 11, 8-9, has the title Taúr∞r kit¿b al-ukar li-ä¿wuÄ´siy´s and the 

author is Na§∞r al-D∞n al-$´s∞. The beginning of the ms. 4009 is different from the 

present ms. whereas the ending is similar. The description of the content 

resembles the present ms.  

Chapter headings:

������  ���	� 
 ���� [fol. 1b]

]������ ������  [[fol. 5b] 

]������� ������  [[fol. 13b] 

The spaces reserved for these last two headings have been left blank.
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-3 

��	��� ��� ������ �������� ������ �� �  !��� �!"#$%� &�'�(���� )*�� ��"* ��+� 

 ,�- .� �/0 1��2� ���3� 4���5 6�7 �8�9�:�� ;5 !��:- )5� �<� ����� . =/0 1���:- 

 &�#��� �-� �-)��� �� ��������>��<�� ;-� �?�< !��� ���3� ��- @�"��� ;-�  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 22a, lines 10-11 

���� ���� � 	 ��
 ��� ������ �� ��
 �� ���� � � ���� ���� �!"� #$%& '( 	�&��� 
 

 B.
TITLE: al-î¿’iyah[fol. 25b] 

  
SUBJECT: Geometry 

  
AUTHOR: Bah¿< al-D∞n Muúammad [al->şmil∞] (d. 1031 H [1622 CE]) [fol. 25b] 

  
SCRIBE: Anonymous 

  
COPYING DATE: Not given
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NUMBER OF FOLIA: 3 [fols. 23-25]
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 27-30
  

NOTES: The authorøs name is given in the end of the text as Bah¿< al-D∞n Muúammad al-
>şlim∞, but presumably the nisbah should be al->şmil∞ and the author identified as 

Bah¿< al-D∞n Muúammad ibn îusayn ibn >Abd al-êamad al->şmil∞ (d. 1031 H 
[1622 CE]), who is known to have written also on mathematics.

  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 23a, lines 1-5 

����� �� ���� ���� �	
��
 �� ��� ����
 �	��� ���� �	�
� ���� ����� ��  �! �"�� 	!�#

 	$%& '(�)*	+ ���,� -., �#�,� /%& -
 ���0�1"2 3,4 �� '5,	�
 6 7��89� �	� :	";�, 

/%",� -
 ��� �".,� 

 

 

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 25b, lines 19-22 

��� �������� 	
��� �� ����� �������� ����� ��� ��� � � ��!�� ��!� "��#�$ %
&� 

��'�� (�) *�
+� ,�-� 	�.�' /0 ����� ��1 ]2
��3� [4���� ��� 2
&
 

 

C. 
TITLE: Durrat al-\aw¿§ f∞ awh¿m al-≠aw¿§ [fol. 26b, l. 8]

  

SUBJECT: Grammar
  

AUTHOR: Ab´ Muúammad al-Q¿sim ibn >Al∞ ibn Muúammad ibn >U¨m¿n al-îar∞r∞ al-Ba§r∞ 

(d. 516 H [1122 CE]) [fol. 26b, l. 1]
 

SCRIBE: Anonymous
 

COPYING DATE: Rab∞> al-awwal 1267 H [1851 CE] or 1167 H [1753/54] [fol. 83a]
 

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 57 [fols. 26-83]
 

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 20
 

NOTES: The copying year has first been written 1267 and then been changed into 1167.
 

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 26b, lines 1-3 

��� ��� ��� �� 	
� �� ���� ��� ��� ������ ����� ����� �� ��� ��� ��� ��!"�� ��#�$� 

 �� %&' (������ )#�*�� +,�"� �� �-�� .�/�0 ��"1 	
� 2�
!�� �' (���3� )��4
� �56� 

 7'�' ���89�' ��� 	
�' :����� ���:��63�
 

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 83a, lines 12-13 

��' ;��9<�� =
�>3� ����
� =�?�>�� @AB� .� ���C
�;��D<� 7�' ���E� �1� ;��F<� �G :
>H� 
 

SIZE: 21.2 x 16.7 x 1.0 cm; text area A: 17.0 x 8.5 cm, B: 17.5 x 14.0 cm, C: 16.0 x 8.5 

cm
  

DESCRIPTION: Folios stitched together, no hard covers. The first two pages blank rough paper, 

different from the ms. On the front two coloured transfer pictures. On fol. 1a text 
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in Persian stating that the texts have been arranged and assembled in 1304 H 

[1886/87 CE].  

A: Text begins on fol. 1b. Text and the very few marginal notes mainly in Ta>l∞q 

script, black ink. Fols. 16-17 in Nas≠∞ script. Different hands. On fols. 1-3 chapter 

headings and paragraph markers in red. Several geometric drawings in black and 

red ink. The colophon on fol. 22a is in Persian. Catchwords. Catchword on fol. 6b 

corrected to match the first word on the next page. The catchword on fol. 14b 

does not match with the first words of the next page. Lines 15-20 on fol. 15 a 

crossed over. The text is repeated on lines 1-5 on fol. 16a. Stain on fol. 9a, text on 

lines 4-6 partly smudged.  

B: Text begins on fol. 23a. Text in Ta>l∞q script, black ink. The text is in two 

columns, lines either diagonal or horizontal. Tables. Catchwords.  

C: On the otherwise blank fol. 26a pencilled the title of text C: Durrat al-\aw¿§. 

Text begins on fol. 26b. Text and the very few marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script, 

black ink. One hand throughout. The word wa-yaq´l´na in red ink. Catchwords. 

The catchword on fol. 29b does not match with the first word on the next page. 

Fols. 67b and 87b blank.
  

OWNERøS MARKS: Fol. 22b detached words and numbers.
 

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914.
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 27-A, fol. 1b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 27-A, fol. 15b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 27-A, fol. 19a
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 27-A, fol. 22a
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 27-B, fol. 23a
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 27-B, fol. 25b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 27-C, fol. 26b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 27-C, fol. 83a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 62 
  

 

A. 

TITLE: î¿’iyat [tahÄ∞b al-manÃiq] [fol. 1a] 
  

SUBJECT: Logic 
  

AUTHOR: [NaÒm al-D∞n] >Abd All¿h [ibn al-îusayn al-Yazd∞] (d. 981 H [1573 CE] or 1015 

H [1606 CE]) [fol. 1a] 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: Not given 
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 61 (fols. 1-61) 
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 17-18 
  

NOTES: On fol. 1 a, the title î¿’iyat Mull¿ >Abd All¿h. Ahlwardt 5179 gives the complete 

title and name of the author. The text is a commentary to TahÄib al-manÃiq 

written by Sa>d al-D∞n Mas>´d ibn >Umar al-Taftaz¿n∞ (d. 793 H [1390 CE]). 
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 1b, lines 1-2 

���� ������ ���	
�� ��� ��� �� ��� ���� � ������� �� ���� ������� �����  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 60b, lines 1-6 

 ���� ������	 
���	  ������ ����� � ����� �� ����� � ��!"# �!"� �!"� �� �����

 
!$%	&��#� ���'� (��")	 [...] 

 
 

 B. 

TITLE: al-Ta§r∞f [al->Izz∞] [fol. 62a] 
  

SUBJECT: Grammar 
  

AUTHOR: [>Izz al-D∞n Ibr¿h∞m ibn >Abd al-Wahh¿b al-ïazraz∞ al-ZanÒ¿n∞] (d. 655 H [1257 

CE]) 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: Rab∞> al-¨¿n∞ 1079 H [1668 CE] [fol. 72a] 
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 11 (fols. 62-72) 
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 17 
  

NOTES: The title has been written on fol. 62a, but only word Ta§r∞f visible, the rest is torn 

off. Ahlwardt 6615 gives the complete title. Ahlwardt gives the authorøs name and 

patronyms as Ibr¿h∞m ibn >Abd al-Wahh¿b ibn >Al∞, whereas Zirikl∞, vol. 4, 179 

gives them as >Abd al-Wahh¿b ibn Ibr¿h∞m ibn >Abd al-Wahh¿b. 
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 62b, line 1 

���� ��� ���	
� ����
 �����
�� ����
� �� � �
��� ���
� � ���	
� !� "��� ��#� �
�� 
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 ���� ���� ��	
��� � ������������������ �����  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 71b, lines 16-17 and fol. 72a, line 1 

��� ����� ����	
� �� ���  ��� �
��� �����
�� ���
��	�� ���� ��� ��!
�" ����" ��� 

#$ % ��&'�" ���(
� 

  

SIZE: 21.5 x 14.4 x 1. 3 cm; text area A: 16.2 x 6.0 cm, text area B: 13.4 x 5.8 cm 
  

DESCRIPTION: Black European style leather binding, simple tooled medallion and multiple 
frames. Front cover missing. Fols. 1-61 (text A) tinted blue, watermarked paper: 
armorial designs, Cyrillic letters, year 1822. Fols. 62-72 (text B) different paper. 
The title of text A given on fol. 1a and the title of text B on fol. 62a, partly torn 
off. Text A begins on fol. 1b, text B on fol. 62b. Text and marginal notes in Ta>l∞q 
script, black ink, different hands. On fols. 1-60, the word qawlu-hu in red. The 
commented text runs in the top margin on fols. 1-60, sometimes written in red 
ink, sometimes marked with a red line. Margins mended on fols. 62-72, covering 
part of the first line on fol. 66 and parts of marginal notes on fols. 62b and 63a. 
Part of marginal notes torn away on fols. 62a and 65b. Catchwords. The 
catchwords on fols. 11b, 14b, and 36b do not match with the first words of the 
next pages. Fol. 61b blank. 

  
OWNERøS MARKS: Stamp on fol. 34a. Stamps on fol. 34b and 35a: >abdu-hu Muúammad >Al∞. 

Smudged stamps on fol. 60b. Smudged written texts and dates on fol. 61a: Rab∞> 
awwal 1246 H [1830 CE] and Øum¿d¿ awwal 1246 H [1830 CE]. Stamp on fol. 
62a. Detached bits of text, magic squares and talismanic symbols on fols. 1a, 61a, 
62a, 72a, and 72b. 

  
PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 62-A, fol. 60b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 62-B, fol. 71b
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 62-B, fol. 72a
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 Cod. Arab. A.C. 77 
  

 

A. 

TITLE: î¿’iyat Ma>¿lim [al-u§´l] [fols. 2a, 2b] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ legal theory (u§´l al-fiqh) 
  

AUTHOR: al-îusayn [ibn Muúammad Raf∞> al-D∞n al-îusayn∞ al-Mar>a’∞ al-şmul∞] al-
mad>´ bi-ïal∞fat al-SulÃ¿n (d. 1064 H [1654 CE]) [fols. 2a, 2b] 

  
SCRIBE: î¿ÒÒ∞ >Al∞ Akbar Muúammad Mahd∞ [fol. 52b] 

  
COPYING DATE: Øum¿d¿ al-¨¿n∞ 1253 H [1837 CE] [fol. 52b] 

  
NUMBER OF FOLIA: 52 [fols. 1-52] 

  
NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 19 

  
NOTES: The text is a commentary to Ma>¿lim al-d∞n wa-mal¿Ä al-muÒtahid∞n f∞ u§´l al-d∞n 

written by al-îasan ibn Zayn al-D∞n al->şmil∞ (d. 1011 H [1602 CE]). 
Cod. Arab. A.C. 48-B is another copy of ïal∞fat al-SulÃ¿nøs commentary. 

  
BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 2b, lines 1-2 

���� ���� ��� �	
 ����� ��	���� ������ �� � �������� �� � ���!�� �"��� #�$%& ��' �(� 

)�%���� 

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 52b, lines 12-14 

������� ��� ���	�
� ��� 	��� ��� ����� � ����
� �	�� ���� !� �"# $��%
� &' ()�* 

$�+
� 

 
 

 B. 

TITLE: Munta≠ab az t¿r∞≠-e >¿lam¿r¿ [fol. 54b] 
  

SUBJECT: History 
  

AUTHOR: Eskandar [Beg Torkam¿n] Mon’∞ (d. ca. 1043 H [1633 CE]) [fol. 54b] 
  

SCRIBE: Anonymous 
  

COPYING DATE: Not given 
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 16 [fols. 53-69] 
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 22 
  

NOTES: The title is written in red as a heading on fol. 54b. The text is in Persian and it is a 

selection of Eskandar Mon’∞øs historical work on the êafaw∞ dynasty, titled T¿r∞≠-

e >¿lam¿r¿-ye >Abb¿s∞. The name of the person who has compiled the selection is 

not mentioned in the ms. 
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 54b, lines 1-2 

��� ���� ��	 
���� � ������ ��� ���� ��� �� �� ��� �� ��� ��� ����� !�� "��# �� $���% 
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�� ��� ����	 
��� ����� �������� ����� 	
� �����  

  

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 69b, lines 1-3 

��� ����� ���	
� �� ��� ���� ��� �� ��	�� ��� ������ �����! "��  �� ���# $%� �

 &��� ���! �!�� '(��� )�*�� +��,� -./�0 �!1	2! 3�2	4� �.�(� )�5	%6� "�� ���7 ��/�� 

�8 

 

 

 

C. 

TITLE: Muqaddimat al-w¿Òib [fol. 70b] 
  

SUBJECT: fl∞>∞ legal theory (u§´l al-fiqh) 
  

AUTHOR: îusayn ibn Øam¿l al-D∞n al-ïw¿ns¿r∞ [fol. 70b] 
  

SCRIBE: Mahd∞ ibn [...?] [fol. 110a] 
  

COPYING DATE: RaÒab 1260 H [1844 CE] 
  

NUMBER OF FOLIA: 40 [fols. 70-110] 
  

NUMBER OF LINES TO PAGE: 19 
  

BEGINNING OF THE TEXT: Fol. 70b, lines 1-2 

���� �����	 �

� ��� �� ������ ��� ���� � ������ ����� ��! "#$��% &' (�)�%	� *+�� 

��,��� &' 

 

 

END OF THE TEXT: Fol. 110a, lines 7-10 

��� � ����� ���	
� �� � ������ ������ �� ��� ������� ������ ��� ���� ������� ��� ��! 

��"	�� #�� �� ��$���� 

 

 

SIZE: 20.7 x 15.2 x 1.6 cm; text area 14.3 x 9.0 cm [text A], 15.4 x 10.5 cm [text B], 

13.0 x 8.9 cm [text C] 
  

DESCRIPTION: Black European style leather binding, tooled multiple frames. The covers are 

somewhat smaller than the ms. Most of the fols. watermarked paper: several 

designs. Titles of the texts listed on fol. 2a. Text begins on fol. 2b. Text and 

marginal notes in Nas≠∞ script, black ink. Each of the texts A-C in a different 

hand. In text B, chapter headings in red ink. Catchwords. Fols. 1b, 70a, and 110b 

blank. 
  

NOTES: On fol. 2a, table of content listing the titles of the texts. Five titles are listed but 

only the first three texts are found in the ms. 
  

OWNERøS MARKS: On fol. 2a, in writing and on two stamps: Ab´ al-îasan al-îasan∞ al-îusayn∞ al-

I§bah¿n∞. 

Stamp on fol. 2b, same stamp on fol. 52b. 

Detached bits of text in Arabic and Persian on fols. 1a, 53a, 53b, 54a. 
  

PROVENANCE: Acquired by Arthur Christensen in Iran 1914. 
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Cod. Arab. A.C. 77-C, fol. 110a
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Bibliography 

Arranged according to the abbreviations used in the catalogue. 

Ahlwardt = W. Ahlwardt, Verzeichniss der arabischen Handschriften, Band 1–10 (Die Handschriften der 
Königlichen Bibliothek zu Berlin), Berlin 1887–1899, Nachdruck 1980–1981. 

A>l¿m al-’∞>ah = ş\¿ Bozorg al-$ahr¿n∞, $abaq¿t a>l¿m al-’∞>ah, vols. 1–4, Beyrut 1967–1972. 

Bodleian Library = E. Sachau and H. Ethé, Catalogue of the Persian, Turkish, Hindûstânî, and Pushtû 
Manuscripts in the Bodleian Library, vols. 1–3, Oxford 1889, 1930–1954. 

British Museum = W. Cureton et Ch. Rieu, Catalogus codicum manuscriptorum orientalium qui in Museo 
Britannico asservantur, Pars secunda, London 1846, reprint Hildesheim 1998. 

COMDC 5.1 = Ali Abd Alhussein Alhaidary and Stig T. Rasmussen, Catalogue of Arabic manuscripts,
COMDC 5.1, Copenhagen 1995. 

al-ìar∞>ah = ş\¿ Bozorg al-$ahr¿n∞, al-ìar∞>ah il¿ ta§¿n∞f al-’∞>ah, vols. 1–29, Beyrut 1403H, 3rd print. 
 

EI
2 = The encyclopaedia of Islam, New edition, vols. 1–10, Leiden 1986–2000. 

 

Eilers und Heinz = Wilhelm Eilers und Wilhelm Heinz, Persische Handschriften, Verzeichnis der 
orientalischen Handschriften in Deutschland, Band XIV, 1, Wiesbaden 1968. 

Fehrest = Fehrest-e nos≠ah¿-ye ≠aÃÃ∞-ye Ket¿b≠¿ne-ye om´m∞-ye úaˆrat-e ¿yatoll¿h al->oˆm¿ NaÒaf∞-ye 

Mar>a’∞, vols. 1–28, Qom 1395H–1421H. 
 

Flügel, Wien = Gustav Flügel, Die arabischen, persischen und türkischen Handschriften der Kaiserlich-
königlichen Hofbibliothek zu Wien, vols. 1–3, Wien 1865–1867, reprint Hildesheim 1977. 

GAL2 I, II = Carl Brockelmann, Geschichte der arabischen Literatur, vols. 1–2, Leiden 1943–1949, 2nd ed. 

GAL SI, SII = Carl Brockelmann, Geschichte der arabischen Literatur Supplementbänden, vols. 1–3, 
Leiden 1937–1942. 

GAS = Fuat Sezgin, Geschichte des arabischen Schrifttums, vols. 1–9, Leiden 1967–1984. 

The India Office = Hermann Ethé, Catalogue of Persian manuscripts in the Library of the India Office, vols. 
1–2, Oxford 1903–1937.  

Ka’f al-ˆun´n = îaÒÒ∞ ïal∞fah, Ka’f al-ˆun´n >an as¿m∞ al-kutub wal-fun´n, ed. Gustav Flügel, vols. 1–7, 
London 1835–1858. 

Mo<allef∞n-e kotob = ï¿nb¿b¿ Mo’¿r, Mo<allef∞n-e kotob, vols. 1–6, Teheran 1340fl–1344fl. 
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Sohrweide, Verzeichnis = Hanna Sorhweide, Türkische Handschriften, Verzeichnis der orientalischen 
Handschriften in Deutschland, Band XIII, 3, Wiesbaden 1974. 
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 Titles  

 

 

 
Aú¿d∞¨ al-a≠b¿r    95 
Anw¿r al-tanz∞l wa-asr¿r al-ta<w∞l    316 
Arba>´na úad∞¨    84 
al-Baúr al-mawr´d f∞ al-maw¿¨∞q wal->uh´d    338 
Dourat-e tam¿m-e feqh-e mo≠ta§ar [al-Dawrah al-t¿mmah f∞ al-fiqh al-mu≠ta§ar?]  

119 
Du>¿< al-iútiÒ¿b    293 
Du>¿< Kumayl ibn Ziy¿d    290 
al-Durar al-bah∞yah >al¿ flarú al-Azhar∞yah f∞ >ilm al->arab∞yah    40 
al-Durrah al-yat∞mah    375 
Durrat al-\aw¿§ f∞ awh¿m al-≠aw¿§    397 
al-Dur´s al-’ar>∞yah f∞ fiqh al-im¿m∞yah    191 
al-Faw¿<id al-ëiy¿<∞yah    29 

al-Faw¿<id al-sab>ah    375 
Feqh-e ve-u§´l [al-Fiqh wal-u§´l ?]    232 
Fur´> al-K¿f∞    67, 71 
Ø¿mi> al-a≠b¿r    100 

Ø¿mi> al-’ar¿<i>    376 
Ø¿mi> al-’aw¿hid    52 
Øaw¿hir al-kal¿m f∞ ’arú flar¿<i> al-isl¿m [?]    175
|an∞mat al-ma>¿d f∞ ’arú al-Ir’¿d    142, 146

Hid¿yat al-mustar’id∞n >al¿ u§´l Ma>¿lim al-d∞n    248 
al-î¿’iyah   396 
al-î¿’iyah >al¿ ’arú mula≠≠a§ al-Øa\m∞n∞ li-Q¿è∞z¿de    1 
î¿’iyat Anw¿r al-tanz∞l wa-asr¿r al-ta<w∞l    319 
î¿’iyat al-ú¿’iyah al-ïafar∞yah >al¿ al-’arú al-Òad∞d lil-TaÒr∞d    385 
î¿’iyat Ma>¿lim al-u§´l    235, 242, 414 
î¿’iyat al-Rawdah al-bah∞yah f∞ ’arú al-Lum>ah al-dima’q∞yah    134 
î¿’iyat tahÄ∞b al-manÃiq    407 
îay¿t al-úayaw¿n    372 
ïul¿§at al-aÄk¿r wa-iÃmi<n¿n al-qul´b    285 
ïul¿§at al-maÄhab    199 
al-K¿fiyah    25 
Kanz al->irf¿n f∞ fiqh al-Qur<¿n    122 
Ka’f al-\iÃ¿<    219 
Kit¿b al-alfayn al-f¿riq bayna al-§idq wal-mayn    91

al-Kit¿b f∞ ¿d¿b úamlat al-Qur<¿n    15 
Kit¿b Ø¿ribard∞    21
Kit¿b al-Òin¿y¿t [?]    195
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Kit¿b úamd ¨an¿    368

Kit¿b maf¿t∞ú al-’ar¿<i>    165, 179

Kit¿b man l¿ yaúèuru-hu al-faq∞h    87

al-Kit¿b al-Man§´r∞ f∞ al-Ãibb    259

Kit¿b al-mi§b¿ú f∞ al-naúw    45 
Kit¿b mu≠talaf al-’∞>ah f∞ aúk¿m al-’ar∞>ah    186 
Kit¿b um´r >¿mmah min ’arú al-TaÒr∞d    350

Lu<lu<at al-baúrayn f∞ al-iÒ¿zah li-qurrat-∞ al->ayn    113 
Ma>¿lim al-d∞n wa-mal¿Ä al-mugtahid∞n f∞ u§´l al-d∞n    235 
ManhaÒ al-iÒtih¿d    171 
Mas¿lik al-afh¿m il¿ tanq∞ú ’ar¿<i> al-isl¿m    160

Mu\n∞ al-lab∞b >an kutub al-a>¿rib    59 
al-Muú¿kam¿t bayn al-im¿m wal-Na§∞r f∞ ’arú al-I’¿r¿t    276

Mun§if min al-kal¿m >al¿ Mu\n∞ Ibn Hi’¿m    63 
Munta≠ab az t¿r∞≠-e >¿lam ¿r¿    414 
al-Munta≠ab f∞ Òam∞> al-mar¿¨∞ wal-≠uÃab    116 
Muqaddimat al-w¿Òib    415 
NubÄat min mas¿<il al-u§´l    252 
Qal¿<id al-durar f∞ ¿y¿t al-aúk¿m bil-a¨ar    138 
al-Q¿n´n f∞ al-Ãibb    263 
al-Qaw¿>id wal-far¿<id [î¿’iyat Ma>¿lim al-u§´l ?]    385 
al-Qaw¿n∞n al-muúkamah    207, 210, 213 
al-Qur<¿n    298, 301, 304, 307  
Ras¿<il I≠w¿n al-§af¿< wa-≠ill¿n al-waf¿<    363 
al-Rawèah al-bah∞yah f∞ ’arú al-Lum>ah al-dima’q∞yah    126, 130

Rièw¿n al-¿mil∞n f∞ ta>l∞q al-qaw¿n∞n    216 
Res¿lat-e Ø¿m∞yah dar >ar´è    268 
al-Ris¿lah al-Andalus∞yah f∞ >ilm al->ar´è∞yah wal-awz¿n al-’a>r∞yah    267 
al-ê¿f∞ f∞ tafs∞r kal¿m All¿h al-w¿f∞    313

flar¿<i> al-isl¿m f∞ mas¿<il al-úal¿l wal-úar¿m    149, 155, 180 
flarú al-alf∞yah    33 
flarú al-Andalus∞yah f∞ >ilm al->ar´è    267 
flarú al->Aq∞dah al-san´s∞yah    357 
flarú D∞w¿n Imri< al-Qays    279 
flarú al-Øaw’an    282 
flarú al-K¿f∞    75, 79 
flarú kit¿b al-Øa\m∞ni    1 
flarú QaÃr al-nad¿ wa-ball al-§ad¿    45 
flarú-e §a\∞r, ’arú-e kab∞r [al-flarú al-§a\∞r, al-’arú al-kab∞r ?]    203 
flarú al-’¿fiyah li-Ibn al-î¿Òib    21 
flarú TaÒr∞d al-kal¿m    342, 346, 353

flarú tahÄ∞b al-wu§´l il¿ >ilm al-u§´l    228 

flarú Tal≠∞§ al-Mift¿ú al-mu≠ta§ar    322 
flarú Tal≠∞§ al-muÃawwal    326, 330, 335 
Tafs∞r al-Øal¿layn    310 
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TahÄ∞b al-wu§´l il¿ >ilm al-u§´l    223 

Taúr∞r kit¿b al-ukar li-ä¿wuÄ´siy´s    396 

Ta>l∞q al-faw¿èil >al¿ i>r¿b al->Aw¿mil    55 

Ta>l∞q¿t manhaÒ al-maq¿l    386 

Tamr∞n al-Ãull¿b f∞ §in¿>at al-i>r¿b    37 

Ta<r∞≠ al-≠ulaf¿<    108 

Ta<r∞≠ >Utb∞ f∞ ’arú a≠b¿r al-sulÃ¿n Yam∞n al-Dawlah Ab∞ al-Q¿sim Maúm´d ibn 

Sebüktigin    104 

al-$ar∞qah al-muúammad∞yah    6
al-Ta§r∞f al->Izz∞    407 

Tuúfat al-z¿<ir dar ziy¿r¿t    11 
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